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Governance in Hungarian family businesses
Attila WIESZT
Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary

Abstract:
Aim: A large-scale, exploratory survey had been conducted on the whole population of family
businesses in Hungary in 2017/18 concentrating on the heterogeneity of the family business population.
This paper presents the findings of this survey focusing only on the governance practices of the
Hungarian family businesses.
Design / Research methods: Two questionnaire were asked from a sample of Hungarian family
businesses in the form of computer-assisted phone interview. This sample is based on probability
sampling of a larger database representative to the Hungarian population of business organization in
terms of annual revenue, geographical location and industry. Questions were formulated considering
models of family involvement, socio-emotional wealth, succession, governance and
professionalization.
Conclusions / findings: Hungarian family businesses succeed in involving a growing number of
family members into the company which also positively relates to the business performance of the
firms. The developmental patterns of their governance practices reflect their increasing level of
professionalization. However, they can hardly involve external, non-family professionals into the Top
Management Team, which may be crucial especially for the further growth of medium-sized firms.
Their family governance concentrates rather on operatively bridging family and company, and not on
planning the maintenance of long-term family control.
Originality / value of the article: The paper delivers both information on the heterogeneity of the
Hungarian family businesses from a governance-related point of view, and show direct, practical
implications regarding the family business governance system. Its results can be of interest both for
family business owners, researchers and consultants.
Keywords: governance structure, family business, family business governance, family governance,
Hungary.
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Attila WIESZT

1. Introduction
Although country-level surveys had been realized in other countries during the
last decades in family business research, there has been no similar comprehensive
survey conducted before in Hungary on the whole population of family businesses.
Previous efforts targeted only at a specific regional or industrial set of family
businesses or concentrated on SMEs.
With the aim to contribute to fill this gap, the Center of Family Business at the
Corvinus University Budapest implemented a large scale, exploratory survey on the
Hungarian family business profile at the end of 2017. In this paper I present the
findings of this survey focusing only on the governance practices of the Hungarian
family businesses.

2. Governance in family businesses
2.1. Definition of governance in family business
There are no widely accepted definition for governance either for family or nonfamily businesses (Gersick-Feliu 2014). Governance in general refers to both
structures and processes by which organizations are led, controlled and owned
(Gnan et al. 2015; Huse 2009). These structures and processes (Uhlaner et al. 2007)
ensure both the prevailence of the interests of the owners throughout the operation
of the business and that interests of all stakeholders are also taken into consideration.
In family business research, the scope of governance is always a bit wider than
in general management research: beyond linking shareholders’ interests and
expectations of critical stakeholders with the firms’ strategic and operative
management, the relationship between different kinds and levels of family
involvement into the governance and business performance of the company is also
of primal concern here (Goel et al. 2014). My study applies the notion of governance
based on this latter, wider perspective.
It implies that when inspecting governance systems at Hungarian family
businesses, I aim at observing not only the mechanisms of corporate and subsequent
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ownership governance, but also how family and relationship between family and the
company is governed. From now on I label this approach as family business
governance.
2.2. Relevance of family business governance
The reason why family business governance requires additional attention as
compared to the governance practices of non-family businesses is morefold.
Firstly, standard assumptions of agency (principal-agent) and stewardship
theories being the most frequently applied theoretical frameworks in family business
governance are not always applicable (Van Essen et al. 2015; Schulze et al. 2001,
Miller, Le Breton-Miller 2006; Siebels, zu Knyphausen-Aufseß 2012). The
assumption of the presence of large, unified family blockholders acting jointly
without personal battles, supervising and controlling top managers of the firm
continuously with the same, unchanging competency and motivation can not always
be maintained. Since my aim here is merely to exhibit the relevance of investigation
of governance at family businesses, and not to present major theories of governance,
instead of disentangling below the bundles of assumptions according to theories, I
rather raise possible issues when these assumptions are hardly applicable and point
at their governance implications.
Families often do not behave like blockholders: misaligned interests can lead to
hidden or open conflicts between family members and family branches. These
diverging interests can be induced by personal differences based on particular needs
of individual and family life cycle: employment, career or financial needs may be
highly different from each other based on the specific life cycle stages, which
individuals occupy (Chrismann 2004). Family dynamics may also cause rapture
among members of the supposedly blockholder team: personal conflicts between
siblings, or parents and the children can escalate to an extent when the tension may
split up their unified group into different parts. Furthermore, situational differences
can lead to disagreement among family owners too: family members (branches),
who are more actively involved into the operation of the company, possess more
accurate information on the firm and as employees can have different interests
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regarding the planning and implementation of the strategy than other, more passive
family members, who are less-informed on the company (Schulze et al. 2001). All in
all, diverging interests of family members and branches necessarily lead to different
levels of risk-aversion, preferred time horizon of the implementation of the strategy,
different level of identification with the company and differing personal emotional
attachment to the firm (Chua et al. 2009).
Furthermore, family members may not be able to carry out professional control
and supervision (Lubatkin et al. 2007a; Goel et al. 2014). Their intention to maintain
transgenerational control may lead to a behavior, when parents favor family
members over other professional, but non-family individuals. Children from the
upper generations may also be rather biased to maintain their family heritage, that is
the long-term family ownership of the company (Dawson-Parada 2019). They are
determined to preserve dominant control of the family which in return can lead to
biased decisions on overestimating the performance of family members or choosing
incompetent non-family managers. An additional factor can be mentioned here: if
family members have an absolute power inside the firm, without any governmental
constraint, highly-trained, but non-family professionals will perceive less room for
creating a career in the organization and hence will be less motivated to join the
company.
As a solution for the above mentioned problems, literature suggests the
introduction of governmental mechanisms differing from the ones of the non-family
businesses. At non-family businesses, governance concentrates on the alignment of
goals and interests between the owners and the managers. Whereas at family-owned
companies, governmental structure should be designed to introduce and maintain
family preferences inside the company and to curb the otherwise unconstrained
power of the family owners (Miller, Le Breton-Miller 2006; Koeberle-Schmied et al.
2014).
The second reason why family businesses need special governmental solutions
that contrasts to non-family businesses can be connected to the limited functionality
of traditional governance mechanisms in family-owned businesses (Anderson-Reeb
2004; Carney et al. 2013; Van Essen et al. 2015; Bammens et al. 2011).
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The Board of Directors as a governance mechanism fulfils both controlling and
supervising functions. However, family businesses are less likely to establish such
body since managers whom should be monitored by this mechanism are family
members or non-family, but affiliated directors. Although family control can
certainly be represented through this board, but this plenum is less open to
involvement of external, independent professionals, who may exert a control on the
overusage of the power of the family inside the company and who may introduce
specific, professional knowledge into the firm (Bammens et al. 2011).
Concentrated ownership of the family at family businesses, as a next possible
governance mechanism can function well in controlling non-family managers.
However, it also means a drawback when diverging interests of family owners (or
between family owner and an external minority owner) arise either regarding the
strategy of the firm or regarding ownership because it can not ensure the
management and harmonization of misaligned interests of these parties (Memili
2011).
Performance-based payment is a traditional tool for the alignment of the
interests of owners and managers – but in family businesses, such compensational
systems are less likely to be installed, and even if they are, one of the most
motivating item, providing shares for the managers is missing as a consequence of
family intention of maintaining dominant control of the firm in long-term (PindadoRequejo 2015).
Family businesses are also immune to some of the main external governance
mechanisms to some extent. They are less impacted by the threat of external take
over since family has a concentrated ownership and aims at preserving it for longterm (Carney et al. 2013; Van Essen et al. 2015). Competition in their main markets
will also exert direct pressure on family businesses to a smaller extent since they
either search and occupy a niche where they are able to tide over harder market
times (Van Essen et al. 2015). Besides, their primal concern is not to react to
immediate requirements of the market but to maintain traditions in their product line
as well. Thirdly, they are less directly exposed to managerial labor market which
would set clear standards for the underperforming managers and would reward
overperformers because there are family members among leaders of the company
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who are usually not menaced by giving them the sack. (Schulze et al. 2001; GomezMejia et al. 2001)
According to the literature, decreasing functionality of the above mentioned
governance mechanisms can be remedied if family businesses augment the
fulfilment of those weakened functions by imposing clear governance regulations
(Gersick, Feliu 2014; Memili 2011; Bammens et al. 2011).
Beyond the problems of the standard governance assumptions and the curbed
functionality of some traditional governance mechanisms, there are further reasons
why family businesses require their own governance solutions. Whereas the main
points of the above arguments originate from the principal-agent theory, from the
stewardship theory and from the resource based view of family businesses, the
ensuing factors can be linked to social capital theory and to structural considerations
of the family business system.
Firstly, family businesses rely on more informal governance than non-familyowned businesses. Some argue that it is because of the overlapping character of the
subsystems that constitute the family business system (Goel et al. 2014; Gersick,
Feliu 2014). Others point at the importance of the social interactions both among
family members when working for the company and among family members and
other stakeholders that underline and define the framework of any governance
mechanism. It implies that the differentiation between contractual and relational
governance at the case of family businesses is not simply a choice of approach or
followed research theory – both kind of governance should be inspected at the same
time in a unified and integrated way (Miller, Le Breton-Miller 2011).
Secondly, since family as a system should also carry out specific functions for
the business system to operate adequately, family also needs governance. This
governance supports the preservance of family unity behind the ownership of the
company, and maintains and manages the relationship between the family and the
firm (Suess 2014).
There are other considerations relating to the significance of governance at
family businesses specifically in Hungary. According to the institutional
argumentation, in emerging economies, like Hungary, the enforcement of the agency
contracts incurs more cost which implies a more concentrated firm ownership
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(North 1990; Dana-Ramadani 2015). Putting the concentrated ownership and the
absence of effective external governance (because of the ineffectively operating
market institutions) together, one can argue that conflicts between dominant and
minority shareholders will be more frequent, than in family businesses from
developed countries where ownership, control and operative leadership are more
separated and there are effective legal mechanisms that protect owners (DanaRamadani 2015).
Other authors also raise that family businesses may thrive in the presence of
institutional weaknesses because they form groups in which they can allocate capital
for the members of the group who are in need and also create a secure market for
each other where both the buyers and the sellers know each other (Dinh, Calabrò
2019).
Both of the above arguments imply well-functioning family business
governance that can manage internal and external challenges, which the firm faces
in this special, partially underdeveloped institutional environment.
The final theoretical argument supporting the relevance of inspection of family
business governance is connected to the social contingency theory (Le BretonMiller, Miller 2009). According to this theoretical framework, the extent to which
agency or stewardship assumptions prevail in governance depends on economic,
psychological and sociological considerations (Goel et al. 2014). The degree of
social embeddedness of stakeholders into the family and the self-control of the
owner and the values endowed by the family will influence the adoption and
domination of either agency rationale or stewardship attitudes – which also hints at
the importance of country-specific investigation of governance (Le Breton-Miller,
Miller 2009).
2.3. Classification of family business governance mechanisms
The structure of governance interlaces the whole family business system and as
such, it also becomes part of this larger system (Gallo, Kenyo-Rouvinez 2005;
Koeberle-Schmied et al. 2014) as a subsystem of the original family business system
and called as family business governance system. Henceforth the classification of
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the governance mechanisms which constitute the governance system can be
implemented by following the three-circle model (Nordqvist et al. 2014).
The business subsystem has two main governance mechanisms: the Board of
Directors and the Top Management Team led by the CEO. Members of the Board of
Directors are usually assigned by the owners. The Board fulfils the function of
control of the CEO and top managers, and also the supervision of them in form of
providing advice and feedback for their work. The CEO and the group of top
managers have the function of exercising leadership. In my interpretation here, the
function of leading, the leadership means operative management of the company,
that is the CEO and the top managers operatively lead the organization according to
the strategical goals and guidelines of the owners (Uhlaner et al. 2007; Gersick,
Feliu 2014). Prevailence of these governance bodies is also dependent on
organizational, market and country factors. In some other classifications, in other
business or legal context, Board of Directors is linked to more operative function of
leadership, whereas the control and supervisory function is related to a Supervisory
Board whose members are chosen by the owners (Bammens et al. 2011; Pindado,
Requejo 2015).
The main governance mechanism of the ownership subsystem is the
Shareholder’s Meeting and it implements the function of owning. The operation and
development of the ownership subsystem may be augmented by Family Trusts,
which is the tool for financial and estate planning from ownership perspective, and
the Family Offices, which also covers the tasks of estate planning but from the point
of view of family’s wealth management. These are only the main, most frequent
governmental tools, there are other possible mechanisms as well, such as limited
family partnerships, or different kind of trusts (Gersick, Feliu 2014).
The main governance forum of the family subsystem is the Family Council. It
recruits family members, and its main purpose is to design and maintain the
relationship between the firm and the family with two corresponding basic
functions: persistently bridging the family and the business on one hand, and
planning and ensuring the maintenance of the long-term family control over the
company (Carlock, Ward 2001).
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More complex families may also install Family Meetings (also called as
Reunion or Assembly) for ensuring the education and information of all family
members on business matters, the identification of the members with the business,
and all in all, the family unity behind the ownership and operation of the company.
Family Committees may also be established for more focused tasks which body
belong to the family subsystem. Family Constitution (also known as Code of
Conduct or Family Protocol) records all of the formal agreement of the Family
Council (and the Assembly and Committees) that relates to the relationship of the
company and family (Carlock, Ward 2001).
The limitation of this categorization can be connected to the critics of the threecircle model. Firstly, the model reifies that each subsystem and its respective
governance tools are existing. However, in reality, subsystems and their governance
mechanisms can sometimes not be identified in the clear-cut way of the model, they
may merge together (Gersick et al. 1997). Secondly, analytical separation of the
subsystems may cover the fact that they also complement each other, and their
governmental mechanisms are also pieced together (Koeberle-Schmied, Caspersz
2013). For instance, Family Council works strongly together with the Board of
Directors, sometimes can even take over certain competencies from the Board of
Directors. Thus all in all, three-circle model is adequate for inspecting governmental
structures, but one should be aware of these limitations when evaluating the
structure and functionality of the whole governance system.
These are the reason why instead of applying only the classification of
governance mechanisms based on the three-circle model, I also focused on the
functions these mechanisms fulfil. Based on my above definition of the governance
and classification of governance mechanisms, functions of governance at a company
and at its shareholder’s group include ownership, control and supervision, and
leadership (Huse 2009; Gnan et al. 2015). Other necessary function originating from
the family-ownership are the preservation of family unity regarding the firm and the
maintenance of family-firm relationship (Gersick et al. 1997, Carlock, Ward 2001).
One further advantage of this additional approach is that it offers a conceptual
framework to grasp and analyze the evolution of governance bodies (KoeberleSchmied, Caspersz 2013). As a business organization becomes family company
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from a sheer entrepreneurship, family members get employed, the idea of long-term
family ownership emerges, all of the above listed functions based on basic needs of
the subsystems should be satisfied. It may mean that there will not be separate
Family Council, Board of Directors, Supervisory Board and Shareholders Meeting
because the company is small and simply there is no need for a sophisticated
governance structure: all important decisions will be discussed by the weekly or
monthly meetings of the founder and his or her spouse or children. Later on, as both
the family and the company grows and becomes more complex, specific functions,
which can not be fulfilled anymore without separated, dedicated governance
mechanisms: family meetings and top management meetings may be differentiated,
and external, non-family leaders may also be invited into the top management
meetings. Applying primarily the fundamental functions for the inspection of
governance structure means that instead of using the concepts of a clear-cut, wellstructured governmental system based on the three-circle model, I can inspect how
the form of functional fulfilment is changing by time and how the governance
system’s structure itself evolves.
All in all, the research applied this „functionally aided” classification of
governance system based on these main, fundamental functions.

3. The research design and methodology
The research on governance practices at Hungarian family businesses was
conducted as part of a larger exploratory survey on the Hungarian family business
profile at the end of 2017 and beginning of 2018.
There was no comprehensive survey conducted before on the whole population,
previous efforts targeted only at specific parts of the family businesses (usually only
those belonging to SMEs). Thus previously we had only incomplete and to some
extent inconsistent informations available on the Hungarian population of family
businesses.
Instead of focusing on the comparision of family and non-family businesses, this
research inspected merely family-owned companies and concentrated on their
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heterogeneity. In this question the research followed the recent string of the
literature which emphasizes that the dichotomized framework of family vs. nonfamily businesses can be misleading since it inherently reifies the non-existing
homogeneity of family businesses (Zellweger et al. 2013). Besides, it may simplify
the notion of family and can also overlook the whole range of company resources
generated by family involvement (Jaskiewicz, Gibb Dyer 2017). Henceforth, turning
away from observing why they are different from non-family businesses, the survey
aimed at exploring how they are different from each other: what kinds of internal
groups their population has and how they differ regarding their internal processes.
Thus all in all, the research questions were formulated as follows: what are the
demographics of the Hungarian family businesses and how can their profile in terms
of composition, structure, and internal processes be described.
The overall aim of the research was to acquire a general picture on the
Hungarian situation that can raise interest for the family business population in
social sciences and that can also set the basis of later surveys. The specific aim was
to explore a „bird’s view” on the different needs and internal dynamics of the target
population.
Since – as mentioned above – we had rather limited and insufficient
informations on the internal characteristics of the Hungarian family business group,
a cautious, double-level research design had been applied by conducting two,
separate interviews with family businesses. The first, shorter questionnaire asked for
general informations regarding the family influence on the firm and performance
outcome. The second, longer interview that was conducted around a month later
aimed at gaining more detailed data on chosen internal processes.
Although the survey research was exploratory in nature, it followed widely
accepted and well-tried theoretical concepts and models from the literature on which
the development of its two questionnaires for the two interviews was banked. This
process also ensures that the results are comparable with findings of other previous
research projects from other countries and can be used for future comparision as
well.
The first questionnaire consists of three parts. Beyond basic questions regarding
the position of the interviewees, its first segment relates to the operative definitional
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levels of family businesses (Sharma 2004; Jaskiewicz, Gibb Dyer 2017)
(identification of the firm as family business, presence of dominant control of the
family/families, ownership ratio of the family/families, succession intentions) with
the exception of the importance of family values in the firm. The second and third
section connect to the mainstream research stance that puts variables of family
influence together with performance of the family business as outcome variable, and
inspect how family involvement of different kind and extent may exert impact on
various possible outcome variables (Anderson, Reeb 2003; Carney et al. 2013; Van
Essen et al. 2015; Pindado, Requejo 2015). The second part of the survey asked
about the age of the firm, how many family members and generations are involved
into the operation of the company as employee, how many family member is part of
the Top Management Team, what is the ratio of family and non-family members in
this team, if they have Supervisory Board, what is ratio of family members, and
whether they have family CEO. The question regarding succession intentions from
the first segment was also regarded as belonging to this second part.
The third section of the first questionnaire asked questions regarding the
performance outcome of the company in three dimensions: in the change direction
of annual turnover, market position and profitability. Although these answers are
based on self-assessment and were not compared with the real data (since they are
often hardly available), experiences from management research show high
correlation of the two data sets from self-reports and the formal company reports
(Ling, Kellermanns 2010; Sieger et al. 2013; Stanley 2017).
The above variables on direct family involvement not only reflects family
influence, but also mean significant governmental settings and configurations which
thus in the theoretical framework on which the questionnaire is based can be directly
connected to performance variables of the firm. I analyse the collected data and
evaluate the survey’s findings from this, governance perspective.
The second questionnaire stepped beyond the above „blackbox model” of family
businesses that links the impact of the family and the firm-level outcome, and aimed
at focusing on the processes that may directly establish the connection between
them.
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As a critic to the underemphasized family effect in the research based on
management research perspective, it is a uniform recommendation of the literature
to reassess and to refine the monolithic notion of direct family involvement (Holt et
al. 2017), and initially consider family’s goals and aspirations instead, and break it
down to financial and non-financial goals as inputs into the existence and operation
of the family-owned company. Following these recommendations, I turned to the
research efforts on socio-emotional wealth which notions connects exactly the nonfinancial aspirations of the family with the firm they own (Gómez-Mejía et al. 2011;
Debicki et al. 2016). It is important to note that by definition, the relationship
between socio-emotional wealth, internal processes of the company and the
economic outcomes are not lineal, but rather circumvent. Socio-emotional wealth is
derived from the ownership of the company, and this wealth in turn influences
decisions of family members regarding the relationship of the firm and the family
and regarding the operation of the company (Debicki et al. 2016). There are various
robust and well-tested measurement methods (Debicki et al. 2016; Berrone et al.
2012). I applied a recent one from the possible batteries, the REI scale (Hauck et al.
2016) which is an enhanced, thus more targeted and shortened version of the FIBER
scale (Berrone et al. 2012).
The next sections of the second questionnaire collected data from internal
processes of the inspected family-owned businesses. The research observed
succession, governance and – to a much lower extent – professionalization (Dekker
et al. 2015), and – with one question – the innovational activity of the firms. There
had been many various other potentional topics to be focus on: e.g. strategy of the
family business system, leadership, valuation of the firm, external institutional
settings and family businesses or estate planning among others. The choice of topic
reflects the research focal points of the Corvinus Center of Family Business at
Corvinus University of Budapest, where I work, which in turn indicates the core
issues of the Hungarian context. Here I introduce only the relevant, governance part
of the questionnaire.
Since the research aimed at almost the whole population and I also knew, that
greater part of the Hungarian family businesses are small and medium sized
company (ratio of large firms among all of Hungarian business entities is less than
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1%), furthermore they are typically first or second generational, and because of the
less complex family and company subsystems, their governance systems are also
less differentiated. Therefore the governance mechanisms of their systems are more
easily grasped by complementing the traditional classification of the three-circle
model with the above mentioned functional terms: 1. to lead the business
(corresponding with the mechanism of CEO and management team), 2. to control
the firm (the mechanisms of Board of Directors), 3. to own the company (the
mechanisms of Shareholder’s Meeting), 4. to maintain family unity and relationship
of family and company (the mechanism of Family Council).
When formulating the question regarding the fulfillment of the function of
leading, the interview subjects were asked whether their firms have the body where
operative decisions are done and if yes, in which location (at firm, at home, or at an
external venue) and what characteristics feature its operation (frequency of these
meetings, number of participants, ratio of family members, nature of family
relationship to the CEO, frequency of discussion of possible professional topics). To
observe the fulfillment of control of the firm, I asked if there is a forum for making
decisions on non-operative and strategical issues (frequency of these meetings,
number of participants, ratio of family members, nature of family relationship to the
CEO). Regarding the function of owning (Shareholders Meeting), I asked about the
main forum on the ownership of the company. Finally, as the fourth function is
concerned, I asked about the existence of forum on connected to the relationship
between the family and the company, on the possible topics of the council, on
possible formal or informal regulations regarding the firm-family relationship and I
also directly asked wether they have Family Constitution or not.

4. Data collection
A large, original database of Hungarian business organizations was
This database was representative to the whole population regarding
industry and location. We filtered it according to three criteria. Firstly,
having the legal form of individual proprietorships and secondly,
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operating in the financial services were excluded. Thirdly, although the survey
originally aimed at larger family businesses, since our factual knowledge of the
internal distribution of the whole population had been scarce, we decided on setting
our zoom wider and targeted at Hungarian family-owned businesses with an annual
turnover of between 80 million and 150 billion Hungarian Forints. It means that
microbusinesses and lowest segment of small businesses based on annual turnover
were excluded from the investigation. The research partner of the Center of Family
Business at the Corvinus University of Budapest, a data collector company applied
probability sampling from the remaining entries of the filtered database and
conducted computer assisted phone interviews on the sampled entries. The data
collector called each and every firm from the sample and started the interview based
on the first questionnaire. According to the protocol, they asked for an interview
with the family leader of the firm, or, as a second best option with a family member
in a top manager position.
We wanted to create results that are comparable with the ones of other countries,
and had little previous quantitative evidences from Hungary on the general
characteristics of the whole population. Thus we defined family businesses in
general – along with the international family business literature – as a firm largely
controlled by a family with the potential intention and vision of maintaining this
control across generations. As an implication of these considerations, for deciding
whether a firm contacted throughout the research is family-owned or not, the survey
applied a double parallel threshold: first it asked whether the respondent considered
itself as a family-owned business and if a family/families has dominant control of
the ownership shares. Next it also asked about the specific extent of the ownership
and if it exceeds the 50% ratio. If either of the tresholds (or both) was fulfilled, it
regarded the specific firm as family business and included it into the database.
The first database was planned to contain 1,400 family business and was finally
created between 2017 October and 2018 January as including 1,415 firms. The
second questionnaire ensued the first one approximately a month later between 2017
November and 2018 January from a subsample of 250 firms of the first family
business database. This research design ensured that the resulting database is
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representative to the Hungarian family businesses with respect to their size, industry
and location.
According to the data collecting protocol, the primal targets were family leaders
of the companies. Only if no family member from the Top Management Team was
available, an interview with non-family leader of the company was considered, as
the second best option. All in all, majority of the respondents was family member (a
bit less, than 75%).

5. Results
5.1. Descriptive statistics of the sample
Table 1 depicts the basic descriptive statistics regarding the sample1.
Classification of companies according to their size was conducted based on the
number of persons they employ: small-sized (or small) firms have 50 or less
employees, medium-sized (or medium) firms have more than 50, but not more than
250 employees, while those having more than 250 employees were labelled as largesized (large) firms. Around 91% of the firms is small-sized based on employee
number, a bit less than 8% is middle-sized, and 1% of them is large-firm. This
roughly corresponds to the internal distribution of the whole Hungarian population
of business entities. Majority of the firms is second-generational, around 2.55 family
members work at the company as an employee, but less, around 2 members are also
involved into the top management. Number of employed family members is lower at
small firms, peaks at medium firms and decreases again at the large firms (but still
to a value which is higher than at small firms). Headcount of Top Management
1

List of involved variables (beyond basic and filter questions): 1) succession intentions, 2)
year of foundation, 3) number of family members involved as employee, 4) number of
family generations involved into the operation/control of the company, 5) headcount of Top
Management Team, 6) number of participants from the Top Management Team who are
employees, 7) number of family members in the Top Management Team, 8) presence of
Supervisory Board, 9) headcount of Supervisory Board, 10) number of family members
involved into the Supervisory Board, 11) family CEO, 12) number of the CEO’s generation
related to the founding generation, 13) presence of family entrepreneurial history (previous
enterprises owned by direct family lineage), 14) specific period of operation of possible
previous enterprises, 15) ownership ratio of the family.
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Team and number of family members involved into the Top Management Team also
follows the same dynamics: they start at a lower value at small companies, set their
highest value at medium firms and become smaller again at large ones. Interestingly,
considering the ratio of family members in the Top Management Team, it constantly
increases: thus contrary to the fact that at large firms, both the headcount of the Top
Management Team and the number of involved members is smaller than at medium
firms, fall of headcount is steeper and henceforth the ratio is higher.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the governance-related questions of the first
questionnaire
Continous variables
Standard
Minimum
deviation

Average
Ownership ratio
Year of foundation
Number of family members
involved as employee
Number of family
generations involved into the
operation/control of the
company
Headcount of the Top
Management Team
Number of family members
in the Top Management
Team
Family CEO’s generation
related to the founding
generation (if there’s one)

Q1

Median

Q3

Maximum

88.0874

26.5083

0

100

100

100

100

1993.7014

7.793

1900

1991

1994

1997

2016

2.5533

1.632

0

2

2

3

20

1.7216

0.5827

0

1

2

2

5

2.2925

1.3367

1

2

2

3

25

2.1096

1.12

0

1

2

3

15

1.2337

0.447

0

1

1

1

4

Categorial variables

Succession intentions

Highly
probable

Rather
probable

Rather
not
probable

Not
probable
at all

38.95

28.93

17.24

14.88

Yes

No

Is the CEO of the firm a family member?

96.53

3.47

Was (were) there entrepreneur(s) in the direct lineage of the family?

29.64

70.36
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5.2. Results from the first questionnaire – family business profile from the
perspective of the governance
Ordinal logistic regression had been applied to uncover any connection between
the variables of family influence and the performance outcome of the firms. I found
few connections between these data. Firstly, I had an intuitive result: age of the
company has slight positive effect both on change in market position and on
profitability of the firm. Secondly, if family succession intentions were strong (but
only at that case), it has positive impact on profitability. Thirdly, involvement of one
more person into the Top Management Team resulted in significant drop of annual
turnover, while involvement of one more family member into the same team has
huge positive effect on the annual turnover. The net impact of the latter two effects
is still positive, thus the joining of family member can outnumber the negative
effect.
One should put an emphasis on the fact that the mathematical-statistical model
provided a solution, a functional connection, but it is valid only in the context of the
sample: it does not mean that one can involve any chosen number of family
members into the business with positive effect. The positive effect rather exists in
the set of the observations, and valid only in their context: majority of Hungarian
family businesses are owned and maintained by either only the founder-leader
(around 10%) or the dual of the founder-leader and his/her spouse (49%). Successful
involvement of additional family members beyond the founder or beyond the
founder and the spouse may be the way to generate growth in the firm and thus
family involvement in this interpretation may mean a possible developmental pattern
for the Hungarian family businesses.
Furthermore, I can also assume that only those members are involved firstly,
who are competent enough, who have the ability to work in the business – but the
survey did not differentiate between able and non-able family members. This is
another characteristics of the sample which limits the extension of the regression
results without any constraint.
Both cluster analysis (CA) and latent profile analysis (LPA) had been conducted
on exploring their internal profiles since I intended the research to be explorative in
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nature and again, we hardly have any exact previous information on the population.
Although both methods belong to the set of configurational approaches and are
analogous inasmuch they identify possible internal groups of the investigated
population, the mathematical calculation is different. Some author suggest that LPA
is superior in terms of statistical validity (Stanley 2017), since it is supposed to
provide more reliable results if the entries in the sample follow normal distribution,
and also delivers the number of internal groups without any further computation and
valuation (Fraley, Raftery 2002). One should put an emphasis on the requirement of
normal distribution which can not be assumed if data are not continuous. The type of
cluster analysis applied is the K-prototype cluster analysis, because from the many
possible types of CA, it directly was developed for data sets containing both
continuous and non-continuous variables (Huang 1998). When at secondary cluster
analysis I involved only continuous variables as independent variables, the Kprototype transformed into standard, K-means cluster analysis (Forgy 1965). From
the various possible heuristic methods that augment the decision on the number of
clusters, I chose the Cluster Elbow Method (Thorndike 1953), since it delivers a
valid and well-tried (oldest and most widespread) calculational process (Kodinariya,
Makwana 2013) when K-prototype (and K-means) Cluster Analysis is conducted.
Establishing the number of groups at LPA was conducted by the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC).
I conducted two analyses: the first one involved almost all variables of family
involvement2 from the first questionnaire, including ownership ratio, number of
involved generations, number of involved family members, ratio of family members
in the Top Management Team, strengths of family succession intentions, year of
foundation, presence of family CEO, presence of possible family entrepreneurial
2

I excluded only three related questions of family influence: the ones regarding the possible
presence of any Supervisory Board, the headcount of members in this board and number of
family members in the board. Calculation of ratio of family members in the Supervisory
Board revealed that huge amount of respondents did not understand / misunderstood this
question (ratio of family members were larger than 1) thus I decided here on exclusion.
Reason behind the large number of misunderstanding might be that the institute of
Supervisory Board is less known for Hungarian family business owners due to their
relatively lower complexity and smaller size than in other, more developed countries.
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history and firm size (in terms of number of employees) and business performance
of the firm. Since non-continuous data were also considered here, only k-prototype
cluster analysis had been applied. The second analysis which followed the extended
model introduced by Stanley et al. contained only number of employees, ownership
ratio, year of foundation, number of involved family members and generations and
ratio of family members in the Top Management Team – here both K-means CA and
LPA were used.
Table 2a. Results of the K-prototype cluster analysis and the latent profile
analysis
Cluster

Number
of items

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

1

11

333

4.06

0.8

95.45

4

1992.55

3.36

1.91

1

2

2

189

30.6

3.72

0.91

98.5

3

1993.82

2.58

1.7

1

1

3

484

10.14

3.75

0.94

98.71

4

1994.04

2.48

1.71

1

2

4

128

15.88

3.78

0.88

35.25

3

1993.45

2.79

1.77

1

2

K-Prototype Cluster Analysis (with Cluster Elbow Method)
Involved variables: a) firm size (in terms of number of employees), b) economic performance of the
firm (aggregated index, value set: between 1-5), c) ratio of family members in the Top Management
Team, d) ownership ratio, e) strength of succession intentions (value set: between 1-4), f) year of
foundation, g) number of involved family members, h) number of involved generations, i) presence of
family CEO, j) presence of possible family entrepreneurial history

Table 2b. Latent Profile
Informational Criteria)

Analysis

(informational

criteria:

Bayesean

Cluster

Number
of items

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

1

44

48.78

1995.11

2.25

1.7

0.53

14.94

2

13

70.66

1974.48

1.71

1.97

1

54.34

3

180

53

1994.67

2.39

1.74

1

13.06

4

25

55.54

1991.32

3.91

1.84

0.85

50.14

5

974

100

1993.8

2.53

1.7

0.95

22.6

6

16

28.26

1995.93

5.38

2

0.6

299.33

Involved variables: a) ownership ratio, b) year of foundation, c) number of involved family members,
d) number of involved generations, e) ratio of family
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I considered the first computation (K-prototype CA analysis with cluster elbow
method) as delivering the base for the analysis, since here I was able to involve all
range of variables of family influence including succession intentions, direct
governance settings and also the special variable of the presence of family
entrepreneurial history originating from the Hungarian context.
Checking the results (Table 2a, b), I have a relatively small group of large
companies where item’s number is 11 (smaller than the number of large companies
in the whole sample). On average, they are overperforming others, they have the
highest number of involved family members and also the lowest ratio of family
member involvement into the Top Management Team. The second group is
somewhere inbetween the large and micro-like small companies regarding their
average size. The number of involved family members is around the value of that of
the third and fourth groups, but the ratio of family member involvement into the Top
Management Team is the highest among the groups. Its average performance value
is the lowest one. Interestingly, family entrepreneurial history gets the average value
of 1 here, meaning that they have such background on average. At the other end of
the pole, the third group with around micro-sized group member companies has the
second lowest performance value and the highest ratio of family members in the Top
Management Team. It is the most populated category. The fourth group represent
firms that are somewhat larger on average than micro businesses, has the highest
performance-level among small-sized companies and also the smallest ratio of
family members involved into the top management.
All in all, one can state that the analysis splits the population into a very small
group of most effectively operating large firms, into a group of least effective
„large” small businesses, into a group of „medium” small businesses and into a
group of small businesses who are around the edge of being microbusiness. The
latter one’s headcount adds up to a larger number than the other three’s all together.
Putting these results to the ones from the above regression analysis and the
descriptive statistics of the internal groups of firms in the sample based on their size,
they show a clear picture regarding the Hungarian family business profile from the
point of view of family influence and governance.
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Firstly, as micro family businesses become small companies, more and more
family member is employed in the firm and also the ratio of family members
involved into the Top Management Team is getting higher. The regression analysis
showed that this is beneficial for the firm considering the change in annual
turnover3. In reality it may mean that the growth of the originally founder-led
entrepreneurships manifests itself in attracting more family members to the company
and to the Top Management Team.
Secondly, these results also reflect the decade-old problem of the Hungarian
economy, namely the problem of the missing population of medium-sized firms.
Although 7.69% of the firms from the sample is categorized as medium firm
statistically, large part of medium-sized companies looks and behaves as a small
business from the point of view of family influence. They involve more family
members than smaller firms, but are not really able to decrease the ratio of family
members in the Top Management Team or with other word, to attract external
professional managers, as large family businesses do.
Thirdly, a small group of large family businesses have the highest average
performance, the highest number of employed family members and the smallest
ratio of family members in the top Top Management Team. Membership of this
group is not necessarily determined by size: not all family businesses that are
statistically large show these family influence patterns.
In order to control the above results, I also checked these results with another
model, where I involved only continuous variables and applied both CA and LPA to
uncover the possible configurations. The classifications of this model seemingly
delivered different results: 5 clusters/groups4, with partially different headcounts.
One of the main tendencies, the continuously increasing number of involved family
members can only be partially observed. The other main tendency however is
3

Although regression analysis was calculated for the whole sample involving medium and
large firms as well, their weight (8.75%) in the whole sample is relatively small. Thus results
of the regression analysis are rather descriptive for small firms.
4
As shown in Table 3, cluster analysis of the variables explored 6 clusters – but one of them
contains only one entry from the database. Since the main aim with this secondary
calculation was purely to crosscheck the tendencies that had been explored in the first
analysis, without any further computation, I considered this one-item cluster as an exception,
and regarded only the remaining 5 clusters.
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identical – and this tendency is directly rather important from the perspective of the
governance: the above statements about the different developmental path of the
small, medium and large Hungarian family businesses had also been banked on it.
The larger the firm, the smaller the ratio of family members involved into the Top
Management Team – that is, the larger the room for engagement of external, nonfamily managers will be.
5.3. Results from the second questionnaire
As stated before, the second questionnaire was asked on a subsample of the
whole sample, including 251 family businesses where family members were
interviewed and only small and medium sized companies got into this subsample.
Table 3. Governance mechanisms and their characteristics – Descriptive
statistics
1. Top Management Team

Survey question

Population

Regular
work
meetings at
the
company

Regular
work
meetings at
home

Regular
work
meetings
held in an
other,
external
venue

Other

„What is the main decision
Whole sample
46.69
39.67
3.31
making body in your firm on
1st generational
41
45.3
3.3
operative issues, that is
issues having a weekly,
2nd generational
60.3
24.1
3.4
monthly or within a year
3rd generational
100
0
0
effect?” (in %)
Notes: There’s only one item of third generational firm in the subsample. Percentage values in
row (generation) add up to 100.
Survey
question

„Frequency
of these
meetings?”
(in %)

10.33
10.4
12.2
0
each

Population

Weekly more
occasion

Once a
week

In every
second
week

Monthly

In every
second
month

Whole sample

39.21

24.23

6.17

19.82

10.57

1st generational
2nd
generational
3rd
generational

42.3

23

4.7

20

10

30.9

27.2

10.9

18.18

12.82

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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1. Top Management Team – cont.
Survey
question
„How
many
people
participat
e in these
meetings
in
general?”
„Ratio of
family
members
in these
meetings?
”

Population
Whole
sample
1st
generational
2nd
generational
3rd
generational
Whole
sample
1st
generational
2nd
generational
3rd
generational

Average

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Q1

Median

Q3

Maxim
um

3.38

1.85

1

2

3

4

16

3.23

1.73

1

2

3

4

15

3.64

1.42

1

3

3

4

10

2.5

NA

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

0.82

0.28

0

0.67

1

1

1

0.82

0.28

0

0.67

1

1

1

0.84

0.28

0

0.75

1

1

1

0.8

NA

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

2. Board of Directors

Survey question

Population

„What is the main
Whole sample
decision making body in
your firm on strategical
1st generational
issues, that is issues
having an effect beyond 2nd generational
one year period?” (in %) 3rd generational

Survey question

„Frequency of these meetings?” (in %)

30

Identical
with the
previous
(leadership
team)

Regular
strategical
meetings at
the
company

Regular
strategical
meetings at
home

Regular
strategical
meetings
held in an
external
venue

23.33

36.25

36.25

4.17

25.1

29

41.3

4.6

18.96

55.1

22.4

3.54

0

100

0

0
In every
2-3
Monthly
months

Population

Annualy

Twice a
year

Whole sample

9.62

11.54

17.31

61.54

1st generational

9.04

11.36

13.6

66

2nd generational

12.5

12.5

37.5

37.5

3rd generational

NA

NA

NA

NA
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2. Board of Directors – cont.
Survey question

Population

„How many
people
participate in
these meetings
in general?”

Whole sample

3.19

1.9

1st generational

3.25

2nd generational

„Ratio of
family
members in
these
meetings?”

Average Std. Dev. Minimum

Q1

Median

Q3

Maximum

0

2

3

4

12

1.97

2

2

3

4

12

2.95

1.64

0

2.625

3

3.75

6

3rd generational

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Whole sample

0.85

0.3

0

1

1

1

1

1st generational

0.83

0.32

0

0.92

1

1

1

2nd generational

0.91

0.2

0,4

1

1

1

1

3rd generational

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3. Shareholders’ meeting
Survey question

Population

Shareholder’s
Identical Shareholder’s
Meetings
meetings
to the
meetings
held at held in other, Other
Strategical held at the
home
external
meetings
company
venue

Whole sample
„What is the main
decision making
1st generational
body in your firm on
ownership issues?” 2nd generational
(in %)
3rd generational

9.14

34.86

45.14

4.57

6.29

8,4

30,7

50,77

4,03

6,1

11.6

44.1

30.2

7.05

7.05

0

100

0

0

0

4. Family Council
Identical Meetings
Meetings
to the
held at
held at
Strategical
the
home
meetings company

Meetings
held in
other,
external
venue

Other

Survey question

Population

„What is the main
forum of problems and
issues on the
relationship of the
family and the firm?”
(in %)

Whole sample

8.28

36.69

47.34

4.14

3.55

1st generational

8,1

32,5

53,65

3,2

2,55

2nd generational

9

45,4

31,81

6,99

6,8

3rd generational

0

100

0

0

0

5.3.1. Descriptive statistics
Formulation of the main questions and main results are shown in Table 3.
Majority of the businesses (46.69%) held the Top Management Team’s meeting at
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the company, but a considerable part (39.67%) has this gathering at home. As far as
the Board of Directors are concerned, almost quarter of them do not distinguish it
from the Top Management Team’s meetings. From those who make this
differentiation, the same proportion choose the company and the home as a venue
(36.25-36.25%).
Number of participants in Top Management Teams is larger than in Boar of
Directors’ meetings, but ratio of family members is larger in the latter ones, which
underlies that the function of leading can also be exercised by non-family members,
but function of control is let out from family’s hands to a lesser extent.
Although Shareholder’s Meeting is a formal, separated and legally regulated
event, larger part of them (45%) reported that they hold this body at home, and
34.86% of them at the company. This may reflect that beyond the organization of a
legally required annual meeting, Hungarian family businesses rather practice the
ownership function also at home.
Greater part of them (91.72%) has a meetings of family and business
relationship separated from other governance mechanisms, 47.34% at home, and
36.69% at the company.
According to the results in Table 3, there are differences in data between the
first and second generational family businesses. Both Top Management Team’s
meetings and Board of Directors’ meetings started to be held at the company instead
of home to a significantly higher extent, and separated more from each other. Their
frequency also drop off: Top Management Team’s meeting is rather held more than
once a week at first generational firms, while at second generational firms, the once
a week rate are almost as large as the more than once a week option. Frequency of
Board of Directors’ meetings is rather monthly at first generation, while till the
second generation it lessens to inbetween monthly and 2-3 monthly rates. The same
tendency of increasing importance of the company as a venue can be observed in the
case of the Shareholder’s Meeting. Even majority of Family Councils starts to be
organized more at the company at the second generational firms than at home.
Concluding the above described preference for holding meetings of business
governance mechanisms at home and the reported overlap of these meetings, I can
hypothesize that at this stage of development, when majority of Hungarian family
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businesses are first or second generational, the function of leading and controlling of
the company’s top management is partially taken over by the Family Council.
Although this hypothesis assumes that meetings held at home can be directly linked
to the operation and functional fulfilment of the Council – which can not be proved
from the data because the research itself has a different and wider scope. But
intuitively, it can be argued that these small and medium firms do not distinguish
between these meetings, they assign separate time for discussing family and
business matters on their own at home, and during these occasions both operative
and strategic business issues may also emerge5.
Concluding the data on generational differences, I can state that as family
businesses grow into second generational, the governance mechanisms become more
differentiated from each other, and separated from home: companies are more
matured and professionalized.
Moreover, at the operative meetings, both the number of involved family
members, and the ratio of family members increasing after the turn from first to
second generational firm. At strategical meetings however, although the number of
involved family members declines, ratio of family members expands. This is an
empirical result that can more elaborate the above described general grow patterns
of small and medium Hungarian family businesses: as they develop in time, top
management function is extended and fulfilled by more family members, while
control function is held within the family to a larger degree.
5.3.2. Development of governance mechanisms
The governance classification based on the three-circle model may suggest an
ideal governance structure being not exposed to temporal changes and development.
However, in their inceptional phase, family businesses’ governance structure is less
differentiated, while at a matured phase their governance mechanisms can also be
more elaborated than that.

5

Other previous targeted research fully proved this hypotheses among Italian SME firms
(Gnan et al. 2015).
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As families grow, family members mature and number of family members
increases. This process also automatically implies change in ownership
configuration and ownership governance. In parallel with this process, companies as
business organization also go through different developmental stages. Gersick and
his colleagues devoted their seminal model (Gersick et al. 1997) to describe this
natural, but compound triadic developmental process. Some other authors apply the
word of „complexity” for labeling this development in one of the subsystems (Suess
2014).
From the perspective of governance structure, another possible option to
describe this development is to illustrate it by functional terms (Koeberle-Scmied,
Caspersz 2013). At the establishment of the company (which usually is an
entrepreneurship, not a family business) every main function of leading, controlling,
owning and nurturing the family-business relationship is fulfilled by one man, the
entrepreneur himself/herself (or by a small circle of family members who launched
the business together). Later on, as „complexity” of both family and business
systems grows, a systemic need may emerge for the manifestation of a separate
governance mechanism as a tool that can separately satisfy a specific function – thus
firstly the top management team, then Board of Directors, and Family Council is
firstly informally, and then formally will be established. The further development of
the family business system over time will surely lead to the design and
implementation of a more intricate and elaborate governance structure. The
development of governance structures are well-known, but less researched area of
family business governance literature (Uhlaner 2007; Gersick-Feliu 2014).
Although the elaboration of this topic lies beyond the scope of this paper, I
would like to contribute to the joint efforts by showing how tangible this
development is when one concentrates on the governance functions instead of the
formal existence of the governance mechanisms or tools.
For constructing Figure 1-3, I assumed that as part of the temporal development,
level of complexity and professionalization of the company increase, the governance
mechanisms (asked about in the questionnaire) become separated from each other
more clearly – the significance of home as a meeting venue will decrease and
meetings of the inspected governance mechanisms will tend to be held rather in the
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company site. For evaluating the level of separation of these mechanisms, I
calculated the number of separate mechanisms at the case of each entry in the
subsample (its value can set to the minimum of 0, and the maximum of 4). I
measured complexity/professionalization by the proxy variables of number of
employees, annual revenue, and also age of the firm. Based on the above
assumption, the more matured/professionalized the company is, the higher the
number of the separated mechanisms which are held in the company.
Figure 1-3 shows the results. Although I found clear connection between
measured variables, since the plots (observations) may set only five values, and may
also overlap each other, the picture of the plots themselves alone can not reflect back
the strengths of the relationship between the variables. That is why I decided on
fitting functions on the data with applying the LOESS smoothing method (Cleveland
1979). As one can see on Figure 1-3, all functions are almost monotonously
growing, there are stagnating sections at the beginning in case of the revenue and the
number of employees. Interestingly, the latter function is around stagnating until the
firms reach the value of 10 employees, and starts to increase only after the
headcount of 10 employees.
Figure 1. Relationship between number of governance mechanisms whose
meetings are held at the company and the revenue of the company
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Figure 2. Relationship between number of governance mechanisms whose
meetings are held at the company and the age of the company

Figure 3. Relationship between number of governance mechanisms whose
meetings are held at the company and the age of the company
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5.3.3. Topics discussed in the Top Management Team
Survey questionnaire also asked family businesses about the frequency of
discussing specific professional topics in the top management team. Set of the topics
covers all of the functional issues necessary for the management of a business
organization.
Table 4. Frequency of discussion of topics in the Top Management Team
Topics

Never

Once a year

Quarterly

Monthly

Weekly

Turnover

14

21

49

98

56

Strategy and goals

12

41

71

60

55

Quality of goods and services

18

12

26

63

117

24

33

61

73

53

Cash position

23

15

34

68

99

Directions of market growth

17

34

81

54

51

Human resources management

36

48

53

52

49

Financial planning and position

15

34

55

74

60

Organizational structure

54

79

38

42

22

Workplace atmosphere

49

18

36

62

74

Branding

107

64

25

29

10

45

17

32

55

85

Market position, corporate competences
and resources

Technological problems during
production

Their natural and high concern for the turnover, quality of goods and services,
implementations of strategy and corresponding goals, and the directions of market
growth reflects that they are operating as a business organization – their operation is
functionally adequate.
Moreover, from the frequency of discussion of certain topics one can also
formulate assumptions regarding their level of professionalization (Dekker et al.
2015). From this regard, the picture is ambiguous. The relatively high frequency of
financial planning and cash management shows that they gained momentum in the
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professionalization process. However, the relatively low level of human resource
management signals important deficiencies in their operation.
5.3.4. Operation of Family Councils
With the aim of exploring the operation of Family Councils at the inspected
firms more profoundly, the survey puts three questions at the end of the governance
section of the questionnaire which target at the internal functioning of this
governance mechanism at the Hungarian family businesses. The first questioned
about the frequency of discussion of all possible topics in a Family Council. The
second question investigated whether family and the firm have a formal or informal
regulation on all of the possible regulatory issues. The third question directly asked
about the possible existence of the Family Constitution. Table 5-7 shows the results
considering these questions.
Table 5. Distribution of frequencies of issues on family-firm relationship
Survey question: „How often do you discuss the following topics in the meetings on the relationship of
family and the firm?”
Topic
a) Relationship between family and

Never

Annually Quarterly Monthly Weekly No answer

41.13

17

8.06

12.9

19.35

1.56

50.8

21.37

8.06

6.85

8.87

4.05

c) Succession

56.85

25.8

6.04

5.64

4.03

1.64

d) Issues of ownership

58.63

25.3

5.62

5.22

2.81

2.42

27.3

15.5

14.7

17.6

22.4

2.5

the top management of the company?
b) Creation of family unity regarding
the ownership of the company

e) Education and information of
family members in business matters

Source: author’s own elaboration based on Suáre, Santana-Martin (2004).

Regarding the frequency of possible topics that belong to the Family Council,
one can identify two groups of topics. The first group contains the first and the fifth
topic, where the proportion of the answers „We never discuss such topic” is
relatively smaller than at other topics, while the proportion of the answers „We
discuss such topic in every month/week.” is relatively higher. These topics are
linked to the relationship of the family and company management and to informing
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and educating family members in business issues – they relate to the continuous
connecting role of the council bridging family and company.
The second group incorporates the third and the fourth topics. Interviewed
families predominantly chose the answer of „We never discuss such topic”, ensued
by the answer „We discuss such topic once a year”. These topics can be linked to
long-term issues of succession and questions and challenges of ownership.
Family Councils have a persistent function of linking family and business and
also a long-term function regarding the planning of the maintenance of family
control over the company. Based on the data, Hungarian Family Councils perform
relatively better in the previous one, whereas they are hardly able to fulfill the latter
function.
The second topic („Formation of family unity regarding the ownership”) proved
to be a hybrid one, showing resemblance to both groups regarding the internal
distribution of the answers. This may suggest that families do take care of family
unity, but concentrating on the actual problems, instead of thinking about the
possible future challenges inherently built in into the family business system.
Table 6. Distribution of frequencies of specific family rules Survey question: „What
rules do you have from the following possible rules in your family?” (in %)
Rules

We don’t have

We have

85.25

14.75

77.91

22.09

78.08

21.92

72

28

90.4

9.6

88.16

11.84

92.82

7.18

a) Rules on decision making an conflict resolution on the relationship
between firm and family
b) Rules of employment of family members at the family firm
c) Rules for family members on participating in the strategical
decision-making of the family firm
d) Rules on handling and managing ownership rights and liabilities
e) Rules on succession
f) Rules on patronage, supporting philanthropic or community
activities
g) Rules on how family members can be supported in launching a
new business venture

Source: author’s own elaboration based on Carlock, Ward (2001).

Further data on the existence of rules (Table 6) also confirms the findings on the
performance characteristics of the Hungarian Family Councils.
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The last two rules are rather applicable at more matured family business
systems, usually at higher generational level, where the complexity of both the
family and the company is higher which generates new kinds of needs and
expectations regarding the Family Council. It is no wonder that large part of
Hungarian family business systems has not developed any regulations on these
issues – they received the lowest proportion of „yes” answers from the family
businesses.
The rules (questions) b)-e) represent the core functioning of a Family Council.
The existence of rules has the highest proportion at these questions with one clear
exception of the rules on succession. It may reflect that the operation of the Family
Councils has been launched in general, they fulfill their function in shorter-term
challenges, but – again – are hardly able to face long-term demands of the
development of the whole family business system.
Table 7. Presence of Family Constitution
Survey question: „Do you have Family Constitution?” (in %)
Yes

No

2.82

97.18

Questions about family rules and Family Constitution are interrelated in the
sense that those classic rules were questioned that are usually included in a
constitution in a formal, written way. Interestingly, large majority of the firms stated
that they do not have any Family Constitution whereas not their greater part, but
many of them also indicated that they do have rules for these issues (although not in
a written form) (see Table 7).
This may suggest that the institution of Family Constitution is less known
among Hungarian family businesses, and also that perhaps they simply do not need
one at their stage of development: answers for this question were received from first
and second generational, small and medium-sized firms.
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5.3.5. Family businesses with under and above the average economic
performance
I would like to close the description of the main findings of the research and
analysis of the governance practices at Hungarian family businesses by comparing
family businesses with under and above the average economic performance. Three
reasons explain to put an emphasis on such comparision. Firstly, the nature of the
survey is explorative and descriptive, and not theory-led (although the exploration is
based on accepted, well-tried models). This comparision would reflect the datas
from a new perspective and may thus deliver new understanding of the results.
Secondly, differences gained from the comparision are in accordance with the
practical suggestions of the academic literature based on research results. Thirdly,
economic performance data of a given business from the database is an aggregated
variable from three economic outcome questions, which distribution is almost
symmetric, unimodal, thus its average equals its median value. Henceforth any
splitting along either the average or the median as possible splitting points delivers
the same result: it creates two groups with the same number of elements.
At Hungarian family businesses having above the average economic
performance, the borders of the family business system are more flexible: both the
average number of family members involved into the operation of the firm and the
ratio of non-family members (presumably professionals) involved into the Top
Management Team are higher. Operation of the Family Council is separated to a
larger extent from the decision making of the Top Management Team and from
strategic decision making. Regarding the topics discussed in Family Councils,
educating and informing family members on business issues are more frequent than
family businesses having under the average economic performance. Relationship of
family and business are more regulated.
Likelihood of having a succession plan is higher at family businesses with above
the average economic performance. In this group, present incumbents also plan to
work still for the company after the formal transition of succession, but the ratio of
incumbents who want to be involved both into the operative and the strategic
decision making is smaller than at the case of the other group. When ranking the
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challenges of succession, they are more apt to play an active role in the process than
the passive attitude of the other group’s members. Family firms from the group of
above the average economic performance value their firms emotionally higher.

6. Conclusion
Based on the results from the survey on Hungarian family business profile at the
turn of 2017/18 one can conclude that large majority (around 91%) of these firms
are small-sized and medium-sized (only less than 8%) and large-sized (bit more than
1 %) to a less fewer extent.
Microenterprises can certainly develop into small businesses – involvement of
more family members from the next generation by the founder and his/her spouse
into the operative work means the key for this process. This is clearly the best
outcome both from the perspective of the family and the company.
They are less able however for the next shift: hiring external, non-family
professionals into the top management. It would be especially crucial for small
businesses in the process of becoming a medium-sized business.
The developmental pattern of their governance practices refers to their
increasing level of professionalization: the governance mechanisms of the business
and ownership become more separated from each other and also from the family.
The relationship between the firm and the family turns into a more regulated form.
On the other hand, the fact that HR-related topics are relatively less significant
reflects back the fractual nature of their professionalization. Their Family Councils
may fulfil the persistent function of bridging family and company, but are less able
to satisfy their other important, long-term function regarding the planning of the
maintenance of family control over the company.
My study is subject to more limitations. Firstly, as a general note, the original
research was exploratory in nature, the results only deliver a bird’s view of the field.
The more focused the analysis was, the more grained the picture I got from the data
became. The results are representative for the whole population only at the case of
the first questionnaire. With the second questionnaire, I was rather able to explore
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tendencies based on which I am able to conduct more targeted research in the future.
Secondly, the analysis is based on the scholarship of the field, which is not countryspecific – detailed analysis of the local, Hungarian institutional factors and legal
context was not included (with the exception of the entrepreneurial family history).
The empirical results can be assessed and compared with other research results, but
one should always keep in mind this important limitation of the research.
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Implications of the research: The results show (1) which companies should focus more on improving
inventory management, (2) which companies should be used as benchmarks, and (3) it highlights the
reasons of different performance of companies in each country.
Limitations of the research: For future research, it is suggested including variables and analysis of
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1. Introduction
Chile and Brazil are Latin American countries, colonized by Iberic countries
(respectively, Spain and Portugal). Both faced political regimes at the beginning of
the 20th century in which the dominant legislator controlled the executive through
quasi-parliamentary mechanisms. The system was transformed in a way that the
executive became the most powerful branch of government, Chile from 1924 until
1932 (Portales 2015) and Brazil from 1930 until 1945 (Lira Neto 2013). Both
countries also had right-conservative dictatorships at the end of the same century,
Chile from 1973 until 1990 and Brazil from 1964 until 1989, which impacted in
their development in subsequent years (Fico 2008).
According to the World Bank (2016a), Brazil is currently facing a severe
recession. The country’s growth rate has slowed since the beginning of this decade,
plunging from an annual growth rate of 4.5% between 2006 and 2010 to an average
of 2.1% between 2011 and 2014. The unemployment rate in Brazil reached 10.9% in
the first quarter of 2016. Although the conditions for commodity-exporting countries
is expected to be favourable in 2018 (because of the increase in demand), the
Brazilian economy is not expected to efficiently follow it. The economy should
weakly and slowly recover, and the World Bank expects unemployment to gradually
reduce only by the end of 2018 (World Bank 2016a). at the same time, inflation is
expected to remain under control (4.5%) in 2017, but inequality will remain high.
On the other hand, in accordance with the same institution (World Bank 2016b),
Chile has been one of the fastest growing economies in Latin America in the last
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decade. After the peak observed between 2011 and 2012 (15.30%), the Chilean
economy decelerated in 2014, with a growth of 1.9%, and in 2015, a growth of 2.1%
due to the reduction of both copper prices and domestic consumption. At the same
time, unemployment has risen slightly from 5.7% in 2013 to 5.8% in 2016. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD 2017a, 2017b),
states that the Chilean economy is expected to grow 2.8% in 2018, due to the
improvement of the external demand and an increase of investments, reflecting more
accommodative financial conditions.
Both economies are heavily dependent on exports (mining, agriculture, and
livestock). Chile’s exports include refined copper (23% of the trade balance), copper
ore (21%), sulphates (3.9%), grapes (2.4%), fish fillets (3.3%), wine (2.5%), frozen
fish (2.2%), apples (1.3%), and wood (1.3%), among others (OEC 2016b). Brazil’s
exports include iron ore (12%), soy (10%), crude oil (7.2%), raw sugar (4.3%), pork
(3.2%), soy meat (3.2%), coffee (2.7%), sulphates (2.5%), frozen beef (2.1%), and
semi-finished iron ore (1.1%), among others (OEC 2016a). However, the
Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC 2016b, 2017a) points Chile as the 44th
largest export economy in the world and Brazil as the 32nd, a small difference
considering that the Chilean population corresponds to 8.79% of the Brazilian
population, and its territorial extension corresponds to 8.88% of the Brazilian. To
some extent, this is an indicator that Chile is proving to be more efficient in its
exports.
Considering that conditions in both countries are similar, but the economic
growth and the exports are distinct, this paper seeks to investigate whether there is
also divergence in the efficiency of the open capital companies from exporting
sectors (commerce, mining, nonmetallic minerals, fishing, and agriculture) in
controlling their inventory systems. Inventory control is the practice of controlling
the orders, the storage in warehouses, and the use of components that an enterprise
uses for the products they sell. In developing economies, such as Chile and Brazil
that strongly rely on commodity prices, inventories can seriously impact the
economic performance. Hochman et al. (2011), for instance, investigated the
increase of food commodity prices from 2001 until 2009 and concluded that when
inventory impact is not taken into account in oversight of commodities price
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inflation, the impact of other factors (such as speculation, trade policy, and weather
shocks) are probably overestimated.
Thus, measuring the efficiency of the inventory control system might be key in
the performance of the economy. In doing so, the present paper proposes and applies
a dynamic data envelopment analysis (DDEA) model integrated with optimal
control theory (OCT), a variation of the model of Sengupta (1999). A justification
for the use of a Dynamic DEA instead of a static one is because the development of
countries is not static, it is always in evolution and changes over time.
Moreover, Fallah-Fini et al. (2014) reviews the state-of-art in dynamic models
and points to inventories as one of the five most common factors attributed to the
temporal interdependence. In addition, a recognized issue related to DEA and
efficiency is the relationship between demand and production in time. The
incorporation of this issue is already usual for static models though may be
considered an innovation in literature for dynamic models. The application for
comparing companies by sector in similar countries jointly (developing economies
in Latin America) and for determining intrinsic reasons that may be influenced by
the divergences in national performance is also a novelty in the literature. Although
the impact of inventory systems for food commodity-prices has been already
demonstrated (Hochman et al. 2011), this paper is also innovative in investigating
the inventory control systems of non-alimentary commodities. Moreover, this paper
is also aimed to investigate whether this contrast could be related to the difference in
each country’s performance, and to determine what are the benchmarks for the most
inefficient firms in each sector.

2. Literature review
Effective inventory management is critical to a company’s success. In general, a
business spends more than a quarter of its budget just in inventory costs, and those
that manage their inventory ineffectively can spend considerably more, incurring
unnecessary costs, lower profits, and even increased the risk of bankruptcy. In this
section, a review of inventory control models and efficiency benchmarking methods
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(namely DEA) are shown. Since the literature on both topics is extensive, the focus
is only on the literature related to general aspects, which will be later used in the
methodology.
Inventory control models can be used to support decision-making. For example,
determining the order or production quantities, or determining the inventory level to
be held. Optimal control theory (OCT) has been widely applied in inventory control,
because it determines, for each analyzed period, the whole function in time or the
discrete optimum value in a unique optimization operation. The drawback of OCT
problems is that few of them can be solved analytically or with an analytical solution
from Variational Calculus (Chilan, Conway 2015). In fact, the majority of the OCT
models consist of unsolvable integrals or, when solvable, they require extensive
computational effort and time. In this section, a review of OCT is included.
DEA has been applied using variables from production-inventory systems,
especially DDEA using inventory as a factor of temporal interdependence that
connects the periods of time. For these reasons, a review of DEA is also included.
2.1. Optimal Control Theory (OCT)
The OCT functions are based on a state variable dynamically dependent on the
control and a control variable. For example, whether an inventory is a state variable
(subject to time dependence) and production is the control variable, an OCT
function could minimize the cost. In this case, the cost is the objective function to be
minimized by the technique.
Sarimveis et al. (2008) provides a literature review on supply chain management
problem, focused on recent mathematical tools emerging from the control literature.
In real applications, the variation of inventory is understood as the result of the
difference between the production, P, and the demand, S. The authors describe the
dynamics of an inventory system according to the Equation 1.
(1)
Where

is the inventory level at the beginning of the period t. The order P(t)

is the control or the manipulated variable and the demand S(t) is an exogenous
disturbance.
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Equation 1 can also be described in terms of inventory level at the end of the
period t (since the final inventory level at the end of a period is equal to the initial
inventory level of the beginning of the next period), as it can be seen in Equation 2.
(2)
Where

is the final inventory level at the end of the period t and the other

variables are the same as in Equation 1.
Feichtinger and Harl (1985) develop a model for balancing the price policy and
the production rate over a determined planning horizon. The optimal solution,
consequently, involves production and inventory paths. Inventory levels are
supposed to be nonnegatively constrained with its dynamics following the state
differential equation (Equation 3). If the production exceeded demand, then the
difference is added to the inventory. Otherwise, the excess demand is taken from the
inventory.
(3)
Where

̇(t) is the inventory variation, P(t) is the production rate, S(t) is the

demand rate. For Feichtinger and Harl (1985), the demand rate was also described in
terms of the prices at time t.
In recent papers, Zhao et al. (2016) describes the same dynamics of Equation 3
though using the variables under other names, such as material quantity instead of
the order P(t), or actual shipment instead of sales S(t). These variables can be
considered as the classical production and demand ones. Even in the most recent
publications, such as the stochastic optimal control model from Duan et al. (2018),
used to maximize the profit in a pricing-production problem, based on Brownian
Motion, the uses a similar dynamic to the one of Equation 3 though based on
stochastic variables. Regarding the inventory, Duan et al. (2018) consider the
following elements: the inventory level (units) at time t (stable variable), the initial
inventory (units), the inventory holding/shortage cost parameters and functions to be
minimized.
Among the possible OCT approaches, one from Sethi and Thompson (2006)
adopts an objective function, J, that minimizes the production and the inventory
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costs at each period t (Equation 1). This function is constrained by the condition of a
differential state equation (because it is continuous-time control) that expresses the
variation of inventory I. It uses the same inventory dynamics as Equation 4.

(4)

Where T is the last period of the analyzed time horizon.

is the storage cost.

is the production cost. I(t) is inventory function at time t. I0 is the initial
inventory of the first period (t = 0). I(T) is the minimum inventory level desired in
the last period T of the analyzed time horizon. P(t) is the production function at time
t.
A variation of this model is considering a quadratic function with penalty, but
for solving this problem in a simple and fast way, the first step was to transform the
model into a linear discrete-time one, which can be solved by linear programming,
i.e. as DEA. For this purpose, the integral function is substituted by the Riemann
sum represented as
by the difference equation

, with
, with

, and the differential is replaced
and

, resulting in

Equation 5:

(5)

Equation 5 uses the same inventory dynamics as Equation 4, but with discrete
time (as Equation 2). The variational inventory difference constraint is also
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equivalent to Holt et al. (1960) and Thompson and Sethi (1980) that states I(t) - I(t1) = P(t) - S(t) at time t, from an initial inventory I(0)=I0.
This model of Equation 5 minimizes costs through optimization of the control
variable (production). Consequently, inventory (the state intermediate variable) will
also be optimized. In the proposed model of the current research, a similar
optimization will be used jointly with DEA constraints. The optimal results will be
compared to the observed ones and this comparison is known as cost efficiency.
2.2. Efficiencies and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
The calculation of efficiency measures based on the concepts of frontier
production and cost functions began with Debreu (1951) and Farrell (1957). The
second author proposed that efficiency can be classified into technical and
allocative. Given certain inputs, technical efficiency represents the achievement of
an ideal amount of outputs. The allocative efficiency represents the optimal use of
inputs, given their prices. The overall cost efficiency is a multiplicative combination
of technical and allocative efficiencies (Cooper et al. 2007).
The first Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model was CCR, created by
(Charnes et al. 1978), an acronym of creators’ family names. DEA computes the
best non-arbitrary weights for each analyzing unit (called Decision-Making Unit –
DMU) and a single relative performance measure (relative efficiency) between 0
and 1. The value 1 represents efficient units with 100% efficiency.
The CCR can be written in the form of multipliers form or its dual (envelopment
form) (Charnes, Cooper 1962; Charnes et al. 1978; Tone 2001). The formulation of
the envelopment form of CCR model oriented to inputs is presented in Equation 6.

(6)
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Where

is the efficiency of the analyzed DMU.

DMU for the goal of the analyzed DMU.
analyzed DMU.

is the contribution of the kth

is the amount the ith output of the

is the amount of the jth input of the analyzed DMU.

amount the ith output of the kth DMU.

is the

is the amount of the jth input of the k-th

DMU. m is the number of outputs analyzed. n is the number of inputs analyzed.
The envelopment form allows the visualization of the slacks of the variables and
the direct identification of the benchmarks, instead of the visualization of the
weights in multipliers form.
Cooper et al. (2007) states that whether the costs of inputs are known, it is
possible to compute the cost efficiency through DEA, calculating the optimal
minimal cost compared to the observed cost. The simplest minimization model is
formulated based on an input-oriented model (Equation 7).

(7)
The cost efficiency (θce) is calculated in Equation 8:
(8)
Where
input.

is the optimum amount of ith input.

is the observed amount of ith

is the observed cost.

The main challenge of dynamic models proposition is the calculation of
efficiency using free intermediate variables as inputs or outputs depending on the
time period because it can lead to a fail result, which may not represent what
happens in practice and it could not be used to improve the system (Hatefi et al.
2009; Zhu 2014). For inventory control systems, calculating technical efficiency
considering inventory as a free intermediate measure will possibly lead to the
maximum efficiency (100%) for all DMUs because the relationship among variables
(demand + final inventory)/(production + initial inventory) is constant and equal to
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1. The combination of equal weights will, consequently, lead to maximum
efficiency.
The proposed solution for this problem is an allocative model, i.e., a model
where the objective function is constructed on the basis of costs so that the
relationship among variables is not constant. The objective function is similar to the
OCT model in Thompson and Sethi (1980) (without penalty) and the dynamic
variational DEA (DDEA) of Sengupta (1999), though with the constraints adapted to
inventory control systems.
2.3. Dynamic Data Envelopment Analysis (DDEA)
Fallah-Fini et al. (2014) classifies the causes of interdependence between
different periods of time as (i) production delay (in relation to the use of inputs); (ii)
inventory; (iii) quasi-fixed factors; (iv) adjustment costs; and (v) incremental
improvement of learning.
The model of Sengupta (1999) is variational and its incorporated dynamic
behavior may be characterized by the rate of change of the variable over time. In
other words, for example, a constraint in which one of the terms is a differential
state equation used to describe a reduction or an increase of capital. The allocative
model of Sengupta (1999) is represented in Equation 9.

(9)

Where T is the last period of the analyzed time horizon. “e” ^ “-rt” is the
discount factor. “c” (“z” _“n” (“t”)) is the cost of the investment. “q” _ “j” (“t”) is
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the price of capital input. “x” _ “j” (“t”) is the capital input at time t. “q” _ “j” (“t”)
“x” _ “j” (“t”) is the investment in durable goods in the process. “x” ̇_ “n” (“t”) is
the expansion of capital input (time derivative of capital input. “z” _ “n” (“t”) is the
gross investment. δ is the rate of the depreciation. “λ” _ “k” (“t”) is the contribution
of the kth DMU for the goal of the analyzed DMU at time t.
Similarly to HMSS model of optimal production planning developed by Holt et
al. (1960), this objective function may be interpreted as adjustment costs, subject to
constraints from DEA and state equation that represent the depreciation of capital
(Sengupta 1999).

3. Methodology
3.1. Problem setting
The problem addressed is to evaluate the efficiency of Chilean and Brazilian
companies including variables related to the production-inventory system. Figure 1
shows the structure of the dynamic system, with interactions among periods (the
final inventory of a period is the initial inventory of the next period and its variation
over time). While Figure 2 shows the same system, though without the interactions.
The dynamic model captures the dynamic efficiencies, considering a more realistic
measure of the interactions among periods, because, without this consideration, the
same inventory would be accounted for more than one time.
In this dynamic case, the inventory is used as a free intermediate measure, and
because of the behavior of inventory control systems, as.it can be seen in Figure 1,
the final inventory of a period is used as an output of the period in analysis (it is
desirable to have a minimum amount of inventory not to incur in lack of inventory
or to not increase the risk of lack of a product) while the initial inventory of a period
is equal to the final inventory of the last period and it is used as input of the period
in analysis (although it commonly happens, it is undesirable if an inventory excess
exists).
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Figure 1. Structure of the dynamic system

Figure 2. Structure of the system without interaction among the periods

3.2. Proposed model
Before proposing the model based on DDEA and OCT, it is important to know
how to solve these kinds of models. According to Gonzalez et al. (2015), some
metaheuristics leads to unsatisfactory solutions when solving DEA problems, and
Alves Junior and Cari (2017) state that solving a nonlinear OCT problems without a
good initial guess of the solution or even with some metaheuristics, as genetic
algorithm, takes an unworkable time to be solved.
Hence, it will be taken the recommendation to solve OCT problems
transforming the problem into a linear discrete-time OCT problem to solve sums and
differences with linear programming instead of integrals and differentials in a
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nonlinear optimization. And then it was mixed to DEA constraints. According to
Sarimveis et al. (2008), integrals and derivative elements complicate the tuning
excessively, this may be one of the reasons this approach does not receive the
attention of the literature, mainly the continuous-time OCT problems.
The proposed model follows the constraints and a function comparable to the
well-known standard allocative DEA, consider minimizing costs, adding inventories
(initial and final), and production costs of the analyzed period. The objective
function of the model is similar to the models previously mentioned (Holt et al.
1960; Thompson, Sethi 1980; Sengupta 1999; Sethi, Thompson 2006), though
summing jointly with other costs of inputs and intermediate measure whether this is
the case of the study. Therefore, the general formulation of the proposed model for
discrete time under Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) is in Equation 10.

(10)

Where this objective cost function J of the DMU0 under analysis may be
interpreted as follows: T is the last period of the analyzed time horizon,
is the cost of the i-th input,
input,

is the projection quantity of the i-th

is the cost of the h-th intermediate measure,

projection quantity of the h-th intermediate measure,

is the

is the quantity of the

main control variable (e.g. production in the production-inventory system),

is
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the quantity of the main state variable (e.g. inventory in the production-inventory
system),

is the cost of the control variable (e.g. production cost in the

production-inventory system),

is the cost of the state variable (e.g.

inventory cost in the production-inventory system).
In the constraints,
analysis,

is the contribution of the k-th DMU to the DMU0 under

is the j-th input of the k-th DMU,

is the i-th output of the k-th DMU,

is the h-th intermediate measure of the k-th DMU,
of the k-th DMU,

is the main exogenous output of the k-th DMU (e.g. demand

in the production-inventory system),
the k-th DMU,

is the main control input

and

is the main state intermediate measure of

are slacks denoting link deviation (it can be assumed

equal to 0 in the case of fix intermediate measures), and

is the variation of the

main state intermediate measure in relation to the time t (e.g. variation of the
inventory in the production-inventory system).
By means of adding the link and the equivalent constraints of Tone and Tsutsui
(2014), since we are considering the inventory
it can be split into

, and

as initial and final of the period t,

and them the equivalence

.

, for t=1,…,T, and

The link constraint can also be split into

, for t=1,…,T. And the variational constraint of the model is
the variation of inventory of the discrete model:

.

With this formulation, it is possible to consider future demand in advance to
minimize the costs. Once it is influenced by demand forecasting. Assuming that the
best demand forecasting was made when managing the inventory, it is possible to
check if the control could be improved without changing the forecasting, by
imposing a projection constraint

. This kind of constraint was exposed by

Zhu (2009). So the cost of each period should be lower than the observed cost,
indicating that if the company keeps the same management (without foretaste of
costs to have lower costs in the desired period under analysis), it could have reduced
its costs, so the control could be improved anyway, without considering future
demand in advance to check only the excess of production (management/control was
not efficient).
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The model also has the Initial value constraint:
in the objective function, because
it is equal to the

. So

is not considered

is constant, and for t=1,…,T (middle periods)

.

Given that DEA models are linear and it is common to use discrete data, the
linear discrete-time model is proposed to be applied to inventory control systems.
For this application, with all variables and costs estimated, it is possible to minimize
the objective function. Considering only variable from the production-inventory
system, and not a general DEA model, the objective function is the sum of the
optimal projection of inventory and production costs of the system that will lead to
the cost efficiency when compared to the observed costs (the projections are
expressed as
After

,

):

computing

.
the
,

optimal
it

is

cost
compared

of
to

the
the

system,
real

cost

to calculate the cost efficiency of the system in
Equation 11.
(11)
represents the efficiency of a dynamic system structured in Figure 1.
represents the efficiency of the same system, though without interaction among the
periods because it is the efficiency of the period, as structured in Figure 2.
These optimal costs of the system and per period can be expressed as a
projection of the actual costs to the optimal frontier considering the efficiencies
(Equations 12 and 13).
(12)
(13)
The software MATLAB was used for the calculation of functions, variables,
parameters, and coefficients, executing the model with the incorporation of the
characteristics of the discrete-time production-inventory model of Sethi and
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Thompson (2006) and the difference variational constraint describing the
relationship between the demand, production, and inventory variables.
3.3. Extensions and further development of the model
In further developments of the model, some characteristics can be assumed, e.g.
considering Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) developed by Banker et al. (1984).
Since the DEA finds optimal values based on the data from the benchmark DMUs,
some constraints can be dropped depending on the desired analysis to be performed,
e.g. initial value of the inventory considered in Sethi and Thompson (2006). For
example, the initial value constraint

it is not always necessary in this DEA-

OCT model, though it is necessary for pure OCT models. The initial value constraint
is in Equation 14.
(14)
In certain circumstances, the initial inventory level of the first-period t may be
considered. If the DMU starts with an excess of initial inventory, possibly due to the
inefficiency of periods prior to the analysed ones, the DEA model can classify this
DMU as inefficient (due to a cascade effect), despite efficient practices in the
analysed periods. If it is desired to measure the management and control efficiency
exclusively during the analysed time horizon (without a possible cascade effect), this
constraint needs to be considered, since the DMU can present an efficient
management over the analysed time horizon, overcoming a possible mismanagement
of previous periods. If the DMU is efficient considering the initial, though
inefficient without considering it, it may be recommended that the DMU optimize
its inventory levels, if necessary by promoting / liquidating the old inventory (in
case of excess inventory) or analysing the supply policies (in case of inventory
shortage), to verify if it was a punctual inefficiency and its causes (delay in resupply,
imprecise forecasting, limited capacity, etc.).
It is important to note that this kind of difference in results was observed in a
simulated example, though it does not happen in most of the real data. In this paper,
the results in terms of the status of the DMUs (if it was efficient or not) was the
same to all DMUs using or dropping the initial value constraint.
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The other type of constraint that can also be considered in the models is the
constraint that leads to Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) since an increase in
productions and inventories not always leads to a proportional and constant increase
in demand. The VRS constraint is in Equation 15.
(15)
Examples of DMUs where it is expected the VRS behaviors in the inventory
control system are large supermarkets or department stores that need to stock a wide
variety of all types of products, although lateness demand ends up being put on sale
and it is sold at a lower price. Some of these DMUs can be efficient if the VRS
assumption is considered. The list of efficient DMUs under the VRS assumption is
shown in Table 4 (Appendix A).

4. Sample data and research variables
The quarterly data of Brazilian and Chilean companies were retrieved in
Economática databank, considering the period from the fourth quarter of 2010 (to
calculate the average cost of inventory and use the initial inventory in the next
quarter) until the first quarter of 2016. The choice of period is an account of the fact
that Brazil mandatorily adopted International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
to emit financial statements in 2010, making the comparison between both countries
possible. The means and the standard deviations of each variable per sector are
shown in Table 5 (Appendix B).
The goal of the study is to analyze the inventory control system of the maximum
possible number of companies from Brazil and Chile, but some sectors were
excluded from the analysis. Specifically, the sectors of finance and insurance,
software, and data, fund, as well as the sectors related to the provision of services,
such as electric energy, transport, telecommunications, and the category others were
removed. DMUs using a different accounting method other than the IFRS or
containing negative data, data equal to zero, or missing information were also
excluded. After that, if a sector does not have at least one representative DMU of
each country, it was excluded too. It was also excluded 4 sectors (Electronics,
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Industrial Machines, Textile, and Vehicles and Parts) in that condition because it is
not possible to make comparisons between countries. As a result, it was analyzed
141 companies (82 from Brazil and 59 from Chile) from 10 sectors.
According to the variable classification of Tone and Tsutsui (2014), inventory is
an intermediate measure of free type, demand is an output, and production is an
input. Once the intermediate variable is free, it is split into two variables: (i) initial
inventory of period t-1 (input link); and (ii) final inventory of period t (output link).
The descriptions of the variables and parameters used in the DDEA-OCT model are
shown in Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć źródła odwołania.Table 1.
Table 1. Description of functions, variables and parameters
Functions,
variables, and
parameters

Description

Functions, variables,
and parameters

Description

J

Objective function (cost
function)

I0

Initial inventory
(inventory of period 0 at
time 1)

T

Time

R

Revenue

D

Demand (exogenous
output)

Cp

Unitary production cost

P

Production (control input)

Cf

Unitary (final) inventory
cost

I(t)

Inventory at t (state
intermediate variable)

Ci

Unitary (initial) inventory
cost

I+

Final inventory or
inventory at t (output
link)

Cd

Sold production cost

I-

Initial inventory or
inventory at t-1 (input
link)

CPP

Cost of period production
(or purchase)

λ(t)

Contribution of DMUs to
the analyzed DMU

CEF

Cost of final inventory

S+

Output slack (or output
link slack)

CEI

Cost of initial inventory

S-

Input slack (or input link
slack)

COGS

Cost of goods sold

The chosen variables can be justified with the papers presented in Section 2
(literature review). Some variables are common in DEA literature (λ(t), S+, and S-,).
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The unit costs (Cp, Cf, Ci, and Cd) and quantities (D, P, I+, I-) variables can be
justified with the OCT literature and because of the research problem based on the
issue exposed in the paper of Fallah-Fini et al. (2014). Total costs variables (CPP,
CEF, CEI, and COGS) and Revenue were chosen (due to availability in accounting
reports, as it is described below) to estimate the other values.
Due to the availability of accounting data, for this paper it was considered the
values of revenue, cost of goods sold (COGS) and costs of inventories (CE), which
can be split into the cost of final inventory (CEF) and the cost of initial inventory
(CEI).
The COGS formula described in Doupnik et al. (2013) was applied to calculate
the cost of period purchase (CPP), in the case of commerce, or the cost of period
production (CPP) in industrial sectors as follows: CPP = COGS + CEF-CEI
These costs are decomposed in average unit costs and quantities, as in Alves
Junior and Cari (2017) and stated in Equation 16.
Cost = Unitary Cost * Quantity

(16)

And the relative cost (CR) to generate $1.00 of revenue (R = 1) was used as a
financial measure. Therefore, unit costs and relative quantities were estimated to
obtain all the necessary values from the accounting data in the reports. The CR can
be calculated according to Equation 17.
CR = COGS / revenue

(17)

For engineering, storage holding costs can be estimated based on the average
inventory of the period
constant rate from
cost is

to

, e.g., whether the inventory decreases at a
, the average inventory is

, and the annual holding

(Stevenson 2012). Consequently, its sum is equivalent to the

final and initial quantities of inventories, incurring average costs. Remember that the
final inventory of a period is equal to the initial inventory for the next period. It was
considered that the costs are proportional to the average CR to estimate Cf and Ci
for intermediate periods (Equation 18).
, t=1,…,T and

, t=1,…,T (18)
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When necessary, two extra periods can be used to calculate

and

costs, though the analysis horizon is reduced by 2 periods (Alves Junior, Cari 2017).
After calculating the storage costs, it is possible to obtain the values of the
intermediate variables (final and initial inventories – Equation 19).
and

(19)

The values of outputs (demand D is proportional to revenue, and it is calculated
similarly to I) and inputs (production), according to Equation 20.
(20)
The average unitary production cost can be calculated as in Equation 21.

5. Results and discussions: empirical application
This topic will, firstly, present an observation on the correlations between
efficiencies and inventory variations of inefficient DMUs. It was possible to observe
that the variations of the inventory were not strongly nor significantly (positive or
negative) correlated to the efficiencies (coefficient correlation between -0.0507 and 0.3295), except for the sector of mining (coefficient correlation of -0,9227), so not
always a demand with less variation and consequently a stable inventory control
leads to greater efficiency, even being easier to manage (except for the mining
sector).
Following, it is presented general results, DDEA efficient results and overview
the sectors of both countries comparatively.
5.1. General results
The model was applied to companies in each sector of both countries. Among
the 141 analyzed companies, there were 29 efficient DMUs (20.57% of total): 12
Chilean and 17 Brazilian firms (as it can be seen in Table 2). It was possible to find
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efficient cases from both countries in the sectors of food and beverage, paper and
cellulose, and oil and gas.
Table 2. The most efficient companies using the proposed model
Sector
Agr. and
Fishing

Country
Chile

DMU
Schwager

Chile
Foods and
Beverages

Chile
Chile
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil

Commerce

Brazil
Brazil

Construction

Brazil
Brazil
Brazil

Mining

Chile
Chile
Chile

Nonmetallic
minerals

Chile
Chile
Chile

Paper and
Cellulose

Chile
Brazil
Brazil

Oil and
Gas
Chemical

1
Viconto
Concha y
Toro
Emiliana
Josapar
Minupar
Tereos
Battistella
BR
Pharma
Azevedo
Lix da
Cunha
PDG Realt
Pucobre
Soprocal
Sqm
Cementos
Cristales
Polpaico
Celulosa
Arauco
Celul Irani
Santher
Fab de
Papel Sta
Terezinha

Chile
Brazil
Brazil

Efficiency
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
Gasco
CEG

1
1

Cristal
Brazil

Fer Heringer

1
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Table 2. Cont. …
Brazil

1
Ultrapar

Steel and
Metallurgical

Brazil

1
Ferbasa

Brazil

1
Iguaçu

Brazil

1
Paranapanema

Considering the extensions and further development of the model (Section 3.3.
of this paper), the results in terms of status of the DMUs (if it was efficient or not)
were the same to all DMUs, using or dropping the initial value constraint, so the list
of efficient DMUs for the first extension was the same as shown in Table 2.
Table 3. Standard deviation, average efficiencies, and number of efficient
companies per sector
Sectors
Sectors

Average Efficiencies
General

BR

CL

Standard Deviation of
efficiencies
General BR
CL

Number of Efficient
Companies
General BR CL

Agriculture
& Fishing

0.9628

0.9710

0.9623

0.0467

0.0000

0.0483

2

0

2

Food &
Beverage

0.9630

0.9604

0.9660

0.0546

0.0609

0.0489

5

3

2

Commerce

0.9408

0.9594

0.9055

0.0583

0.0438

0.0679

2

2

0

Construction

0.9232

0.9293

0.8991

0.0820

0.0828

0.0909

3

3

0

Mining

0.9986

0.9965

1.0000

0.0025

0.0030

0.0000

3

0

3

Non-Metallic
Minerals

0.9899

0.9797

1.0000

0.0139

0.0133

0.0000

3

0

3

Paper &
Cellulose

0.9849

0.9882

0.9766

0.0196

0.0159

0.0331

3

2

1

Oil & Gas

0.9826

0.9908

0.9724

0.0283

0.0092

0.0422

2

1

1

Chemical

0.9789

0.9867

0.9653

0.0276

0.0195

0.0372

3

3

0

Steelworks
&
Metallurgical

0.9647

0.9746

0.9330

0.0478

0.0285

0.0820

3

3

0

BR= Brazil, CL = Chile

As it can be seen in Table 3, the efficient Brazilian companies are from the
sectors of Foods and Beverages, Commerce, Construction, Paper and Cellulose, Oil
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and Gas, Chemical, and Steel and Metallurgical. It is exclusively responsible for
cases of efficiency in the sectors of Commerce, Construction, Chemicals and Steel
and Metallurgical. Chemical sector is responsible for 5.5% of its exports and Steel
and Metallurgical for 7.5% (OEC 2016a). On the other hand, the most efficient
Chilean companies are from Agriculture and Fishing, Foods and Beverages, Mining,
Non-metallic Minerals, and Paper and Cellulose sectors. Chile is totally responsible
for the cases of efficiency in the sectors of Agriculture and Fishing, Mining and
Non-Metallic. Agriculture and Fishing corresponds to 19.5% of the total exports,
and Mining and Non-metallic Minerals correspond to 53.76% (OEC 2016b). A fast
analysis leads to the conclusion that Chile is more focused on being efficient in
sectors important for its exports.
The list of efficient DMUs under the VRS assumption is shown in Table 4
(Appendix A). It is possible to observe for the VRS assumption that the results had
less discriminant power with more than 1/3 of the DMUs tied as efficient.
5.2. Industry analysis
5.2.1. Sectors where both countries present efficient firms
Food and beverage
The efficient Chilean companies Concha y Toro (Concha y Toro 2017) and
Emiliana are both vineyards focused on the international market. According to
official sources, Concha y Toro exported products with a total value of more than
U$320 million in 2012, and Emiliana, U$29 million for the same period
(Commercial Department of Chile 2017). Only 422 Brazilian firms exported a total
value superior to U$100 million in 2012 and 351 in 2016 (Ministry of Industry,
Exterior Commerce and Services 2016).
Emiliana has been characterized also for being focused on organic wines and it
is currently the largest organic vineyard in the world, exporting to no less than 60
counties (Concha y Toro 2017; Emiliana 2017).
Concha y Toro’s penetration to international markets started in the early 2000s,
with the astronomic rise in the following years. Mora (2009) points out growth of
257% in volume sales between 2000 and 2004 (about three times the growth of the
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other Chilean producers) and 226% in revenues (five times the growth of the other
Chilean producers). Between 2000 and 2013 it has gained a global scale presence
and it is currently is the seventh largest wine producer in the world.
Contrary to the Chilean cases, Brazilian companies in this sector are focused on
the national and local market. Josapar is a distributor of grains (Josapar 2017) and it
is among the 1000 largest exporters in Brazil, between US$10 and US$50 million in
2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services 2016). Minupar is a
holding focused on dealing food (mainly chicken) in the national and local market
through importation and exportation. It is not mentioned in the official reports as one
of the biggest Brazilian operators. Tereos is an international group that operates in
Brazil. Its activities in Brazil are related to sugarcane plantation for sugar (focused
on the inner and exterior market) and ethanol (inner market) production (Tereos
2017). It is among the 5000 largest exporters of Brazil, between US$1 and US$5
million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services 2016).
AMBEV dominates the Brazilian beverage market and it is one of the largest
companies in the sector in the world, but it is the last in the efficiency rank among
the analyzed companies from Foods and Beverage sector, using this DEA approach.
In 2004, AMBEV merged with Interbrew, creating InBev, which became the largest
in the world (Financial Times 2017). According to Economática software, in 2012,
AMBEV alone was the largest company in Latin America. One of the reasons for its
ranking may be the variable return to scale. AMBEV is among the 1000 largest
exporters in Brazil, between US$10 and US$50 million in 2016 (Ministry of
Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services 2016).
JBS is a Brazilian food company, focused processing and trading animal protein
to the inner and the exterior market. It is also involved in the production,
cogeneration, and commercialization of electric power, provision of cattle fatting
and transportation services. JBS also manages industrial residue, produces and
commercializes steel cans, plastic resins, soap base, soap bar, biodiesel, glycerin,
fatty acid, collagen, and wrapper, as well as wet blue, semi-finished, and finished
leather products; and it purchases and sells soybean. In addition, it engages in
trading cooked frozen meat; logistics and warehousing operations; and distribution
center and harbor, waste, among other business (JBS Fiboi 2017). JBS is classified
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in Food and Beverage sector according to Economática and it is among the
companies which exported more than U$100 million in 2012 and in 2016 (Ministry
of Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services 2016), but it is considered inefficient
through DEA approach. One of the reasons for its ranking is a variable return to
scale.
Feria de Osorno is a Chilean company in the production, distribution, import,
export, and sale of food products to farmers in Chile. Feria de Osorno operates
through two segments, Agricultural and Investment. It primarily offers consumable
and industrial meat products, and food sub products, as well as dairy products (Feria
de Osorno 2017). Although this segment may be directly comparable to JBS core
operations (meat supply), Feria de Osorno is classified in Agriculture and Fishing
sector by Economática. The company also offers agricultural technology and
supplies, rent-a-car services, technological machinery and equipment, vehicles,
fuels, financial and administrative services, cattle trade brokering services,
fertilization and veterinary supplies and services, agrochemicals, safety items, and
cattle slaughter services, among other business (Feria de Osorno 2017). The
company was responsible for more than U$95 million in exports in 2012
(Commercial Department of Chile 2017) As well as JBS, Feria de Osorno is also
considered inefficient in its sector (Agriculture and Fishing), probably due to the
scale inefficiency. A direct comparison between both companies was not possible
due to the limitations of classification of the databank.
Paper and cellulose
The efficient Chilean company Celulosa Arauco y Constitución S.A (Arauco) is
part of the COPEC holding and it produces the wood pulp, engineered wood, and
forestry. It has positioned as one of Latin America’s largest forest owners with the
total land holding of around 1.5 billion hectares with 4 plants in Chile, 2 in
Argentina, and 2 in Brazil (Arauco 2017). Arauco was responsible for more than
U$1.7 billion of Chilean exports in 2012. The other segments of the Arauco group
were jointly responsible for more than U$800 million in the same year (Commercial
Department of Chile 2017). Currently, Arauco has customers in 75 countries
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covering different segments from producers of household wood fiber-based products
to businesses creating furniture, and construction and industrial.
Celulose Irani and Santher are minor companies in the Brazilian cellulose
market share. Irani produces paper and wood resins (Irani 2017). Santher is a
diversified holding, but Santa Teresinha refers specifically to the operations of paper
production (Santher 2017). Santher and CMPC are among the 1000 largest exporters
of Brazil, between US$10 and US$50 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry,
Exterior Commerce and Services 2016).
The three biggest Brazilian companies responsible for cellulose (and derivate)
exportations, Kablin, Suzano, and Fibria (each one responsible for more than U$100
million in exports) were considered inefficient (Ministry of Industry, Exterior
Commerce and Services 2016; Exame 2017).
CMPC made its largest investment between 2009 and 2015 with the start of the
second line of Guaíba, Brazil (CMPC 2017). It is the last in the rank among the
analyzed companies from Paper and Cellulose sector using this DEA approach, but
being efficient until 2015 and inefficient in the overall system. This period coincides
with its largest investment.
Oil and gas
Gasco is a distributor of gas for domestic (through ducts) and industrial (through
cylinders and ducts) consumption in 13 of the 17 Chilean States (Gasco 2017). The
gas supply through ducts for domestic consumption is common in the most
populated regions of Chile.
CEG RIO explores the distribution of natural gas (through ducts) and its
byproducts in the State of Rio de Janeiro (one of the 27 Brazilian States) (CEG Rio
2017). In Brazil, it is common to supply gas for domestic consumption in cylinders
(even for the most populated areas). The gas supply through ducts advantages the
efficiency of the inventory control system because there is no need of physical
storage of the gas cylinders. That suggests that both companies were benefited by
their operational characteristics.
COPEC is a Chilean holding that commercializes fuels, but due to investments
in sectors such as forestry, liquefied gas, natural gas, and fishing, responsible for
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U$99 million of Chilean exports in 2012 (Commercial Department of Chile 2017).
COPEC also controls cellulose Arauco (COPEC 2017). Although Arauco is the
most efficient company in its sector, COPEC is the last in the rank among the
analyzed companies from Oil and Gas sector using this DEA approach. One of the
reasons for its ranking is a variable return to scale.
Petrobras is responsible for a large part of Brazilian exports (it is among the 3
biggest exporters together with Vale and Embraer) (Ministry of Industry, Exterior
Commerce and Services 2016; Petrobras 2017). It is the last in the rank among the
analyzed companies from the Oil and Gas sector using this DEA approach, being
efficient until the third quarter of 2015, but inefficient in the overall system. The
first inefficient period coincides with its announcement of the company’s worst loss.
Another reason for its ranking is because of a variable return to scale.
5.2.2. Sectors where only Chile presents efficient firms
Agriculture and fishing
Viconto is a Chilean company that plants fruits and nuts for exportation, among
the challenges of its operations is to stock and transport the fruits in low
temperatures raises, markets, and exports fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables. It
owns plantations in Central Chile and grows apples, pears, peaches, nectarines,
plums, apricots, cherries, raspberries, blueberries, kiwis, asparagus, avocados, and
lemons (Viconto 2017) In 2012, eleven companies specialized in trading fruits
exports jointly more than U$11 million (Commercial Department of Chile 2017),
Viconto may export through one of these dealers. They operate 447.45 ha in four
different valleys in Chile. As of 2015, they have a market of 65,366 tons with major
destinations in the United States of America, Canada and Europe (Viconto 2016).
Schwager is classified in the software as agriculture and fishing, but it is
actually mining and energy (Schwager 2017). The misclassification of this databank
is one of the limitations of the present paper.
Sofruco is a company of products related to nuts, juice, fresh fruit, plums and
honey. In terms of prices, the company has been facing a dispersed scenario, with
moderate declines, mainly in wines, and has been maintaining a strategy for
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optimizing production costs since 2011 (Sofruco 2017). Sofruco exported more than
U$ 11 million in 2012 (Commercial Department of Chile 2017). It is the last in the
rank among the analyzed companies from Agriculture and Fishing sector using this
DEA approach. The inefficient periods coincide with the adoption of its cost
strategy.
Mining
Considering the number of studied Chilean companies, 10.17% were from the
sectors of mining or non-metallic minerals, and all of them were efficient.
Pucobre is a Chilean miner engaged in copper mining in the northern Atacama
region. In 2011 it has increased its stake in the El Espino copper-gold project to
100% (Pucobre 2017). It is important to emphasize that copper (refined copper and
copper ore) is responsible for 44% of Chilean exports. Soprocal is a Chilean
company that acquires ore deposits and produces calcium, carbonates, and lime,
selling it within mining industries (Soprocal 2017). SQM is a Chilean company
focused on exports and it is the world’s biggest producer of lithium. Its natural
resources are extracted from the Atacama region (SQM 2017). In 2012, Pucobre and
SQM exported, respectively, U$47 and U$430 million (Commercial Department of
Chile 2017).
Vale is one of the largest mining companies in the world and is also the largest
producer of iron ore, pellets, and nickel. It is also the largest Brazilian exporter
(more than US$ 10 billion, representing 5.9% of Brazilian exports). The company
suffered in 2015 with the adversities of the mining sector, the fall in iron ore prices,
and the devaluation of the real (Vale 2017). It is the last in the rank among the
analyzed companies from Mining sector using this DEA approach. The inefficient
period coincides with its adversities suffered. Another reason for its ranking is
because of a variable return to scale.
Non-metallic minerals
Cementos Bío-Bío is a Chilean company, founded in 1957, that produces
cement, lime, and pre-mixed concrete and provides services to the cement industry
(Bío Bío 2017) and exported U$12 million in 2012 (Commercial Department of
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Chile 2017). Cemento Polpaico is a Chilean Company, founded in 2001, that also
produces cement and offers aggregates, including sand and gravel. Polpaico is
controlled by the builder group Lafarge Holcim. Although it is an opened capital
enterprise, there is no data about this company in Economática, because it is
negotiated in Euronext (Polpaico 2017). This kind of solution (a builder that
incorporates de cement supplier) is inexistent among the biggest Brazilian builders.
Companies that manage the whole supply chain apparently tend to be more efficient.
Cristalerias de Chile produces glass and plastic containers in Chile and it sells its
products to pharmaceutical, food, wine, liquor, beer, and nonalcoholic beverages
manufacturers (CristalChile 2017). It exported U$0.9 million in 2012 (Commercial
Department of Chile 2017).
The inefficient Nadir Figueiredo is a Brazilian glass producer among the 1000
largest exporters in Brazil, between US$10 and US$50 million in 2016 (Ministry of
Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services 2016). The company suffered from the
industrial crisis in Brazil since 2015 (Nadir 2017). It is the last in the rank among the
analyzed companies from non-metallic minerals sector using this DEA approach.
The inefficient period coincides with the industrial crisis.
5.2.3. Sectors where only Brazil presents efficient firms
Steel and metallurgical
Paranapanema is a company that produces refined copper and also offers semifinished products of copper and copper alloy (Paranapanema 2017). It is among the
40 largest exporters in Brazil, above US$100 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry.
Exterior Commerce and Services 2016). Already efficient mentioned Chilean
company in the mining sector (Pucobre) is one of the suppliers of Paranapanema,
which is also efficient in manufacturing products with copper. The relationship
among efficient companies in the same supply chain merits further study.
Ferbasa is a metallurgical company that manufactures products of iron metals
and also explores iron deposits (Ferbasa 2017). It is among the 300 largest exporters
in Brazil, above US$100 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior Commerce
and Services 2016). Iguaçu is a metallographic company that manufactures
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packaging products. It is specialized in metal cans and focused on the inner market
(Iguaçu 2017).
One of the limitations of the analysis of this sector is that one of the ten greatest
producers of refined copper in the world, the Chilean company Antofagasta
Minerals, is not on Economática databank. It is the biggest traded company in Chile,
but its stocks are only negotiated in London Stock Exchange (LSE) (Antofagasta
2017). Antofagasta Minerals exported U$ 2 million in 2012 (Commercial
Department of Chile 2017). The world biggest producer of refined copper, the
Chilean company CODELCO, is a state company so its data are also out of
Economática databank (Codelco 2017). In the last 12 years, CODELCO has
exported approximately 18% of Chile’s total exports (Codelco 2015; Commercial
Department of Chile 2017).
Elecmetal is a Chilean steel company (Elecmetal 2017) and a representative
Chilean exporter which main importers are the US, Peru, and Brazil responsible for
U$ 9 million of exports (Commercial Department of Chile 2017). Elecmetal is
inefficient according to the present DEA approach but owns major shares of
Cristalerias, which is a benchmark of efficiency in the sector of non-metallic
minerals.
Although we observed case where several companies of the same supply chain
(even from different sectors and countries) were efficient, e.g., Pucobre (Chilean)
and Paranapanema (Brazilian), there was no case of simultaneously efficiency
between a controlled company and the controller holding. e.g., Arauco (efficient)COPEC (inefficient), Cristalerías (efficient)-Elecmetal (inefficient). This topic
deserves further study.
Chemicals
Ultra-Ultrapar is a holding focused on the distribution of fuels and chemicals, it
is mainly focused on the inner market (Ultra 2017). Cristal Pigmentos produces
chemical products (BMFBOVESPA 2017a). It is among the 4000 largest exporters
in Brazil, between US$1 and US$5 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior
Commerce and Services, 2016). Fer Heringer produces and distributes agricultural
fertilizers (BMFBOVESPA, 2017b). It is among the 2500 largest exporters in Brazil,
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between US$5 and US$10 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior
Commerce and Services, 2016).
Edelpa is a Chilean company that manufactures packages and packs liquid
alimentary products (such as soup, drinks, etc.), and it is considered inefficient
through DEA results. It is focused on the inner market (Edelpa 2017). An obvious
reason why this company is strongly less efficient than its pairs (other packing
firms) was not found. A case study should be conducted for understanding this
outlier.
Commerce
Battistella is a Brazilian company whose main activity is wholesale industrial
supplies and equipment (Battistella 2017). It is part of a conglomerate that operates
in other sectors and it is among the 2000 largest exporters of Brazil, between US$10
and US$50 million in 2016 (Ministry of Industry, Exterior Commerce and Services
2016).
BR Pharma is a Brazilian company focused on the inner market. The company
operates a network of retail pharmacies located in Midwest, Northeast and Southern
regions of Brazil. The Brazilian drugstore market changed and increased drastically
from 2008 until 2012, due to the aging of the population and the economic boom. It
is a highly competitive and pulverized (BR Pharma 2017). Even the holding UltraUltrapar entered in this market in the period, but it is considered inefficient in this
DEA approach. This is a case which the controller is efficient but the controlled
isn’t. BR Pharma (as well as Ultra) is one of the ten biggest players of this market
(which jointly attend 36%), it is the result of several fusions and acquisitions from
2010 until 2012. The efficient result is not expected because BR Pharma is was the
only firms (among its pairs) with constant negative results since its creation until
2015. For a complete overview of the Brazilian retail drugstore market, an interested
reader may consult (Fernandes et al. 2016). BR Pharma may be the focus of further
investigations.
One of the limitations of the analysis of this sector is that the biggest Chilean
networks of retail drugstores are not on Economática databank, because they do not
have public data. Farmacias Ahumada had stocks in Bolsa de Santiago, but it
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canceled its participation in the second quarter of 2015 (Santiago Stock Exchange
2015). The others Chilean networks of retail drugstores (e.g. Cruz Verde and
Salcobrand) are held companies.
Forus is a Chilean company that manufactures footwear products (Forus 2017).
It is the last in the rank among the analyzed companies from Commerce sector using
this DEA approach, so it is inefficient but only efficient during the first period of the
first year. One of the reasons could be seasonality, because usually, footwear
products have sales peaks at a specific date, such as near mother’s day and near new
year’s eve. It was possible to notice a more pronounced decrease in efficiency in the
last quarter of the year, suggesting uncontrolled inventory levels to meet demand
during the fourth quarter of the new year’s eve. Before these seasons dates, the
inventories level are high, and after these dates, the inventories are low (compared to
before). So companies that have seasonal sales tend to be less efficient than the ones
that sell many kinds of products the whole year.
According to Brazilian Institute of Retail Executives and Consumer Market
(IBEVAR 2017), Lojas Americana is the largest Brazilian retail company for
electronics and furniture business, followed by Magazine Luiza that it is also one of
the ten largest Brazilian retail companies considering all products, as well as
Cencosud, a Chilean company with operations in Brazil (IBEVAR 2017). Although
both are inefficient, Magazine Luiza achieved greater efficiency in certain periods.
This coincides with record earnings before the beginning of Brazilian economic
crisis (from 2015 on), while the inefficient period of Lojas Americanas coincides
with the losses of its controller holding, B2W (mainly from June 2014 on, i.e., one
year before the critical fall of consumption due to the national crisis). The losses of
B2W may be a consequence of inner alterations of management, an interested reader
may consult (Correa 2013). Another observation that can be made is that during
2015 (the peak of crisis) Magazine Luiza grew more than the Chilean competitor
Cencosud, which also operates in Brazil, surpassing it in that year (IBEVAR 2017).
Although 2011 and 2012 have been years of profits followed by small losses for
Magazine Luiza, 2013 and 2014 were years of record profits for the company. In the
year 2015, the company suffered a loss of R$ 52.4 million (7.82 times greater than
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the loss in 2012). Physical stores started to grow again only in the third quarter of
2016.
Construction
Among the efficient cases, Azevedo & Travassos is an engineering and
construction company that operates heavy constructions, such as airports, highways,
bridges, tunnels, and other civil engineering projects (Azevedo 2017); Lix da Cunha
is also an engineering company that constructs highways, commercial buildings, and
residential housing complexes (Lix da Cunha 2017); and PDG Realty is a real state
investment company that operates in residential development, allotments, and it also
aims for commercial rental income (PDG 2017)
Among the Chilean inefficient cases, Salfacorp is the biggest Chilean company
in the sector, it is focused on the development and management of engineering,
construction, and assembly projects, and invests in commercial real estate and
financial securities (Salfacorp 2017). This case of inefficiency is possible due to
variable return to scale since it is the biggest company in the sector. Besalco
provides construction services, it builds highways, bridges, buildings, tunnels,
sanitation systems, industrial piping, and underground systems (Besalco 2017).
Socovesa is a real estate firm which provides construction, project management,
development, engineering, design and sales services (Socovesa 2017). Comparative
case studies among Azevedo & Travassos, Lix da Cunha and Belsaco, and between
PDG Realty and Socovesa are recommended.
MRV is a Brazilian company that plans and constructs residential buildings in
six states from Brazil. It was considered inefficient. It is recommended to perform a
case study. It was not found a Brazilian company which integrates other segments of
the supply chain in the same holding, as the Chilean builder group Lafarge Holcim
that controls Cementos Polpaico, a firm that produces cement and offers aggregates,
including sand and gravel. This case requires further studies, beyond the scope of
the present paper.
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6. Concluding remarks
This paper presented an application of DDEA-OCT for comparing inventory
controls system of companies from different sectors in Brazil and Chile in terms of
cost efficiency. This model aims to obtain more realistic results considering specific
characteristics of inventory control systems, incorporating the relationship among
demand, production, and inventory through OCT in DDEA models, and facilitating
the comparison among companies of these developing countries.
Although both countries are emerging economies, Chile has been one of the
fastest growing economies in Latin America in the last decade, while Brazil has not.
This paper aimed to measure the efficiencies of the inventory control systems of the
companies, assuming that it is critical for companies’ success which, in turn,
impacts on countries’ development. The results of this paper showed that Chilean
efficient companies were, mainly, the exporter ones, while the Brazilian efficient
cases were, mainly, companies focused on the inner market. Chile’s development
may be explained due to the fact that exporter Chilean companies are more
pressured to be efficiently managed in a globally competitive environment. These
DMUs can be used as benchmarks for the Brazilian ones.
The model was applied to the inventory control system of 141 companies (82
from Brazil and 59 from Chile), between the fourth quarter of 2010 until the first
quarter of 2016, using accounting data from Economática databank.
The DDEA-OCT application under CRS assumption has identified 29 efficient
companies among the 10 sectors. These efficient companies were mainly exporters
in both countries. Though in Chile, the efficient companies are responsible for a
high percentage of national exports (such as mining, non-metallic minerals, and
agriculture & fishing), while, the Brazilian efficient companies were those of sectors
that do not correspond to a high percentage of exports (such as commerce,
construction, chemical, and steelworks & metallurgical). For the VRS assumption,
the results had less discriminant power with more than 1/3 of the DMUs tied as
efficient. For further studies, the suggestion is to explore tiebreaking methods in
dynamic cost efficiency problems under VRS assumption.
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The discussions of the results investigated patterns and intrinsic reasons that
may be influenced by the differences in each country’s, e.g., the relationship
between efficient and non-efficient companies that belong to the same supply chain
or a company and its controller holding. This amplitude of investigation was
possible because the study incorporated several distinct sectors in the same analysis.
Among the least efficient (last in the rankings of each sector), some patterns can
be observed. One of the major causes for the companies that were inefficient in all
the periods is a possible variable return to scale since they usually were the greatest
companies in each sector.
Another observed pattern is for inefficient companies, that were efficient for a
certain period (usually until 2015), and they were only inefficient in the last few
periods, so one of the major causes is an “event”, such as an economic crisis. The
difference between an efficient company and a company that was inefficient only
during the economic crisis is not because the efficient ones do not suffer from the
crisis, but they take better strategies and decisions in these periods. Another reason
for the large companies is a natural difficulty to change and adapt their strategies
over the crisis due to their inertia.
Another pattern is that companies from holdings and conglomerates that operate
in supply chains tend to appear among the efficient DMUs. One of the reasons is
because when a group manages an entire supply chain, it can avoid the bullwhip
effect, being more effectively controlling and managing inventories.
There are other observations that can be made about the classification of DMUs
in each sector. For example, following the classification of Economática, the
Nonmetallic Minerals industry has heterogeneous companies and it may not reflect
the reality of the sector. Some companies have a different classification, e.g.
Schwager is a mining and energy company classified as agriculture and fishing.
The limitations of this paper are related to data availability. It was not possible
to find data from some important companies for some sectors, such as Antofagasta
Minerals and CODELCO. Six sectors (finance and insurance, software, and data,
fund, as well as the sectors related to the provision of services, such as electric
energy, transport, telecommunications, and the category others) and DMUs with
zeros, negative or missing data were excluded. And after that, four sectors
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(Electronics, Industrial Machines, Textile, and Vehicles and Parts) had only data
from one country, so it was not possible to use them to compare both countries.
This study provides insights about the performance of the inventory
management of companies from Brazil and Chile, and it can be used for
benchmarking purpose by other researchers. The focus of this study was on the
impact of companies’ inventory management to developing countries, though other
factors not included in the model could affect the development. So for future study,
it is suggested including variables and analysis of the social and environmental
impacts.
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Appendix A
Table 4. Efficient DMUs considering the CRS and VRS assumptions
Sector
Agr. and
Fishing

Foods and
Beverages

Commerce

Construction

Country

DMU

Efficiency
(CRS)

Efficiency
(VRS)

Returns to
Scale

Chile

Schwager

1

1

Constant

Chile

Viconto

1

1

Constant

Chile

Camanchaca

1

Variable

Chile

Corpesca

1

Variable

Chile

Eperva

1

Variable

Chile

Feriaosor

1

Variable

Chile

Masisa

1

Variable

Chile

Multifoods

1

Variable

Chile

Soprole
Inversiones S.A.

1

Variable

Chile

Concha y
Toro

1

1

Constant

Chile

Emiliana

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Josapar

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Minupar

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Tereos

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Ambev S/A

1

Variable

Brazil

Excelsior

1

Variable

Brazil

JBS

1

Variable

Brazil

Minerva

1

Variable

Brazil

Oderich

1

Variable

Brazil

Battistella

1

1

Constant

Brazil

BR
Pharma

1

1

Constant

Brazil

B2W Digital

1

Variable

Brazil

Lojas Americanas

1

Variable

Brazil

Lojas Hering

1

Variable

Brazil

Natura

1

Variable

Brazil

P.Acucar-Cbd

1

Variable

Brazil

Wlm Ind Com

1

Variable

Chile

Cencosud

1

Variable

Chile

Falabella

1

Variable

1

Constant

Brazil

Azevedo

1
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Mining

Brazil

Lix da
Cunha

1

1

Constant

Brazil

PDG Realt

1

1

Constant

Brazi

Cyrela Realt

1

Variable

Brazi

Helbor

1

Variable

Brazi

MRV

1

Variable

Chile

Salfacorp

1

Variable

Chile

Pucobre

1

1

Constant

Chile

Soprocal

1

1

Constant

Sqm

1

Chile

Nonmetallic
minerals

Paper and
Cellulose

Oil and
Gas

Chemical

90

1

Constant

Brazil

Magnesita SA

1

Variable

Brazil

Vale

1

Variable

Chile

Cementos

1

1

Constant

Chile

Cristales

1

1

Constant

Chile

Polpaico

1

1

Constant

1

Variable

1

Constant

1

Variable

Brazil

Nadir Figuei

Chile

Celulosa
Arauco

Chile

CMPC

1

Brazil

Celul Irani

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Santher
Fab de
Papel Sta
Terezinha

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Klabin S/A

1

Variable

Brazil

Suzano Papel

1

Variable

Chile

Gasco

1

Constant

1

Chile

Copec

1

Variable

Chile

Empresa Nacional
Del Petróleo

1

Variable

Brazil

CEG

1

Constant

Brazi

Comgas

1

Variable

Brazi

Petrobras

1

Variable

Brazi

Petroleo Lub do
Nordeste S/A

1

Variable

1

Constant

Brazil

Cristal

1

1
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Steel and
Metallurgical

Brazil

Fer
Heringer

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Ultrapar

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Braskem

1

Variable

Brazil

Nutriplant

1

Variable

Chile

Edelpa

1

Variable

Chile

Molymet

1

Variable

Chile

Rebrisa

1

Variable

Brazil

Ferbasa

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Iguaçu

1

1

Constant

1

1

Constant

Brazil

Paranapanema

Brazi

Fibam

1

Variable

Brazi

Gerdau

1

Variable

Brazi

Gerdau Met

1

Variable

Brazi

Haga S/A

1

Variable

Brazi

Mangels Indl

1

Variable

Chile

Nibsa

1

Variable
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Appendix B
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of the data for the proposed model (data in
thousands dollars)
Mean

StandardDeviation

Max

Min

Agr. and
fishing

157702.85

202252.68

1243746.00

714.00

Foods and
beverages

1882181.61

4971153.28

38324052.03

5300.82

Commerce

1507385.46

2888969.20

18289285.45

75.59

Sector
COGS

Construction

489823.17

522935.76

2710093.83

88.51

Mining

2911417.50

5890529.96

25445257.65

3504.51

Nonmetallic
minerals

140758.56

86716.74

440008.83

20579.11

Paper and
cellulose

1111264.72

1034954.88

3948911.00

38519.77

Oil and gas

8344502.65

19373349.84

102995903.59

710.05

Chemical

2310268.79

5080797.39

24368583.31

1430.77

1221072.80

2801753.72

16263323.71

1149.12

Agr. and
fishing

65413.97

70731.65

277243.00

82.82

Foods and
beverages

426368.30

695489.63

3529439.00

1435.73

Commerce

455225.25

651019.79

3166640.30

35.09

Construction

534439.77

479079.67

2229064.90

85.83

Steel and
metallurgical
CEF

Mining

1201196.41

1847880.22

5613289.99

1530.37

Nonmetallic
minerals

69747.55

43431.77

220326.89

23431.87

Paper and
cellulose

459882.90

374080.41

1111044.00

17214.45

Oil and gas

1821768.16

4272109.80

16984335.98

204.11

Chemical

330323.05

571408.91

2452962.44

151.35

596219.28

1131265.18

4633466.58

1131.32

Agr. and
fishing

64440.62

70448.94

277243.00

82.82

Foods and
beverages

427246.67

695298.40

3529439.00

1435.73

Steel and
metallurgical
CEI
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Commerce

454515.63

651219.03

3166640.30

35.09

Construction

547631.70

497264.48

2229064.90

85.83

Mining

1205008.72

1860015.24

5613289.99

1530.37

Nonmetallic
minerals

70886.62

44120.38

220326.89

23802.94

Paper and
cellulose

459035.94

371421.15

1111044.00

17214.45

Oil and gas

1843672.29

4309151.04

16984335.98

204.11

Chemical

332502.20

574562.51

2452962.44

151.35

614870.11

1156605.80

4633466.58

1131.32

Agr. and
fishing

158676.20

199595.28

1235085.00

639.00

Foods and
beverages

1881303.23

4956929.49

37909254.24

2886.06

Commerce

1508095.07

2892310.62

18430587.06

77.59

Construction

476631.24

504156.64

2672333.75

97.00

Mining

2907605.19

5844013.43

25356996.11

3405.36

Nonmetallic
minerals

139619.48

84026.14

434306.24

24574.29

Paper and
cellulose

1112111.68

1027517.14

3919921.00

36919.04

Oil and gas

8322598.52

19236239.48

102598251.13

751.98

Chemical

2308089.64

5072284.12

24374236.67

1326.75

1202421.96

2768952.08

16213962.45

1309.96

Steel and
metallurgical
CPP

Steel and
metallurgical
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Aim: The aim is to show market indications with respect to how to alter training investment
management so that to improve the impact of training on the organization’s performance. The topic is
important because the effectiveness of business practice in training processes in Polish organizations
continues to be poor due to the lack of benchmarks in the form of good practices or research.
Design / Research methods: The paper cites research findings which illustrate the existing practice of
training management in Polish companies, as well as studies allowing for identification of the key
indications for changes. The research methods employed in the findings cited belong to the category of
pragmatic methods drawing on quantitative data gathered based on a questionnaire and quantitative and
qualitative data gathered on the basis of an interview. The data stemming from the research cited are
obtained through a subjective interpretation of the existing processes and phenomena.
Conclusions / findings: TDI Study shows that the following are the weakest link in training processes.
The area of evaluation from the perspective of assessing how the training affects the firm’s
performance. The area of managers’ commitment during the stage of applying competences on the job.
The study of Indications for Training Process Transformation shows that the crucial change for an
organization in the context of improving business effectiveness of training is to shift the focus of the
analysis of needs from being centered solely on the competence gap towards identifying potential
impact of training on business performance. The most realistic change involves introducing tools
designed for managing the implementation phase and building awareness among participants that
training is not merely an element of knowledge acquirement but an obligation to change behaviors with
this change yielding business advantages for the company.
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Originality / value of the article: The value of the paper lies in using benchmarking studies, the only
ones in the Polish market, within the area of training policy effectiveness, and referring them to an
innovative methodology of training project management. The findings and conclusions are of interest
mainly for people who are responsible professionally for training management in that they allow for
narrowing down the focus of actions aimed at improvements in the field of managing personal
development.
Implications of the research: The findings show how to redesign optimally the training schemes in
organizations. Within a general scope, they suggest those areas within training management which, if
improved, should have the strongest impact on business outcomes.
Limitations of the research: The research limitations stem from employing subjective self-assessment
as well as from the considerable impact exerted by industry-based characteristics
Key words: training policy, training effectiveness, training assessment
JEL: M53

1. Introduction
While analyzing management practices for training processes in Polish
organizations one can notice a certain paradox.
On the one hand, the development of employees is recognized as an important
determinant of the organization’s success. This is demonstrated by such studies as,
for example, Global Human Capital Trends 2016. The new organization. Different
by design published by Deloitte University Press (Bersin et al. 2016), where a
ranking of the top ten most important human capital trends was carried out using a
sample composed of 7000 respondents from over 130 countries. In terms of its
importance, learning was ranked in the fifth place according to senior executives and
HR managers, accounting for 84% responses stating that it was “important” or “very
important” (83% of responses for Central and Eastern Europe). As emphasized in
the report, “learning opportunities are among the largest drivers of employee
engagement and strong workplace culture – they are part of the entire employee
value proposition” (Bersin et al. 2016: 4-6).
On the other hand, training, as one of the typical instruments for investing in
human development in an organization, is poorly managed. This picture emerges,
for instance, from the findings of the research on Benchmarks for Training Policy
Effectiveness (TDI Study) that the Polish Society for Training and Development
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(PSTS) conducted for five years. The main indices from the Training and
Development Integrity (TDI) group, illustrating the effectiveness of organizational
practices in Polish companies are at a relatively low level: TD-M index, 59% of the
maximum score in the field of training project management effectiveness, TD-P
Index, in the field of partnership efficiency for development, was 66% of the
maximum score, and TD-E Index with only 40% of the maximum score for
effectiveness of evaluation schemes (Kopijer et al. 2016: 5).
While identifying considerable development potential for improving the
methodology of training process management, the paper cites specific findings
produced by several studies in order to define market indicators for increased
business effectiveness of training. This effectiveness is here conceived of as “the
strength of the training project impact on the firm’s business performance.” The
perspective that is considered here pertaining to the model solutions used in research
mechanisms and in the interpretation of findings draws on several globally
recognized models used in the context of the effectiveness of training process
management. The models that should be mentioned here at the least are as follows:


Donald Kirkpatrick’s four levels evaluation model (Kirkpatrick 2001).



Leslie Rae’s training model (Rae 2001).



Leslie Rae’s training evaluation quintet (Rae 2001).



Jack Philips’ model for estimating ROI of training as well as the original
SEB/SEA model (Kopijer 2011: 24-31).

2. Description of the studies conducted
2.1. The aim of the individual studies
The aim of the TDI Study is to create the possibility for assessing the state of
effectiveness of training processes of a firm in relation to model solutions as well as
of comparing it to market practices of other organizations in the same market.
Drawing on Training and Development Integrity Model (TDI Model), the TDI Study
makes it possible to assess comprehensively all the key processes in the field of
training and development policy (see Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Elements of TDI Model (Model for Training and Development
Integrity in an organization)
Audit Policy
TDI benchmark
- Automatic improvement
- Effectiveness of improvements
- Effectiveness of the system
- Audit comprehensiveness
- Cohesive training policy

System of continuous
improvement
Training project
implementation standard

SEB/SEA model
- Quality of the phase of the
training needs analysis
- Quality of the training design
phase
- Quality of the phase of
preparing change
- Quality of the phase of
accounting for the project

Partnership on training
Assessment of training
effectiveness and efficiency
Diagnosis of training needs

Strategic Process Scheme
- Alignment with business
strategy
- The quality of strategy
provisions
- Soundness of the strategic
analysis
- The quality of communicating
the strategy
- Strategic decision acceptability

Training strategy

Training quintet model
- partnership quality of
management staff
- the quality of the role played
by senior executives
- the quality of cooperation
with contractors
- the quality of partnership
between employees
- optimization of the role of the
training department
SEB/SEA Mode
ROI model
- the quality of evaluating the
level of motivation to change
- the quality of evaluating
increases of competences
- the quality of evaluating the
level
of
competence
implementation
- the quality of evaluating
business benefits
- the quality of evaluating ROI
of training projects
Typology of training needs U scheme
- business accuracy of diagnosis
- the quality of data produced
- cost effectiveness of IPS
system
- user’s acceptability of the
system
- sustainability of the training
budget

Source: Kopijer (2013: 86-88).

The aim of the study on the Structure of Reasons for Training Ineffectiveness is
to produce a statistical picture of these actions within the training processes which
are indicated by HR practitioners as being primarily responsible for the lack of
impact of training on the organization’s business performance.
The aim of the study on the Hierarchy of Indications for Training Process
Transformations is to obtain market information from the perspective of HR
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practitioners and managers in the context of prioritized changes whose
implementation in the field of training and development policy may provide a major
stimulus for improved effectiveness of the impact exerted by development projects.

2.2 Description of population under study and the tools applied
All the studies whose findings are cited here were conducted predominantly on a
group of people responsible for HR in organizations operating in the Polish market;
however, to some extent they were also carried out within the community of
managers and coaches (only within the TDI Study respondents were exclusively
persons from HR in charge of development processes).
In the TDI Study, the scores of 524 firms in total were taken into account with
those firms being engaged in various industries and coming from different regions,
with the firms’ sizes ranging between small, medium and large (79% were made up
of large organizations with over 250 workforce. Middle-sized organizations
employing between 50 and 250 workers accounted for 19%, with small
organizations employing up to 50 workers accounting for 2%.
The method for collecting data in the TDI Study is a set of survey questionnaires
including 25 statements for each of the area investigated (meta-processes of training
policy) describing a specific spectrum of actions that are important from the
perspective of efficiency of the impact of learning on the organization’s business
performance. While evaluating learning practices in their organizations, respondents
obtain point score, with the score being the higher the more business effective those
practices are. An answer ticked in the questionnaire can produce between 0 and 4
points for each statement from the 25 statements available in each area, which
means that in total the maximum of 100 points can be achieved for one single area.
The number of points to be scored depends on the level of effectiveness and the
quality of activity declared by respondents, it being the factual practice that is in
force in the firm.
The market benchmark is an arithmetic mean produced based on the point
scores achieved by all the firms participating in the study. In the paper, I present the
studies concerned with only three areas:


Effectiveness of the Standard of Training Project Management
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Training Partnership Effectiveness

 Training Evaluation Scheme Effectiveness
While examining the Structure of Reasons for Training Ineffectiveness and
within the study concerned with the Hierarchy of Indications of Training Process
Transformation, the statements which were taken into consideration were those of
127 people in total who participated in various open and closed courses on
Management of Training Processes. Within this population, (considering the official
job positions) 74% were persons responsible for the organization’s HR, with 16%
being made up of business coaches, while 10% were composed of persons holding
managerial posts not directly connected to HR.
The method for collecting data in the study on the Structure of Reasons for
Training Ineffectiveness was for persons participating in courses to indicate all the
situations where courses were ineffective in their organizations and to specify why.
Next, the set of the reasons thus identified was structured in that a category was
defined for the reasons having a similar source with the set being then grouped
within these categories, the final statistic shows the percentage of indications which
were allocated to a given reason-of-ineffectiveness category. Over 98% of all the
indications as to the reasons was allocated to some of the categories.
The method for collecting data in the study of Hierarchy of Indications of
Training Process Transformation was for the persons participating in courses to
indicate only one prioritized indicator of training policy transformation which, in
their view, would be critical for improving the effectiveness of training in their
organizations, and one which would be for them the most realistic to implement in
their occupational practice. The participants of this poll voted on one point elected
from the list of 10 key trends of training process transformation with the list being
prepared based on an Expert Panel with participation of experienced HR consultants
who had implemented various types of solutions in hundreds of organizations over
the last decade.
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3. The results of the study
3.1. TDI Study results
Chart 1 below shows the benchmark (arithmetic mean of the scores achieved by
all the firms participating in the study) within the area of Training Project
Management Standard produced in the Polish market in 2015. On the radar chart,
one can see the evaluation of the effectiveness of market practices with this
effectiveness being broken down into individual subsequent phases of the training
project from the analytical phase, designing the process, preparing to change,
implementing new concepts to the final evaluation of the project (see Chart 1). The
single axe illustrating the effectiveness of actions performed within the phase
concerned has a scale from 0 to 20 points, which is the maximum a firm can achieve
(in the survey questionnaire there are five statements within the given phase with
each statement allowing for gaining a maximum of 4 points, thus giving 20 points in
total in the evaluation of a particular phase – in the nomenclature of the TDI Study,
it is called the evaluation of “training process dimension.”
Chart 1. The Structure of the effectiveness Benchmark of the Training Project
Management Standard

Source: Kopijer et al. (2016: 6).

The basic conclusion to be drawn from the findings elicited in this part of the
study is that the overall evaluation of the practices employed in training
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management in Polish firms ranks rather poorly (less than 60% of the ideal state).
Although this score is not alarming yet, it certainly shows that we have a
considerable development potential in terms of improving the effectiveness of
training schemes (what would be very interesting is to compare Polish benchmarks
with the European, but for this the data are not yet available). Organizations which
gained the highest score within this area of the study, with scores at a maximum of
95-98%, made up barely 4% of the population surveyed. This sends out a signal that
not only is there a considerable potential in the economy to improve this critical, as
can be gleaned from numerous reports, area of management but also that, in the
Polish market, we have good practices in this field and firms from which others can
learn.
Yet another reflection that comes in this respect is that some tendency can be
observed on the above radar chart. Each subsequent phase of the training process is
implemented increasingly less effectively. This could suggest that the engagement
of persons responsible for the training process weakens along with its
implementation, with the lowest score being gained in the evaluation phase and
accounting for the training investment. This may also be a signal that controlling the
training impact on employees’ behavior and examining the business consequences
arising from this change are not a priority for managers.
The next chart shows the benchmark in the area of Training Partnership
produced in the Polish market in 2015. One can see on the radar chart the evaluation
of effectiveness of market practices as broken down into individual partners who are
to play defined roles in the training process through performing specific tasks which
determine the ultimate business success of the entire project (see Chart 2). The
single axe illustrating the effectiveness of actions in the phase concerned has a scale
from 0 to 20 points, the maximum that a firm can gain (in the survey questionnaire
there are five statements within the given phase with each statement allowing for
gaining a maximum of 4 points, which gives 20 points in total in the evaluation of
the particular phase – in the nomenclature of the TDI Study, it is called the
evaluation of “training process dimension”
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Chart 2. The Structure of the effectiveness Benchmark of Training Partnership

Source: Kopijer et al. (2016: 9).

The conclusion that comes to the fore in this section of the study is that the
evaluation of practices within the field of the division of tasks and roles among
different partners within training processes ranks significantly better than the
evaluation in terms of the effectiveness of the actions themselves from the previous
chart (7 percentage points better than the benchmark for the Training Project
Management Standard). Although here the general score falls short of the very good
score, what can be seen is that the different parties to the project who cooperate with
one another on a daily basis are fairly well equipped, in terms of their awareness of
their role and responsibility, to achieve good results in terms of the impact of the
training on the organization’s business performance. One can therefore assume that
the environment of the relationships unfolding between people responsible for HR,
managers, employees and coaches fosters cooperation and allows for yielding
potentially better effects.
The last radar chart of those presented here shows the benchmark in the area of
the effectiveness of Training Evaluation Scheme. One can see on the radar chart the
evaluation of the effectiveness of market practices broken down into individual
spheres of actions monitoring the impact of the training, from the evaluation of
participants’ reaction to the training change awaiting them (evaluation of peoples’
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motivation to change), assessment of the progress of the competences acquired, the
effectiveness as to the application of new behaviors and solutions on the job, to the
evaluation of business advantages generated by the training project and ultimately
assessing their value adopting a financial approach through, for instance, estimating
ROI of the entire training investment (see Chart 3).
Chart 3. The structure of the effectiveness Benchmark for Training Evaluation
Scheme

Source: Kopijer et al. (2016: 12).

What appears striking in the first place when looking at the chart above is the
overall evaluation of the training policy, given that it is substantially lower in
comparison to the two previous evaluations (19 percentage points lower than the
score for Project Training Management Standard and as many as 26 points less than
the Training Partnership benchmark). This might suggest a picture where a fairly
large potential exists in terms of cooperation between the training process partners
with quite many good practices present in Polish firms at the initial phases involving
identifying and designing training, yet hardly any attempts are made at checking
whether all this effort leads to any kind of outcomes for the organizations. In
considering, as a context, any kind of Project Management methodology, that would
imply that the training processes in organizations are being very poorly managed.
Moreover, looking from the purely business and financial perspective, this could be
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interpreted as common mismanagement and failing to check on the investment
discount. A much better interpretation would certainly be produced by in-depth
analyses carried out already at the sub-benchmark level in relation, for example, to
the individual single statements from the research survey questionnaire (see the
attachment).
Moreover, what may also prove interesting is the data on the effectiveness of
training processes broken down into size classes of employment of the firms
partaking in the study. The chart below presents the comparison of sub-benchmarks
produced for the individual phases of the training project by organizations varying in
the size of employment (see Chart 4). The firms’ four size classes (understood as the
total number of posts held by the firm at the moment of its participation in the study)
are compared with the overall score for the entire population.
Chart 4. Comparing sub-benchmarks of firms varying in size classes of
employment

Source: Kopijer et al. (2016: 18).

As can be gleaned from the chart above, the largest organizations which have a
workforce of over 1000 can boast of best practices in terms of actions performed in
the analysis phase and design phase, while the other phases are dominated by the
practices of medium-sized businesses employing a workforce ranging between 50
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and 250. These firms are precisely those which fare the best in the overall
assessment. Interestingly, the firms which fare the worst in this comparison are large
companies whose staff, however, does not exceed 1000 people.
This could suggest that in principle the scale of employment is very relevant to
the effectiveness of training process management. Smaller firms have better
practices provided they have their own specialized cells responsible for training and
which employ experts in this field (the observable threshold at which organizations
have their own training department is a workforce of 80-100), while large firms have
growing problems to manage training processes effectively unless they are
corporations with schemes and tools devised drawing on their indigenous practices,
having considerably expanded structures of training specialists who use largely their
own resources while conducting training (as regards the origins of the capital,
foreign firms with Polish private capital fare the best in the overall assessment)
(Kopijer et al. 2016: 5).
3.2. The results of the study on the Structure of Reasons for Training
Ineffectiveness
The chart below depicts the results of the study focused on identifying the most
common reasons of lacking effectiveness of training conducted in firms through the
prism of experiences and observations of trainers, those responsible for training, HR
representatives, business coaches as well as operational managers (see Chart 5).
As the individual indications were not weighted (for example, the extent of the
impact on the training effectiveness) and instead the indications falling within the
individual categories were merely counted, the percentage distribution produced can
only be seen as estimated indication as to which reasons are generally of key
importance for the effectiveness of training rather than an internal comparison in
terms of the level of significance. Perhaps the frequency with which a particular
category is indicated by respondents may be a general indication of which category
from those presented below is more crucial than the other. A valid parameter of the
structure is the minimal margin of indications which were not included in the
structure as they were single indications, as well as a relatively substantial level of
consistency with the findings produced by other studies cited in this paper.
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Chart 5. The structure of the most frequent reasons for ineffectiveness of
training conducted in firms

Source: author’s own research.

The above chart shows that the most frequent reason for the lack of business
effectiveness of the training is insufficient commitment on the part of managers who
are the training participants’ immediate superiors, especially during the phase when
the new competences acquired in the training are being applied on the job. This is
reflected in the findings produced by the TDI Study on the effectiveness of Training
Partnership where the management staff displays the lowest level of awareness and
willingness to exercise their own role. Clear consistency with the TDI Study
findings is also visible in the second most frequently reported reason, which is the
lack of a project approach and thus related evaluation actions. Although the scores
of the market benchmarks show a relatively better overall assessment of the
practices within the analysis phase (where the goals of the training project are also
set), the frequent indication of the poor quality of training goals and insufficiently
reliable analysis as the reason for the training failing to be effective is connected
entails worse practices which refer purely to setting indicators for the business
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impact of training. These indicators should be precisely defined already at the stage
of the analysis of needs as an element of evaluation measures (setting indicators for
monitoring business effectiveness of training investment).
3.2 The results of the study on the need of changes within the training policy
from the perspective of managers and HR experts – Indication Hierarchy of
Training Process Transformation
Charts 6 and 7 below refer to indications made by trainers, those responsible for
training, HR representatives, business coaches and operational managers with regard
to a list of 10 key trends in the transformation of training processes (see Table 1) and
which was prepared by experts advising hundreds of organizations in this area.
The two charts below are a statistical picture of what persons who are
responsible for being engaged in training management in Polish organizations think
about the changes in the approach towards training from the perspective of the
following two questions:
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Which of the trends mentioned is the most important for your organization
in the context of improved business effectiveness of training events?



Which of the trends mentioned can be used most realistically in your
organization in the foreseeable future?



As can be gleaned from the chart, according to respondents’ assessment, the
most important trend for their organization would be the aspect of
refocusing the training needs analysis, shifting it from its sole emphasis on
the competence gap towards recognizing the potential impact of training on
business outcomes and the relationships between those outcomes and the
change in employees’ behavior (see Chart 6). Another important aspect is
shifting the responsibility for the training effects onto participants
themselves and their immediate superiors while making the self-same
participants aware as to what the organization expects of them when
delegating them to participate in training.



The above findings are to some extent consistent with the practices
identified earlier and relating to the shortcomings of the manager role as
well as linking training insufficiently with the organization’s business needs.
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Table 1. 10 key trends in the transformation of training processes
Training practice ineffective in business
terms
1. Accent on the implementation quality of
didactic classes
2. The goals of the training are general and
mainly relate to competences
3. The training needs analysis focuses on
identifying the competence gap and
determinants for attractive classes
4. Negotiation of the rate for performing
classes (training day)
5. Effectiveness evaluation based mainly
on the questionnaire following the training
which evaluates the quality and
attractiveness of the classes

Training practice effective in business terms
1. Accent placed on business effectiveness
of the project
2. The goals of the training are in line with
SMART principle and in relation to all
Kirkpatric levels
3. The training needs analysis which stems
from the business need recognizing the
relationships between business advantages
and behavior
4. Partnership negotiations with the
possibility of a success fee depending on
the business effect
5. Training assessment is based on
estimating ROI * or ROI business
effectiveness and efficiency

6. The participant “contracts” with his
superior to work on changing and
improving hi/her work performance based
on new competences
7. No possibility of evaluating the impact 7. Evaluation of the training impact on
of training on business outcomes of the business outcomes of the training is
training
relatively easy and “automatic”
8. The responsibility for the training effects 8. The responsibility for the training effects
is borne by the coach and HR
is borne by participants and their superiors
9. Participants are very little or are not 9. Participants are fully aware of what is to
aware at all of what the training is to bring change as the result of the training and what
to the firm
are the personal expectations of them
10. No actions or only trace actions aimed 10. Planned and managed phase of applying
at applying the competences on the job the competences on the job following the
following the didactic classes
classes
*ROI – financial indicator for return on investment
6. The participant can seldom count on real
support on the part of his/her superior
while applying new competences

Source: author’s own research.
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Chart 6. Percentage distribution of indications as regards the individual
changes in the context of the question on its importance

Source: author’s own research.

Chart 7. Percentage distribution of indications as regards the individual
changes in the context of the question on how realistic their implementation is

Source: author’s own research.
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With respect to how realistic for organizations is the implementation of potential
changes with a view to improve training events effectiveness, what is clearly
underlined is the focus on applying tools for managing the implementation phase
and on building participants’ awareness that training is not merely an element of
acquiring knowledge, for it is an obligation to change behaviors in order to bring
about business benefits to the organization (see Chart 7).

4. Concluding remarks
Taking into account the market indications for changing the training
management methodology in organizations, as well as considering the findings of
the Polish-wide TDI Study, what is clearly delineated is the need to shift the
standard of employee development management towards specific management
control. Evaluation understood as monitoring effects at individual stages of the
training process change becomes a requirement for generating a business impact of
the investment in the Human Capital development. What also changes is the
imperative for the roles played by the manager who is in the position of an
immediate superior of the training participant and for the participant himself. Their
awareness of the responsibility and the need of personal commitment to safeguard
the training impact on the organization’s business outcomes also shows a signal to
transform the role played by the training department or HR. The training department
should become a “catalyst” for the transformation of training schemes and the
reinforcement for management staff rather than being a direct and sole operator of
training events.
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Analysis phase

Annex
The survey questionnaire, TDI Study, Training Project Management area
Training Project implementation standard
1 The training need analysis starts at the level of the organization’s business need
The scope of support for training participants while applying competences is
2
planned before preparing a training program
The need for training is arranged between the worker and his superior and is
3
consulted with the training department or the coach
4 The training goals which have been defined are formally recorded
The training goals are communicated to all training partners: training participants
and their direct superiors, coaches
TOTAL
While drawing up schedules, one also takes into consideration the time needed for
1
applying the new competences on the job
The evaluation of the training in terms of its effectiveness and efficiency is an action
2
planned before didactic classes

Design
phase

5
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3 The contractor is chosen based on formal procedures for choice optimization
4
5

Preparation phase

1
2
3
4

Implementation phase

5

1
2
3
4
5

Evaluation phase

1
2

In order to ensure all the necessary resources needed for successful implementation
of a training project Checklists are used
A set of evaluation tools is prepared before launching didactic activities
(e.g. the questionnaire of reactions, knowledge/skills test, implementation and goal
achievements evaluation form)
TOTAL
Training participants are motivated to participate in didactic classes in that they are
shown the benefits arising from an effective performance of work
In order to raise didactic classes effectiveness, training participants are given and
perform pre-training work
Didactic classes end with planning how the training participants can use the
competences on the job
The training program is arranged in relation to the defined change that is to occur in
the participants’ actions following the classes
During classes, training participants work out on specific materials to be used later
on the job (e.g. questionnaires, checklists, knowledge base, procedures)
TOTAL
The ideas of how to apply competences on the job, the training planned by the
participant are arranged with his/her superior
Support for training participants is arranged which they will need while attempting
to use the new competences on the job
Training participants are reinforced while applying the new competences on the job
following their return from the didactic classes
Within a specific period after the didactic classes, the effectiveness with which the
new competences are used is monitored
The ways of motivating training participants are arranged so as to make them use
their new competences as efficiently as possible
TOTAL
Training participants are appreciated by their organization for their efforts and
engagement in applying the competences acquired in classes on the job
Once the training project has been completed, feedback is given on how the training
affected the organization’s operations and performance

3 The actual use of the competences in practice on the job is evaluated
There is training project closing documentation which contains a report on the
training impact on the firm’s activities and performance
Indicators are calculated referring to increases in competences, efficiency of their
5
application and organization’s improved performance
TOTAL
THE TOTAL OF THE AREA
4
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Human Resource Management practices that
translate into sustainable competitive advantage
Ewa BUŁAT
WSB University in Wrocław, Poland
Abstract:
Aim: The aim of the paper is to delve into the Human Resource Management (HRM) practices which
undoubtedly translate into enhanced business performance. The article combines the theoretical study
of HRM with its application to professional practice in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the reasons and ways of implementing good HRM processes.
Design/Research methods: A desk case study approach has been adopted to conduct a descriptivecomparative analysis of two prosperous corporations operating in distinct sectors.
Conclusions/findings: It is suggested that the analysed companies have been consistently
outperforming their competitors due to their HRM practices which can be linked back to the seminal
motivation theories and concepts relating HRM to performance. It seems that especially the application
of AMO framework and Path-Goal Theory to workplace scenarios can yield good results, regardless of
the industry.
Originality/value of the article: This study not only provides an insight into the HRM practices which
appear to contribute most to improved productivity, but it also attempts to shed some light on the how
and why of their application. So far, much of the empirical research has confirmed a significant
statistical connection between HRM practices and business success, but relatively little attention has
been paid to understanding the exact mechanisms through which conceptual HRM practices can be
implemented. An attempt to address this gap is the value added of the paper.
Implications: The findings may prompt the upper echelons of power in companies to fit the
appropriate HR practices into their business strategies to achieve the organisational objectives.
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Ewa BUŁAT
1. Introduction
It goes without saying that every company needs a strategy. This is to make sure
that an organisation can fulfil its mission, achieve its goals and maintain unity,
which will enable it to continue into the future. In this sense, effective strategic
management points the organisation in the right direction and ensures it remains on
track. As pointed out by Patrick Schutz and Donald Carpenter (2008: 19), the quality
of a company’s strategic management, comprising processes of strategy formulation
and implementation, will undeniably depend on the nature of human talent ̶ at all
levels ̶ that the company is able to attract and retain. After all, an organisation is
only as strong as its people. Following Rochelle Mucha (2004; qtd. in Schutz, Carpenter
2008: 20), „the ability to execute business strategy is rooted in the ability to attract, retain,
and develop key talent. Successful talent management creates the most enduring
competitive advantage. No company can afford to be unprepared for both the best and
worst of times”. The way that talent is being managed directly determines whether the
organisation is going to achieve its strategic objectives. Therefore, talent management is
inseparably linked with strategic management. As Schutz and Carpenter (2008: 19)
further observe, knowledge management processes also serve strategic management.
This is because an organisation’s human talent generates, obtains, and transfers
knowledge used in strategy formulation and its implementation. That is why both
talent and knowledge are often subsumed under the heading of human capital – the
preeminent asset of any organisation. That human capital, i.e. the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and talent of the employees, should be appropriately managed to add value
to the company – again, a strategy is needed. I concur with Barry Colbert (2004) that

„by organising human resource management processes around a set of coherent,
mutually supporting principles, a firm has the potential to build a unique resourcebased advantage in its industry”. Thus, by implementing the proper Human
Resource Management (HRM) practices, the businesses could enhance their
viability and economic performance – the ultimate goal of any organisation.
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2. Research objectives and methodology
This article scrutinises the HR practices which appear to contribute most to
improved productivity and enduring competitive advantage. A case study approach
has been adopted to perform a descriptive-comparative analysis of two prosperous
companies operating in different industries. The research is based on industry
reports, reviews and journals, company information (including employee survey
results), white papers, newspaper articles, and interview transcripts. The analysis is
preceded by a literature and theory overview to enable understanding of the concept
of good HRM in a broader, more holistic context. The theoretical underpinnings of
HRM ‘best practices’, combined with real-life examples of their implementation,
will hopefully help management professionals understand why and how to apply
their ideas for better HRM, while giving them freedom to use their professional
judgement in designing bespoke ‘good’ practices for everyday workplace scenarios.
As will be demonstrated later in this article, HRM practices can be implemented as
part of a well-thought-out HR strategy, improving the company’s efficiency and
increasing its competitive advantage.

3. Literature review
A review of the literature reveals that although there is some fundamental agreement
on the connection between HRM practices and company performance, there is a lack of
understanding about the process through which HRM creates organisational value
and increases performance (Becker, Gerhart 1996). Patrick Wright et al. (2003)
point out that while much of the research has demonstrated statistically significant
relationship between HRM practices and firm profitability, indicating the potential
value triggered by them, very little has been revealed regarding the processes
through which that value is created. John Purcell et al. (2003) also notice that many
previous studies have examined the link between HRM practices and have shown
there is a positive connection, but none has actually explained the nature of this
connection, i.e. how and why HRM practices influence performance. This view
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seems to be compatible with that of Georgios Theriuo and Prodromos Chatzoglou’s
(2009), who argue that – despite the quantity and variety of empirical studies – little
attention has been paid to the concept or understanding of the mechanisms through
which HRM practices impact performance. According to Theriuo and Chatzoglou,
there appears to be only a limited amount of research attempting to pinpoint the
processes through which HRM practices can lead to competitive advantage.
Hopefully, this article is going to shed some light on the above-mentioned
aspects, identifying HRM practices which should be introduced to assist the
company in achieving its strategic objectives via utilising its human capital to its
maximum potential. This entails discussion on the ways to retain talent within the
organisation via motivating gifted employees to stay and perform their jobs to the
best of their ability – since this is what, in turn, translates into sustainable
competitive advantage.
As stated by Peggy De Prins (2011), if people are the centre of a sustainable
competitive advantage, then the knowledge and fostering of what inspires and
characterises them is of utmost importance, i.e. to put it simply, what motivates
people to come to work, to develop expertise, and to become and stay productive. A
review of the pertinent concepts below reveals that the theoretical underpinnings of
good HRM rest on psychological mechanisms underlying our motivation to work.
Yet, it seems that not many managers are cognisant of this fact. Therefore, in order
to understand how HR best practices actually work, a broader, more holistic
perspective is needed. For that reason, it is useful to take a look at the seminal
theories on employee motivation.

4. The seminal theories on employee motivation
Most of the themes can be linked back to Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs – one of the most recognisable motivation theories. According to Maslow,
there are five levels of personal needs: physiological needs, safety needs, love and
belonging needs, self-esteem needs and self-actualization, or growth needs (Maslow
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1943). The theory argues that – in order to engage in work – people must satisfy
lower-level needs before they can move on to satisfy higher-level ones.
Frederick Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory classified motivation into hygiene
factors and motivational factors (so called „motivators”). Hygiene factors relate to
the job environment, such as company policy, remuneration and working conditions,
being potential sources of work dissatisfaction – but only if they are deficient. When
appropriate, however, they do not necessarily encourage anyone to perform better. On
the other hand, motivators, such as achievement, recognition, responsibility, and
other personally rewarding factors may be used to increase productivity, but only
when combined (Herzberg et al. 1959).
Douglas McGregor’s X/Y Theory (McGregor 1960) presented a two-pronged
approach: Theory X underlies most managers’ thinking, whereas Theory Y proposes
a set of assumptions for managers to concentrate on. Theory X emphasises
physiological and safety needs and tends to ignore the higher-level needs in
Maslow’s ladder. It coincides with an authoritarian management style, claiming that
the average person dislikes work, avoids it whenever possible, has little ambition,
and so prefers to be directed rather than take on responsibility. In other words,
Theory X-oriented managers believe workers must be forced to put forth enough
effort to achieve the company’s goals, and can be motivated only by fear of losing
their jobs or by material rewards. Theory Y, conversely, argues that people enjoy
working, seek responsibility, and want to excel at their jobs. Accordingly, the
assumptions behind theory Y underscore growth and self-direction.
Last but not least, Robert House’s (1971) Goal-Setting Theory focuses on
managers as the critical factors in motivating workers. To attract, retain, and motivate high-flyers, managers must be clear, consistent, and reliable in communicating
details on rewards for the achievement of goals. Managers should remove any
contextual obstacles to achievement, such as personality conflicts within a team, role
ambiguity or office politics, which are hindering employee development and
continuous learning – especially important for consistent achievement. Robert House
and Terence Mitchell (1974) in an extended Path-Goal Theory further depict the
responsibility of a manager to appropriately motivate employees, especially those
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performing complex, expert or stressful jobs. They provide methods or ways
through which the manager could achieve that, i.e. via:


Considering the needs of the employee, showing concern for their welfare
and creating a friendly working environment. This includes increasing the
employee’s self-esteem and making the job more interesting.



Telling employees what needs to be done and giving appropriate guidance
along the way.



Consulting with employees and taking their ideas into account when making
decisions and taking particular actions (esp. when employees are experts in
the field, and so they expect to be able to give advice).



Setting challenging goals, thus showing belief in the employee’s capabilities
and potential to succeed.

This theory seems to be particularly true, as recent studies indicate employees
leave managers more than they leave companies. In other words, how you treat your
people is how they will experience the organisation.
There are also theories linking HRM to performance. The ability, motivation and
opportunity theory or AMO framework, for short, (Appelbaum et al. 2000) is
probably the most popular theoretical concept associated with HRM systems (Jiang
et al. 2012a), especially to test empirically the impact of HRM practices on business
outcomes, such as higher organisational performance (e.g. Jiang et al. 2012b). The
theory suggests that there are three independent work system components that shape
employees characteristics and contribute to the success of the organisation.
According to the theory, organisation’s interests are best served by a system that
attends to employee ability, motivation, and opportunity ̶ or AMO. This can be
achieved through increasing employees’ Ability through attracting and developing
high-performing employees; enhancing employees’ Motivation and commitment
through practices such as contingent rewards and effective performance
management; and providing employees with the Opportunity to engage in the
decision-making process or challenging problem-solving activities. If any one of the
three characteristics is missing, performance is likely to be inhibited, but if all three
are present, then performance is likely to be enhanced. The following sections are
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going to touch upon each one of the above-mentioned aspects of AMO theory in
order to understand what motivates employees and how it can possibly translate into
the company’s overall performance.

5. The benefits of unlocking employees’ performance potential – case studies
Companies with recognised and engaged employees are more likely to enjoy
improved customer satisfaction, revenue growth, and greater customer retention. As
demonstrated

in

a

2011

study

by

the

Aberdeen

Group,

„The

Engagement/Performance Equation”, best-in-class companies with formal
recognition programs report three-and-a-half-times-greater customer retention and
revenue growth. In short, engaged employees lead to happier, more loyal customers
and better business.
As widely accepted by researchers in the field, how well the company is going
to perform to a large extent depends on whether it can understand what motivates its
employees. Still, as Michelle Pokorny (2013: 46) puts it, “today, engagement and
motivation practices continue to be rooted in a dated belief that people, specifically
employees, are motivated primarily out of rational self-interest”, i.e. by financial
incentives. In the 1920s Frederick Taylor (qtd. in Wilkinson 1998: 41), the father of
scientific management, proposed a system based on worker compliance, where
workers’ job was limited to execution of tasks, while the brainpower was to be
centred with management. As noted by Adrian Wilkinson (1998: 41), „while
scientific management was very successful in terms of boosting productivity, there
was concern over the alienation of workers reflected in high labour turnover,
absenteeism and conflict”. Also, it seemed to yield better results in a manufacturing
industry. Nowadays, the statistics indicate that the number of knowledge-based jobs
requiring university education and expert skill sets will grow as developed
economies continue to shift from manufacturing to service industries. This means
that the latest highly educated population to enter the labor force, Generation Y (born
1977-94), are in great demand. Surveys and statistics depict Generation Y employees
as more entrepreneurial, innovative, and self-interested than earlier generations in the
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labor force (Drake International 2006). This, unsurprisingly, requires a different
approach than that put forward by Taylor a century ago.
Today, a new wave of respected thought leaders that include McKinsey,
Harvard Business Review, PricewaterhouseCoopers and Aberdeen acknowledge the
effectiveness and strategic business value of non-cash components. For instance,
Aberdeen’s annual Sales Performance Management Study of 2011 highlighted that
best-in-class organizations – those which out-performed rivals across all major
financial categories – are more than twice as likely as all other firms to provide noncash incentives. An April 2014 research study by the Aberdeen Group showcases
the importance of non-cash incentives in both motivating and rewarding a more
nuanced set of sales behaviours than those considered necessary a generation ago.
This research report explores how this kind of total reward model, and associated
recognition practices, can inspire peak sales performance results.
In Motivating People: Getting Beyond Money report by McKinsey (Dewhurst et
al. 2009) the authors assert that it is time „to challenge the traditional management
wisdom that it is money that really counts”. Their research points to „noncash
motivators – praise from immediate managers, leadership attention (for example,
one-on-one conversations), and a chance to lead projects or task forces – as no less
or even more effective motivators than the three highest-rated financial incentives:
performance-based cash bonuses, increased base pay, and stock options”. According
to „McKinsey Quarterly” survey of June 2009 (qtd. in Dewhurst et al. 2009), these
top three nonfinancial motivators play critical roles in making employees feel that
their companies value them, take their well-being seriously, and strive to create
opportunities for career growth. These themes recur constantly in most studies on
ways to motivate and engage employees. This cost-effective approach offers
business leaders a chance to more successfully reward talented employees by
emphasising nonfinancial motivators rather than bonuses. Still, many organisations
have not made more use of cost-effective nonfinancial motivators. The authors
suggest that the reason for this may be twofold. First, the executives may still think
that bonuses are the dominant incentive for most people, while being themselves
equally influenced by other things. Another reason is probably that this nonfinancial
approach to motivating employees is more time-consuming and requires more
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commitment from senior managers. They would have to leave their offices and talk
to people. According to the authors, the lack of interaction between top managers
and their people creates a detrimental void that saps employee engagement. At the
same time, leadership attention belongs to the top three nonfinancial motivators as
indicated by „McKinsey Quarterly” survey. For instance, it might be reinforced
through gathering focus groups of talented managers within the company to generate
ideas about how to create more value for the business while formulating corporate
strategy every year (a case study of a global pharmaceutical company). As indicated
by an HR director from a mining and basic-materials company „one-on-one
meetings between staff and leaders are hugely motivational – they make people feel
valued during difficult times” (Dewhurst et al. 2009). Managers should, therefore,
consider the accessibility issue strongly if they want to maintain a satisfied and
gratified workforce. The report clearly shows that a chance to lead projects is a
particularly powerful way of inspiring employees to make a strong contribution at a
challenging time. Such opportunities also develop their leadership capabilities, with
long-term benefits for the organisation. The employees themselves feel that they are
a part of something bigger – the company’s future. This is what makes even more
surprising the fact that only half of the companies which took part in the survey use
this tool of motivating employees on a regular basis.
Some far-thinking companies, though, are working hard to understand what
motivates employees and act on their findings – and forward thinking managers
know the well-being of the projects they manage rely on the abilities and talent of
their people. They know they may be excellent at time management, organising, and
delegating – but if they neglect the single and one of the most important managerial
responsibilities – developing their people – all their other efforts are squandered
altogether, taking a secondary position.
Sharon Thorne (prev. Fraser), currently a Managing Partner Global for Deloitte
UK, was promoted to that position a couple of years ago. Previously, she was a
Managing Partner for Talent at Deloitte, sitting on its UK Executive Board. Then, in one
of the interviews (Trappe, Tullis 2011) she said that the very existence of her function
and its status underlined how important people were to achieving Deloitte’s strategy, i.e.
being the preeminent professional services firm. As she put it: „to do that [author’s note:
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to be the preeminent professional services firm] we have to have the best people
working for us, to have them engaged, to retain them and to make them even better at
doing what they’re doing. It’s really critical to our strategy and our agenda”. The
company’s investment in its Human Resources seems to pay off. Due to their HR
strategy, aligned with the firm’s business strategy, Deloitte’s has secured position of one
of the leading firms in the accounting and consulting industry (so called The Big 41),
receiving numerous consecutive accolades for years. They have also won a number
of awards over the last year. To name just a few, for the 17th time since 1998, Deloitte
has been named in „Fortune Magazine’s” list of the „100 Best Companies to Work
For”. Vault’s 2017 Accounting Rankings place Deloitte at No. 2 overall. According
to Vault, it continues to rank highly in leadership, business outlook, and work/life
balance, and ranks No. 1 for formal training. At Deloitte, 88 percent of employees
say their workplace is great2. Table 1 presents the exact employee ratings, and Table
2 below shows what the employees actually say:
Table 1. Deloitte – employee ratings
Great challenges

97%

Great atmosphere

94%

Great rewards

92%

Great pride

95%

Great communication

95%

Great bosses

93%

Source: http://reviews.greatplacetowork.com/deloitte [10.02.2017].

1

The Big 4 include Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC), Ernst & Young (EY), Deloitte, and KPMG. They
dominate the accounting and consulting industry in terms of their size, global reach, and reputation,
among other factors.
2 This review is based on 1067 employee surveys, with a 90% confidence level and a margin of error of
± 2.49. It was published on 16 Sep. 2016; http://reviews.greatplacetowork.com/deloitte [10.02.2017].
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Table 2. What employees say
I am proud to tell others I work here

94%

I am given the resources and equipment to do my job

93%

People here are given a lot of responsibility

93%

I am offered training or development to further myself professionally

92%

Management is competent at running the business

92%

Source: http://reviews.greatplacetowork.com/deloitte [10.02.2017].

The outcomes Deloitte consistently achieves over the years undeniably result from
the company’s talent management strategies. Thorne says that the talent strategies for
their people in the UK involve recruitment and resourcing, people development,
retention, looking after all kinds of appraisals, promotion processes, rewards and
benefits. Attracting and getting the best people into the firm, both graduates and
experienced professionals, is of paramount importance. Once hired, these people are
given excellent development opportunities. It includes coaching and inspiring their
people via on-the-job training provided by experts in the field – „that’s the way people
learn the most from”, Thorne adds. Therefore, development is critical to retaining
talented staff. They must continue to get development and challenge in the work they
do. Challenge is another aspect of Deloitte’s talent management strategy. According to
Thorne, Deloitte prides itself in having a high-performance culture, looking to recruit
people who are looking for challenging work, e.g. serving clients who are involved in
complex, difficult transactions within a complicated regulatory environment. This
approach seems to translate into the company’s sustainable competitive advantage and
business outcomes, such as profitability, customer satisfaction and quality. Namely,
through bringing highly motivated people into its business and giving them that sort of
work, Deloitte is able to stand out in its industry because it has a broader span of
services that it offers to clients, and so it is able to engage in more complex, and thus
more expensive transactions. Thorne underscores the importance of a supportive
environment in the process of employee development and growth within the
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organisation. This could be achieved via making people feel that they are individuals
who have something unique to offer and that the company wants to have their input.
All of the mentioned ideas on how to attract talented recruits, and next keep them
on board motivated, engaged and loyal to the company, seem to be compatible with
those of Jim Goodnight’s, the CEO at SAS – one of the world’s biggest software
maker with an unbroken chain of revenue growth and profitability that is
unprecedented in the IT industry. A constant on Fortune’s list of Best Companies to
Work For in the US (in 2017, ranked as the 8th among The 30 Best Workplaces in
Technology3), SAS has long recognised the correlation between satisfied employees
and business success. The tech industry has long been famed for its superior work
environments and benefits – but there is a lot more than perks that goes into creating
a workplace employees love. In an interview for „The Economist” (2007),
Goodnight points out that it is not just the benefits that keep people at SAS – „it’s
the challenge of the work”. A philosophy that Goodnight calls „Hire hard, manage
open, fire hard” has paid off. SAS, in other words, takes a relaxed approach toward
controls; but the culture is allergic to laziness. The average rate of staff turnover at
SAS is around 4% a year, compared with around 20% in the software industry as a
whole – and employee turnover is expensive. It has been calculated a few years ago
that this alone saved SAS $85m a year in recruitment and training costs. „At SAS,
we view our people as our greatest strength. A culture that fuels creativity and
curiosity inspires great ideas and supports continued growth”, said SAS Executive
Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer, Jenn Mann4. As one of the SAS
employees said in the survey: „In contrast to other companies I’ve worked for, it’s a
comfortable work environment with minimal politics, and allows employees to give
much greater focus to innovation, creativity, and detail”.
The conclusion that could be drawn from these case studies is that the best
leaders are able to inspire and empower innovation, as well as recognise and reward
it. Micromanaged staff will not come up with innovative ideas – and that will

To produce the list, „Fortune” surveyed more than 42,000 employees of U.S. technology companies.
It was published on 17 Jan. 2017. Retrieved from http://fortune.com/2017/01/17/best-workplaces-tech/
[14.02.2017].
4 https://www.sas.com/en_us/news/press-releases/2017/february/sas-gptw-tech.html [15.02.2017].
3
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negatively affect the company’s bottom line and competitive advantage in the long
run. On the other hand, if employees feel valued and appreciated, they are much
more likely to stay on board and contribute to the company’s sustainable success.
The presented approaches fit well into House and Mitchell’s (1974) PathGoal Theory of Leadership. Namely, both companies continually set challenging
goals for their employees, thus showing belief in their staff’s capabilities and
potential to succeed. Also, they consider the needs of their employees via making
their job more interesting and providing development and training opportunities,
thereby increasing the employee’s self-esteem. Both case studies encompass the
three aspects of the AMO framework, i.e. the employees’ abilities, motivation, and
opportunities they get to make a contribution to the enterprise. As mentioned before,
the AMO framework is the most popular theoretical perspective linking HRM and
performance, and the examples discussed only go to show that working on these
three aspects triggers tangible effects. The AMO framework provides a kind of
structure of the best practice prescription for an organisation to remain healthy. The
HRM practices mentioned by both Thorne and Goodnight have the most significant
direct influence on employees’ skills, motivation and empowerment. As observed by
Jeffrey Gandz and Frederick Bird (1996: 383), „driven by competitive pressure,
organisations are empowering employees to use their judgment, creativity and ideas
in pursuit of enhanced organisational performance and both employee and
shareholder satisfaction”. Customers are demanding better products and services
delivered in a fast, efficient and friendly manner, which can only be achieved
through empowered employees and decision-making occurring at the nonmanagerial levels, as put forward by Philip Kotler and Paul Stonich (1991). Manoj
Sharma and Gurvinder Kaur (2008) list autonomy and empowerment as two
significant means in workplaces to instigate motivation.
The term „empowerment” can be used in a variety of ways. It may refer to
arrangements that give workers more discretion over their own work. These
arrangements typically allow workers greater say over the pace of work, the timing
of when they begin and end work, and the degree of discretionary authority that they
exercise. As Jim Goodnight once put it: „Creative people can be trusted to manage
their own workloads. To support the creative process and meet the demands of
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family life, flexible work day guidelines encourage people to start each day at
whatever time is best for them. Creativity can’t be shoehorned between the hours of
nine and five” (Harvard Business Review 2005). Outside the job basic work process
itself is suggestion involvement, where workers make suggestions, but management
decide whether to act on these; or more significant, where workers have some
autonomy, addressing problems and implementing improvements themselves
(Bowen, Lawler 1992, qtd. in Wilkinson 1998: 47). The company should encourage
them to have their input, as it is done at Deloitte.
Gandz and Bird’s (1996: 385) observation seems to neatly sum it all: „where
human resources are used to add maximum value instead of to check and doublecheck the work of others, where employees are charged with the responsibility to
ensure that quality is built into the company’s products and the business processes
are continually improved to maximise customer value, business is doing what it is
supposed to be doing”. Employees simply must be given the opportunity to
influence the basic processes within which they operate to make best use of their
own potential contribution. Last but not least, for empowerment to be effective,
employees must be given the training and development experiences necessary to
maximise their added value, a view compatible with that of Sharon Thorne’s,
Managing Partner Global for Deloitte UK.

6. Conclusions
All in all, it seems that some HR practices translate into sustainable competitive
advantage better than others, regardless of the industry. These preeminent practices
include an open-minded management style, good communication, employee
involvement, providing ample training/development opportunities and job challenge.
It must be emphasised that these HR practices are more effective when combined, as
shown in the case studies above. The presented real-life HR practices are compatible
with their theoretical underpinnings. It turns out that the fresh approaches adopted
by the analysed companies can be linked back to the seminal motivation theories
and concepts relating HRM to performance. It seems that especially the application
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of AMO framework and Path-Goal Theory to workplace scenarios can yield good
results, since the two theories capture employee needs particularly well, at the same
time showing ways to meet these needs in order to achieve the goals of both the
employee and the employer. The example of Deloitte has proven that HRM
practices can be implemented as part of a well-thought-out HR strategy, thereby
improving the company’s efficiency and increasing its competitive advantage.
Still, HR processes often lag significantly behind business strategy processes at
many companies. Consequently, firms are deficient in the human capital necessary
to execute strategic plans, being unable to recruit talented people or losing them
continuously. Some scholars argue that it is because the People component of the
Triple Bottom Line has been explained too „externally”, pinpointing philanthropic
initiatives that have nothing to do with the organisation’s core business, while
instead it should highlight the responsibility of the organisation towards its own
employees (Kellerman 2010; De Prins 2011). Some forward-thinking companies are
well aware that the positive impact of that will be felt on the bottom line, since
consumers tend to choose companies which are treating their employees well.
Studies indicate that aside from price and quality, how a company treats its
employees is the most important factor for consumers when they make a decision to
purchase a product (James 2001, qtd. in Gunning 2007). Therefore, companies
should recognise more the power of influence of their employees over customers.
Dawn James (2001) calls these employees „living, breathing brand builders”. In the
long run, the message they are getting across to customers can have a tremendous
and lasting effect on the corporate image held in the mind of the company’s multiple
audiences, thus affecting the business’s financial performance. James provides an
example of British Airways whose stewardess spent most of the flight complaining
about the working atmosphere, conditions and management style – so most of
Herzberg’s hygiene factors, which are likely to cause job dissatisfaction if deficient.
Once jeopardised, the corporate image takes a lot of time (and money) to recover in
the eyes of the public. That is why wise business leaders realise it is in their
enlightened self-interest to inspire their employees, keeping them focused and
feeling valued at all times. Employees’ boosted creativity and loyalty translate into
increased competitiveness of the company and enhanced corporate image held by
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the company’s various publics. The end result is the business’s sustainable
development and long-term profitability.
Yet, according to a recent study by Joanna O’Riordan (2017), good HR
practices in themselves are not enough to improve employee commitment or
enhance the company’s productivity. The organisation culture, which is strongly
influenced by the approach to leadership and management in the organisation, is
equally important. The positive, proactive attitude of line managers towards the
implementation of HR policies should be coupled with their efforts to involve staff
and respond to their suggestions to make a real difference to employees’ attitudes,
thus increasing employee motivation and productivity. As O’Riordan (2017) aptly
puts it: „It is not something that can be legislated for because it is a behaviour rather
than a duty. It is strongly linked to the way that the line managers are themselves
managed and to the wider values and culture of the organisation”.
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Originality / value of the article: The doctrinal assumptions of Energiewende (German energy
transition) are fully consistent with the assumptions of the European climate and energy policy, which
is also very important from the point of view of Poland. However, attention should be paid to the fact
that too rigorous approach to its implementation may - still for a long time - threaten the economy and
energy security of Germany and of other European Union states.
Implications: The conducted analysis unambiguously indicates the direction of the energy policy turn
in Germany and in other EU states, as well as a change in the way the energy security system operates.
The example of Germany, a highly industrialized country seeking to actively participate in the
fulfillment of the commitments regarding the international mechanisms designed to combat the climate
change, in particular by the transition of its energy sector towards a near zero emission economy, may
provide model solutions which could potentially be adopted in other countries.
Limitations of the research: (not applicable)
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1. Introduction
The paper seeks to identify the rationales, aims and objectives of the German
energy transition (Energiewende), as the first worldwide attempt to shift away from
nuclear energy – toward renewable energy (RES -Renewable Energy Sources), with
a temporary increase in the exploitation of conventional heat energy (especially
coal-fired energy). Our attempt is to analyze the development of the German energy
transition and of the new possibilities as well as threats to the stability of the energy
system, in particular, the electricity system. The paper endeavors to use a variety of
publications, frequently presenting extremely varied views on the changes
conducted in the German power industry over the last years, so as to be able to
provide a full picture of this process.
For the German energy policy, implemented in one of the largest economies in
the world, the issue of energy security is paramount. This arises from numerous
objectified rationales of which one of the most crucial is the enormous demand of
the German economy for energy and raw materials necessary in the production of
energy. Since Germany is not energy self-sufficient, it has to import some of the
energy resources, in particular natural gas and petroleum, and also coal and for this
reason the issues of energy security must be considered not only in economic terms
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but also in those of the state’s security policy. Energy security, thus, goes beyond
the purely economic sphere.
The issue of Germany’s energy security and its energy policy is also crucial for
the Polish energy policy and entire economic policy owing to Germany’s enjoying a
unique position in the EU and Europe, and being Poland’s neighbor, and in light of
Poland’s close economic ties with Germany. The issue goes beyond the question of
the two countries functioning within the European chain of domestic fossil fuel
production, as well as the external supply of natural gas and petroleum. The German
concepts of ensuring the expected level of energy security are influenced by the EU
comprehensive energy/climate goals set out until 2020 (European Parliament 2017)
and 2030 (European Commission 2017), aimed at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, increasing the share of renewable energy resources in our final energy
consumption and improving energy efficiency (European Union 2017). They specify
the role of individual economic partners, and, in particular, the supply of
hydrocarbon and nuclear fuels, thereby impacting the possibilities in terms of
ensuring the level of energy security that is adequate for the economy and of
diversity of energy resources. It is therefore worth viewing the issue of energy
security through several dimensions (Wűstenhagen, Bilcharz 2006: 1690).
The concept of Energiewende has influenced the form and the implementation
pace of Germany’s energy policy, creating a completely new situation which – at
least indirectly – determines the actions of the other European and non-European
countries. Despite the initial doubts and even clear objections voiced by the German
public against the concept, the path towards saving energy resources and energy has
been firmly established in the mainstream of the German economic policy, and it
has, so far, been fairly consistently realized, although not without turbulences. The
consensus shared by the public, political parties and even by some economic interest
groups is that the energy sector needs to be transformed in order to be more efficient
and economically productive, while causing less pollution, and therefore it has to be
based on renewable energy sources, although there is still much debate as to the
extent and scale of those changes (Hadberg 2017: 4).
For more than a decade, Germany has been “transforming” its energy system,
opting for slowly phasing-out nuclear energy, mining of coal and burning it in
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thermal power stations, while strongly supporting the renewable energy sources,
with the country’s energy management becoming increasingly more efficient. This
ecological policy pursued by Germany received strong support by a substantial
portion of the public, political and academic establishment, as well as business
groups. Today we can see that the practical aspect of the implementation of the
policy, idealistic in its essence, is also showing its less favorable side.

2. Energiewende in Germany’s Energy Policy
Energy security, essentially deriving from the availability of energy resources at
prices which are affordable and acceptable by the public and economy (Morris,
Pehnt 2014: 14), should be a strategic goal for every nation. Energy is a strategic
product for all the world’s countries, which means that there is a close interaction
between the energy consumption level, or the size of energy resources, and the
economic development of societies. Thus, ensuring energy production is one of the
priorities of every government, with the power industry providing the base on which
all modern economies are based. The methods devised to ensure this security are as
diverse as the structures of economies and natural resources, and therefore we
cannot talk about one universal method to be applied. Every country should
establish this security in accordance with its external and internal conditions
(Czerpak 2006: 121).
In today’s Germany, one of the ways aimed at finding the country’s own
strategy of energy security is Energiewende (which means energy transition or
energy turning point), whose goal is to ensure Germany’s energy security through
constructing a sound energy supply system, based on all available sources, including
those left up to so called commercial power industry, which produces energy on a
huge scale, as well as individual, dispersed resources (Starościk 2014: 38). What it
essentially implies is that there is “a shift, supervised politically by the state, away
from fossil and nuclear fuels to renewable energy sources” (Malko 2014: 6).
This strategy has its roots in the 1980’, while the further analysis of the
Energiewende concept allows for asserting that its creators proposed a holistic
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vision with renewable energy and higher energy efficiency taking its center stage
(Księżniakiewicz 2015: 174). The term Energiewende itself was first used in 1982 in
the title of a scientific analysis conducted by the Institute of Applied Ecology in
Freiburg (Bajczuk 2014: 10). It is at that time that the revolutionary thesis was
advanced, probably for the first time ever, that economic growth did not have to go
hand in hand with increased energy consumption (Morris, Pehnt 2014: 57). In the
analysis, the scientists proposed to abandon nuclear energy and petroleum and use,
in equal portion, energy generated by coal and renewable sources so as to meet
Germany’s energy demand by the year 2030. Energy consumption was supposed to
fall by 60% in 2030, compared to 1973, that is, by approximately 0,9% annually.
From today’s perspective, these are not excessive goals at all, yet at that time it
marked a great breakthrough, allowing the ideas of green movements to gradually
permeate the political mainstream (Bajczuk 2014: 10). Meanwhile, the need to save
energy started to be promoted, which found its perfect expression in the watchword:
“Saving – our best energy source”. Passing the Act of 1976 on Energy Saving
(Księżniakiewicz 2015: 175) was its practical manifestation.
Today, the term Energiewende is essentially associated with the fundamental
change of the country’s energy policy in the wake of the accident at the Japanese
nuclear plant Fukushima on 11 March 2011, as the decision was made to accelerate
the process of full denuclearization of Germany by 2022 (Malko 2014: 6), although
this is – in some sense – rather far-reaching simplification

3. Energiewende as a Strategic Initiative
Energiewende was implemented by adopting on 28 September 2010 the
development strategy for the country’s energy sector until 2050 (Energiekonzept)
(Kamiński 2010: 2) and by having adopted, in 2011, a variety of laws aimed at
accelerating the implementation of this long term plan (Bajczuk 2014: 10). In
medium and long term, this means a package of applicable laws introducing
profound changes in the German power industry, and, in particular, gradual phasingout of nuclear power plants with the consistent development of renewable energy
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(Kwiatkowska – Drożdż 2012: 5). The focal point of the strategy is to fulfill most of
the energy needs by using renewable energy sources by 2050 (Bajczuk 2014: 8).
The German energy strategy arises from the previous positive experiences with
RES and it is also underpinned by numerous analyses and science consultations on
the basis of which the decision was made that this was the best direction for
Germany’s socio-economic development (Bajczuk 2014: 11). According to the
strategy, one of the greatest challenges of the 21 century is to ensure “reliable,
affordable, environmentally sound and competitive energy supply.” The main goals
of the new energy strategy, as an element of energy policy and more broadly –of the
economic policy, have been (Kamiński 2010: 2):
- climate protection and environment preservation, and limiting climate
changes;
- stimulation of technology innovation and “green” economics;
- increasing energy efficiency and decreasing the intensity of the economy;
- increasing economic efficiency of energy undertakings;
- security of energy resources and reduction of the energy products import.
The primary goals of the new strategy have been (Kamiński 2010: 2):
-

reduction of the thermal power stations share, especially those using coal;
extending the service life of nuclear reactors;
expanding renewable energy sources, especially photovoltaic and wind
energy, but also increasing energy production from biomass and the share of
other RES technologies;
- development of energy networks and storing energy.
In terms of volume, the goals set out by Germany by 2050, include in particular
(Starościk 2014: 38):
- green house gas emissions reduction from 80 to 95%, in relation to the level
from the year 1990;
- primary energy consumption smaller by 50%;
- electricity consumption smaller by 25%;
- demand for primary energy in buildings lower by 80%;
- renewable energy sources share in the gross electricity consumption at the
level of 80%.
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-

Nowadays, Energiewende, after implementing the changes in 2011,
encompasses (Malko 2014: 6):
- reduction and elimination of risk related to nuclear energy plants;
- strengthening the country’s energy security by flexible production of
electricity.
The three most important and interdependent goals of Energiewende, in line
with the strategy provisions, include sustaining competitive energy prices and high
living standards, as well as environmental protection (Bajczuk 2014: 11).
The strategy which was adopted in 2010 and modified in 2011, was the first
program of the comprehensive change of the German energy sector since 2002,
encompassing not only the issues of electricity and heat production, and their supply
but also the consumption of energy resources in transport (Kwiatkowska – Drożdż
2012: 7). The challenges of the implementation of the Energiewende concept
involve having to cover (with no limits) the country’s energy demands while
meeting the climate objectives, which means that Germany must face a substantial
technological challenge with its citizens and economy having to shoulder some
burden which at times could be substantial.
One of the primary aims of the German energy transition is the development of
renewable energy sources (Bajczuk 2014: 7), as they are the only ones which neither
endanger the environment nor generate carbon dioxide (Bajczuk 2014: 10).
However, this is not the only goal. The strategy also seeks to increase energy
efficiency, which ultimately will reduce CO2 emissions. The measures intended for
the increased energy efficiency, through building insulation in buildings or
redesigning the transport systems, are, however, being carried out at a much slower
pace, which mainly results from the government strategy and the system of law, as
they prefer investments in new generation capacities at the expense of other projects
focusing on energy efficiency (Bajczuk 2014: 7).
Therefore, in the future, increasing energy efficiency, including the redevelopment of the heat market will be the issue that cannot be neglected in the
German energy policy, for it will co-determine whether the energy strategy of
Energiewende will be successful. The strategic goal in this case is to make climateneutral building resources possible for use by 2050; to this end, the volume of
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energy needed for buildings to be operated has to be reduced and renewable energy
sources have to be used to generate the heat they need.
For the development of new RES which tend to be scattered, it is necessary to
expand grid, both transmission and distribution electricity lines (Kwiatkowska –
Drożdż 2012: 34). In order to achieve this, a master plan of the energy infrastructure
development was created. Apart from constructing new electricity transmission
lines, it is, however, necessary to modernize the lines already in place, which often
proves to be equally expensive (Bilanz zu Energiewende 2015: 8). That is why,
2.800km of new transmission lines are to be constructed by 2022, with 2.900km
being scheduled for modernization. These investments will largely be carried out
within the area of western Germany, with only one large investment in eastern
Länder, it being the construction of a new line between Bärwalede and Schmölln
(Bilanz zu Energiewende 2015: 8). The scale of investments in energy lines is
enormous, as it ranged between EUR 2,6 and 4 billion alone over the period of
2007-2014 (Zweiter Monitoring-Bericht 2014: 60). These immense costs arise from
a number of requirements which have to be met for the investments to be concluded.
A stable energy network is important not only for large but also for small power
stations generating electricity from RES.
The consistent efforts aimed at supporting innovation are crucial for the success
of Energiewende. What is in particular important in this respect is finding smart
solutions in terms of improving energy efficiency, energy-saving, development of
renewable energy sources, energy storage and systems of power supply and
transmission (Starościk 2014 40). Thus, Germany is currently experiencing the
process of a profound transformation of the energy sector, with a transition pace
which is unprecedented for other developed countries.

4. Structural Changes of German Power Industry
The unique nature of the German energy market is attributable to its historical
circumstances, particularly, the structure of the energy system operators. Before
launching the energy sector transition, there were three regional monopolists in
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Germany, unlike in other European countries, where typically there was only one
energy entity, vertically integrated (Kochanek 2012: 150).
The adoption by the German government of the Energy Act on 28 April 1998
marked the beginning of the changes unfolding on the energy market of our western
neighbor. At the same time a full liberalization of the energy market took place, with
no transitional periods. Despite the changes implemented in the energy sector, the
current structure of the German market in terms of energy production is similar to
that established before the reform. There are still vertically integrated entities
holding a dominant market position; in addition to the three energy entities which
were operating before the transition (E.ON, RWE, EnBW), in 2002 another
important entity emerged - Vattenfall Europe, set up by the merger of the following
companies: Bewag, H EW, Laubag and VEAG (Kochanek 2012: 150).
The structure of the German energy balance continues to be characterized by a
high degree of diversification, where the traditional energy sources have a
substantial share – coal, lignite, natural gas, petroleum, as well as unconventional
sources – nuclear energy, and also renewable energy (Frączek 2015: 493).
Maintaining that diversified structure of primary energy sources considerably
increases the country’s energy security, for it reduces dependence on individual
energy sources, limiting the potential impact on the German energy market of
changes on the markets of different energy resources
The dynamics of the changes in the structure of the primary energy sources
increased along with the adoption by the German government of the goals of the
country’s new energy policy (Energiewende 2015) by 2050. Pursuant to the policy
of 2010, the future structure of the primary energy sources was supposed to be based
on petroleum, natural gas, nuclear energy and renewable energy sources, while
reducing the share of coal in the country’s energy balance (Frączek 2015: 494). Yet,
in 2011, the decision was made to ultimately abandon nuclear energy, which
changed radically the future of the entire German energy system.
4.1. Nuclear Energy
At the turn of the 20th century, the Federal Republic of Germany, next to the
United States, France and Japan, was a powerful global player in the development of
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nuclear technologies (Kuźniarski 2011: 2). Although over the 1990’, following the
Chernobyl accident, the informal moratorium concerning the construction of new
reactors was in force, this sector held a very strong position in the German energy
market. This cheap source of energy provided by nuclear power plants enabled the
German economy to sustain its competitiveness against other EU economies
(Kuźniarski 2011: 4). Still, the first protest against nuclear energy, which was the
protest against the plan to construct a nuclear power plant in Wyhl, Germany, took
place already in 1973 (Księżniakiewicz 2015: 174). Those protests were the reason
why even a decade later in 1983 the decision was made to postpone indefinitely the
plan to build a nuclear power plant in Baden-Württemberg.
In the 1980’, the issue of environmental protection, especially in the context of
the energy policy pursued, was dominated by the discussion on nuclear energy and
its target role in the German economy, with the basis for the discussion being
provided by the report of the Bundestag commission, which was made public and
was concerned with the goals of energy policy, including the use of nuclear energy
(Księżniakiewicz 2015: 175).
In 2002, the decision was made for the first time in Germany to shut down
nuclear power plants by 2021 (Berg 2011). However, in 2010 the period of phasingout the nuclear power plants was extended by 2036 (Księżniakiewicz 2014: 415).
The analysis, conducted in 2010, of the impact the extension of the nuclear energy
exploitation period would have on electricity prices found that the extension of the
operating lifetime of all the then still working nuclear blocks up to 60 years would
lead to household energy prices being lower by 16% in 2030 than would be the case
if the extension was not to take place, while the electricity bills paid by the German
industry would be lower by 22% (Kuźniarski 2011: 7).
The expectations with respect to the structure of primary energy sources were
redefined following the disaster in the Japanese nuclear plant in Fukushima
(Ancygier 2013: 4). This incidence led, however, to yet another radical turn in the
German energy policy, impacting fundamentally the way Germany’s energy security
was perceived (Księżniakiewicz 2014: 415). What followed were changes in the
energy policy in all its aspects, that is, its technological, political and economic
structure (Frączek 2015: 495).
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The change of the technological structure in the wake of the nuclear disaster
involved the government’s decision to implement changes in the German nuclear
law and to shut down all German nuclear reactors by 2022, which means that the
electricity supply to end-users is no longer reliable, for nuclear reactors ensure stable
energy supply whatever the weather conditions, be it lack of wind or sunshine
(Frączek 2015: 495).
Abandoning energy based on the atom makes one search for new, cheaper
energy sources which do not involve taking great financial and ecological risk. The
renewable energy sources seemed to be just the right solution, until recently.
4.2. Renewable Energy Sources
Today, the core of the Energiewende concept is the exploitation of renewable
energy sources, mainly wind and solar power, where Germany has been the
undisputable leader (Kwinta 2009: 26), as well as hydropower (Leszczyński 2009:
76), although it is no longer necessary to have the concept based mainly on the
maximum increase of the RES share in the country’s energy balance (Frączek 2015:
494). Although Germany’s ambitious plan envisages generating electricity from
RES at 80% by 2050 (Molo 2013: 191), it also appreciates – as transient– other
conventional resources.
The end of the 20 century and the first decade of this century saw a particularly
rapid increase of the RES share (Frączek 2015: 494). Renewable energy sources
have been recognized as strategic, for they are the sources which limit Germany’s
dependence on energy and energy resources import, which makes the country less
vulnerable to growing prices of fossil fuels and the policies of foreign suppliers
(Morris, Pehnt 2014: 14). Other advantages of the renewable sources are not that
difficult to identify: they are virtually emission-free, while accessing them is likely
to be of no limits (Starościk 2014: 39). Nor should one forget the benefits arising
from the development of renewable energy in Germany as new jobs are being
created while the import costs of fossil fuels are reduced (Ancygier 2013: 2).
Unfortunately, one should bear in mind that today the access to solar or wind
power, although being of no limit, is irregular over time. The production of energy
from wind or the sun is dependent on weather factors beyond our control, which can
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be reflected in varying energy generation levels, either lower or substantially higher
than current energy demand (Polska. Z energią działa lepiej 2015: 44). That is why,
the works focusing on the methods of storing this energy continue seeking to
eliminate those irregularities (Starościk 2014: 39). Until then it is not, and most
likely it will not be a stable energy source, and therefore, neither reliable nor secure.
The high prices of electricity from the renewable energy sources force Germans to
rethink the issue of energy provision using other than the already present sources.
This form of energy production would not have been possible but for the
relevant regulations of law. As early as in 1991, the German government passed the
act regulating the rules for supplying electricity to grid, which clearly favored the
producers of the so called green energy (Kochanek 2012: 152). However, the real
breakthrough came with the Act on RES of 1 April 2000 giving absolute priority to
renewable energy; since then, this act has been a key legal instrument supporting the
development of renewable energy sources (Starościk 2014: 39). It obliged the
owners of energy networks to purchase green electricity at the producer prices,
guaranteed for 20 years and, in addition, much higher than the market prices
(Starościk 2014: 39), with the energy generated by RES taking priority over all other
energy sources, while those investing in renewable energy were supposed to be
compensated for the expenses incurred, with the compensation amount being
independent of the electricity prices on the power exchange (Morris, Pehnt 2014:
38). In terms of organization, it is hindered in that there is no centralized market
regulator in Germany and so the applicable rules on the access to the grid are those
which are negotiated (Fornalczyk 2009: 22).
The implementation of the RSE Act was a real trigger to the energy revolution,
with wind and solar energy, and partially also hydro and biomass energy, becoming
an important element of the energy balance.
Since then, there have been a few amendments to the act aimed at matching the
level of support for RSE to the results obtained in terms of the development of this
sector. Even the latest valid amendment of the German law on renewable energy,
which became effective in January 2012, failed to account for a substantial fall in
the photovoltaic panels prices, which – while the level of the tariffs has remained
very high – considerably increased the profitability of solar energy investments
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(Ancygier 2013: 4). It reduces the costs related to the RES support, even though
only partially, which, after all, proved to be too high even for one of the world’s
most wealthy nations; this, however, does not mean that Germany is withdrawing
from the RES development (Starościk 2014: 39). The change in the German energy
strategy is aimed solely at reducing the costs, while ensuring further RES
development, although this time based more on market terms.
The rapid growth of RSE involves challenges and problems which may slow
down the implementation of the long-term energy strategy. The biggest problem is
caused by the too quick and too high increase of costs of financing the RES support
system. On top of that, increasing the production of energy from RES changes the
conditions of competition on the German energy market and necessitates the
development of electrical grid. Although the growing supply of renewable energy
leveled out the price fluctuations on the power exchange, yet it changed the business
model for the entire industry with many power plants, which used to sell energy
during peak demand periods, being no longer profitable (Bajczuk 2014: 7).
The growing costs of funding the development of renewable energy gave rise to
a debate on possible changes of the support measures for its development. The ever
wider use of the expensive and much subsidized wind and solar energy affects the
electricity prices, and by inference the competitiveness of the economy (Kuźniarski
2011: 4). The German taxpayers are not burdened with the operation costs of nuclear
energy or conventional energy, yet they pay an enormous price for the functioning
of the economically ineffective RES sector (Kuźniarski 2011: 7).
The grid operators are required to purchase energy from RES, paying for it high
and non-market rates, and yet this energy so often proves to be unsuitable to power
large industrial equipment, which – combined with its high costs and unpredictable
supply – makes it useless for the industry, therefore being referred to as “trashy
energy”. Moreover, considering the fact that the conventional power plants need to
operate on an ongoing basis in the background of renewable energy, and since they
start off slowly and have to work even when the wind turbines generate electricity,
renewable energy leads to losses on the part of other energy producers who
compensate them by raising prices and passing the higher costs on end- users, that
is, households and enterprises (Kuźniarski 2011: 7).
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The shift of Germany’s energy policy towards a far-reaching dominance of RES
is turning into a curse for some of German entrepreneurs. The fear was that
abandoning nuclear energy would contribute to energy shortages, yet the problem
proved to be quite the opposite because the country is facing overproduction of wind
and solar energy, thus making the market oversaturated (Sobański 2013: 58). On the
other hand, without stable sources of energy such as nuclear and thermal power
plants, or for that matter, coal or natural gas-fired power plants, a larger-scale
development of wind farms and photovoltaic installations is not possible, for that
would lead to destabilization of the entire electricity system and temporary
electricity switch-offs across whole Germany (Kuźniarski 2011: 7).
The rapid development of RES brings about also negative consequences for the
electricity transmission and distribution lines which lag behind the RES
development, both in Germany and in the electricity systems of its neighboring
countries. Clearly acting for the benefit of Germany’s energy security, the
transmission system operator located there is increasingly more frequently forced to
give an instruction to stop the production from RES installations. A growing
concern has been the increased problem of the so called cycle flows, i.e.
unscheduled electricity flows between the neighboring energy systems. They emerge
as a result of a rapid increase in the production of energy from generation
installations in one energy system which this system is not capable of transmitting to
consumers on its own and which may cause serious congestion and systemic
limitations at its neighbors (Polska. Z energią działa lepiej 2015: 44).
Thus, for the RES development to be sustained it is necessary to reduce the costs
of the RES support, to create stable conditions for their integration with the whole
energy market, to expand the infrastructure and to coordinate actions with the other
EU countries (Bajczuk 2014: 7). Those, however, are not and will not be easy
undertakings. The development of energy generated from RES in Germany is
partially linked to the requirements of the EU law and basically it follows the EU
energy policy whose aim is the ever larger share of renewable energy; however, the
main barrier to the reforms are the interests of the big business concentrated around
the renewable energy. Moreover, Germany has political and economic interests in
the development of this sector, for their share in the global market of green
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technologies is the greatest (approximately 15,2%), thus ranking the country ahead
of China (around 15%), the USA (around 10%) and Japan and Italy (around 6%,
respectively) (Bajczuk 2014: 7).
The lack of price competitiveness with respect to RES is a substantial barrier to
the development of the German industry, hence the plans to reduce the subsidies for
the renewable energy sources and in particular to reduce significantly the fixed
tariffs mainly for the barely effective photovoltaic technology (Ancygier 2013: 4).
The German government wants to hold back the pace at which the costs are growing
through the stable support system – continuous degressivity of the level of support
resulting from the development pace of installations drawing on the RES
technologies is envisaged for all those technologies (Starościk 2014: 39).
Already in 2014 Bundestag decided to amend the Act on Renewable Energy
Sources, restricting the support for the RES development (Polska. Z energią działa
lepiej 2015: 45). The reasons for those measures included, among other things, the
desire to reduce the growth dynamics of the RES support costs incurred by endusers in their electricity bills. In the future, new installations, especially those
relatively large, generating power of over 5MW, should be completely market
oriented (Starościk 2014: 39). After the time of such strong support for RES through
the system of tariffs guaranteed for prosumer installations only the coming years
will, however, show whether this will mark the beginning of a change of the
direction of the energy policy pursued by our neighbors to the west.
An important, and very positive area of change within the energy policy will be
the reduction of the electricity price growth dynamics for end-users resulting from
having to finance the subsidies for the green energy (Frączek 2015: 496). Also,
monitoring will be conducted annually to check whether the strategic goals set have
been achieved, with a particular role, as decision-making criteria, played by such
factors as optimization of energy generation costs, the development of distribution
and transmission lines, ensuring energy reserves and integration of the German
power industry with the European power market.
Despite the fast development pace of RES in Germany, it is difficult to expect
that the renewable energy sources will be able to replace nuclear energy as well as
the conventional energy sources. In propagating RES what is required is to ensure
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access to other conventional energy sources which would complement the
production of electricity, for example, at those times of the day when electricity
generated by solar panels or wind power stations is not sufficient (Frączek 2015:
496).
4.3. Conventional Heat Energy
Energiewende has been criticized by some of the industry representatives and
energy sector as they are not entirely accepting the changes unfolding
(Piszczatowska 2014), with the main objection being the enormous costs of the
energy transition. The reason why German conventional power plants are facing
problems is the energy policy announced in the wake of the accident at Fukushima
nuclear plant. Shutting down the oldest nuclear power plants and generous subsidies
granted to the renewable energy sources changed completely the picture of the
energy market in Germany. The future of large energy companies continues to be a
big question mark – their profits are falling and they even incur losses periodically
(Zasuń 2014, 2015). Power plants generating no profits will have to be closed down
unless their work proves to be indispensable for the system (Śmigrowska 2015).
Moreover, the option is being considered to make them available to the energy
system operators who would pay the owners for using them, yet this will entail a
dramatic increase in prices to be paid by the end-users (Zasuń 2014, 2015).
The most advantageous alternative in terms of the environment preservation
is to increase the importance of natural gas in the German energy balance; this is
because the level of pollution emissions produced from burning this fuel is very low
(Śmigrowska 2015a) and it offers great operation flexibility – the production can be
increased or reduced within a very short time, barely a dozen or so minutes. The
barrier to putting a greater importance on this fuel is, however, the growing
uncertainty as to its supply to Germany (Rezygnacja z atomu 2014) and its high
price, compared to that of coal (Frączek 2015: 498). Thus, natural gas is being
ousted from the market by coal – both the coal mined in Germany (lignite)
(Maćkowiak-Pandera 2015) and the one imported from Russia and the USA
(Śmigrowska 2015a). Lignite is the only energy resource that Germany does not
have to import, having it in abundance; even if the current production licenses are
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maintained, the reserves will run out by 2050 at the earliest (Śmigrowska 2015b).
The energy groups are thus being induced to invest in new lignite mines, particularly
in the former GDR (Węglowa schizofrenia…). That is why coal will be an essential
element in the German energy system for many years to come (Kwiatkowska –
Drożdż 2012: 35). As a result, modern gas-powered stations are being shut down
(Energiewende 2.0 2014) while the old and new coal-fired plants are operating at
full steam, with the new ones being under construction (Energetyka w Niemczech
2014). The coal-fired power stations are once again becoming an excellent business
despite the fact that they are responsible for rising levels of CO2 emissions, which
clearly runs counter to the goals of the German energy policy (Zasuń 2014, 2015).
Currently, there are over a dozen coal-fired power stations being built in Germany,
at a varying degree of progress; in some cases, however, the pace of work has
decreased substantially while in other, putting them into service has been delayed
(Korzyński 2014).
In 2014, within the German energy mix, the RES share accounted for over 27%,
lignite was at 25,6%, coal at 18%, atom at 15,9%, with natural gas being at 9,6%,
petroleum at 0,8% and others at 4,3% (Energiewende 2015). In 2015 the RES share
exceeded 30%, lignite fell to 24%, coal remained at 18%, atom fell to 14% and
natural gas less than 9% (Niemcy produkują… 2015).
The rapid increase in the use of renewable energy sources in the production of
electricity should be a key factor in the gradual decline of the importance of coal and
lignite (Księżniakiewicz 2014: 416). In Germany, however, it is not possible to
depart from conventional energy (Siergiej 2015), at least unless and until the issue of
storing or managing energy from RES has not been properly solved. So the
conventional energy has been playing a key role in achieving the goals of
Energiewende during the transition period– as a “bridging technology”, in particular
after having shifted away from nuclear energy, for it has to provide for the energy
shortages resulting from this situation (Starościk 2014: 39).
Coal-fired and gas-fired power plants will be necessary for many years to come,
yet the country needs conventional power stations that are highly efficient and –
above all – exploitation-flexible and environmentally friendly, that is, installations
of high-efficient cogeneration – their share in the energy balance is supposed to
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account for 25% by 2020 (Starościk 2014: 39). Following the scheduled abandoning
of mining coal from the country’s own reserves, as the German government
approved the plan of closing all coal mines by 2018 already in 2007, which was due
to the sector’s unprofitability (Kochanek 2012: 151), Germany’s dependence on the
import of energy resources is bound to increase (Frączek 2015: 497). Despite the
plans to abandon coal mining, its share will continue to be substantial in the German
energy balance, and this will be linked to the increase in the scale of its import. The
domestic resource lignite, which is most widely available in Germany and yet
harmful in terms of the environment preservation and climate protection may gain
even more importance.

5. Conclusion
The changes that have been unfolding over the last several decades with respect
to Germany’s energy policy led to the transformation of the structure of the
country’s energy balance. The key appears the decision to abandon completely
nuclear energy and replace it with other renewable energy sources. There are many
indications that over the next years the work focusing on raising the importance of
RES will be continued while simultaneously the role of the traditional sources of
energy, with the exception of lignite, will be reduced, albeit the rules governing the
support measures will be substantially modified and we will see a gradual shift
towards the market rules.
The increased importance of RES will also affect natural gas in that its relevance
will increase too, since its use in power plants makes it easier to reduce pollution
emissions, while being indispensible in increasing capacity in grid at times when
less energy is being produced by wind and photovoltaic power stations. In Germany,
a small rise in the importance of coal, mainly lignite, in the country’s energy balance
has been recorded, which is linked to the attempts aimed at replacing nuclear power
plants and also trying to take advantage of the fall in coal prices on the global
markets offering this fuel. However, what the role of coal and natural gas will look
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like will be determined by price competitiveness of those energy sources and the
reliability of their supplies.
The changes that have been taking place in Germany’s energy balance have, so
far, affected energy security by having it reduced to some extent as a result of the
increased dependence on imported energy resources. A significant threat to
Germany’s energy security is posed by the volatility of energy supply from wind
and solar power stations, which are to dominate the energy system. The progress
made in terms of energy generation from renewable energy sources is not
accompanied by the same progress in terms of its storing and yet this is necessary
for those sources to be stable.
In order to make the supply of energy resources more secure, Germany is taking
measures aimed at tailoring the structure of energy balance to current market needs
which, among other things, involve – even though only temporary – supporting coalfired installations, mainly using lignite mined domestically, as the most stable
resources. While the doctrinaire goals of Energiewende are fully in line with the
goals of the European climate/energy policy, they – too rigorously implemented –
are likely to threaten German economy and the country’s energy security still for a
long time.
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1. Introduction
The research concerned with the problem of unemployment and the use of
workforce has been conducted throughout the entire period of the development of
the economic theory, since the time of classical economics. Attempts have been
made at defining the concept of unemployment, seeking to comprehend its nature
and forms, causes of its occurrence and the effects of its persistence in the economy.
Moreover, guidance and guidelines have been formulated for the economic policy
with a view to reducing its incidence. The immense interest devoted to
unemployment has largely stemmed not only from the economic but also social and
political importance attributed to this phenomenon. The level of unemployment in a
particular country or region exerts a considerable impact on the standard of living,
the level of economic development, as well as public sentiment, and ultimately the
popularity of the government. Long-lasting structural and pathological
unemployment is a social phenomenon which is certainly negative (pathogenic and
crime-inducing), affecting adversely human mental health.1 It is therefore one of the
most pressing socio-economic problems that a country in market economies faces
(although enterprises may also take part in the reduction of unemployment
incidence) (Kwiatkowski 2007: 7-8). The major loss experienced by the society as a
result of the unemployment level exceeding natural rate of employment (in the
situation of the labour market equilibrium) is obviously the gross domestic product
falling below the potential GDP. According to Okun’s law, this GDP gap is at 2,53% of GDP2 for every percentage of real unemployment growth above the natural
rate of unemployment (depending on the situation of the economy concerned)
(Kamerschen et al. 1991: 146-147). Apart from contributing to the fall in domestic
production, unemployment reduces state budget revenues (fewer employees pay
As evidence, one could cite the so called Clark’s curve showing the subjective well-being
of the short, medium and long-term unemployed. More on this issue see in, e.g. Oleksyn
(1997: 40-41).
2
One should bear in mind that the GDP gap can differ considerably across economies,
diverging from the values given by Okun. In fact, it is difficult to estimate the natural rate of
unemployment for a specific economy, and, by inference, the GDP loss caused by an
increase in unemployment.
1
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income taxes) and increases government spending (increased expenditure on
programs developed to combat unemployment and on social security), which, in a
long-term, will lead to higher taxes for the majority of citizens. The burden of longterm unemployment will thus affect the entire society.
One of the critical factors affecting the development of labour supply is
unemployment rate. The higher the rate, the larger labour reserves in general which
the employer can tap into. A high rate of unemployment lessens the pressure to raise
wages and is likely to be a factor in the reduction of real wages.

2. The concept of „unemployment” in the theory of economics
Within its contemporary meaning, the term „unemployment” was introduced at
the end of the nineteenth century. The literature nowadays describes an unemployed
person as one remaining jobless, seeking and being available to work. These three
characteristic features must occur simultaneously for a person to be declared
unemployed (Sinclair 1987: 1-3; Godfrey 1986: 6-9). Despite this seemingly
straightforward definition, the attributes mentioned raise numerous doubts and stir
controversy. Even remaining jobless is not entirely self-understood and
unambiguous. An example here could be people who work part-time and who wish
but cannot work longer hours. Not classifying them as unemployed will reduce the
actual level of unemployment. Likewise, when there are too many employees in an
enterprise in relation to the production level the unused workforce potential may be
considered to be some sort of hidden unemployment. The problems involved in
providing a clear definition also emerge with respect to the two other characteristics
of the unemployed. Searching for a job is difficult to define because it can assume
diverse forms, while one’s availability to work depends on the time frame during
which this availability should be demonstrated. What also raises doubts and debates
is the condition of the simultaneous occurrence of the three characteristics
mentioned before, as it can considerably underestimate the actual level of
unemployment. In the literature, this is exemplified by developing countries. In the
cities of those countries, it often happens that plenty of people are looking for a job
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but given the poor social security scheme they cannot afford staying without a job,
be it even a casual job. On the other hand, across the rural areas of developing
countries many people are unemployed, yet only very few of them are searching for
a job, since a relatively small number of jobs is offered. Not classifying those people
as unemployed underestimates its scale (Sen 1975: 121). Those issues, however, are
not closely related to the topic of the paper and therefore will not be elaborated on.3
The basic measure of the unemployment level commonly applied globally
(despite its shortcomings) is the rate of unemployment, which is the number of
persons classified as unemployed divided by the number of economically active
persons (labour force resources). The terms „unemployment” and „unemployment
rate” used in this paper should be understood as they are defined and measured by
the national statistics (GUS [Central Statistical Office] in statistical yearbooks or
surveys on economic activity of population – BAEL).
The labour force resources encompass economically active people (working and
unemployed) at a specific age. This is of relevance in that people who are not among
the working age population and who are economically inactive (not seeking work or
unavailable to work) are not classified as labour force at all and their number has no
direct impact on the registered unemployment rate. In statistical practice, there are
three primary methods applied globally for measuring unemployment. They include
the following methods: the number of unemployed as registered by employment
offices; the number of registered persons applying for unemployment benefits and
surveys carried out on a representative sample of the population. In developed
countries (including Poland), the methods that are commonly used are the first and
the third of the mentioned. Calculating unemployment based on the number of
persons applying for unemployment benefits is rarely employed because of possible
measurement errors. The number of people applying for unemployment benefits is
largely dependent on the conditions rendering the receipt of benefit eligible, as well
as on the amount of benefit. On the one hand, determining the number of the
unemployed in this way one may overestimate the scale of the phenomenon, as some
persons applying for financial assistance may in fact be not seeking work. On the
other hand, the number of the unemployed may be underestimated when a certain
3

For more on this topic, see Kwiatkowski (2007: 13-21).
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group of people, actively seeking work, is not applying for the benefits in
employment offices because they are not eligible for them. Similar doubts are
expressed while calculating unemployment using the number of people registered in
employment offices as unemployed. Their number is also dependent on the
conditions which have to be met to register and, in addition, on the motivation of the
unemployed. If the chances of finding a job through the employment office are
small, this will undermine the actual unemployment measured using this method.
Moreover, in many countries registering oneself in an employment office is a
necessary requirement for being granted benefits, which in turn may overestimate
the scale of the phenomenon, since some of those unemployed persons may actually
be unavailable and unwilling to work. What one also needs to bear in mind is that
for both of these methods at issue the conditions of registration differ substantially
across countries and they often tend to change over time, which makes it
considerably difficult to compare the scale of unemployment between different
countries and even within one country in a long-term. Given the standardization of
the definition and the calculation methods recommended by the International Labour
Organisation, the most reliable method for making global comparisons (and also
those for a given period of time) is the method using a survey to determine the
unemployment scale (a wide-spread method in the United States, where it was
introduced in the 1940s). In Poland, it was in 1992 that the labour force survey
(LFS) was conducted for the first time. The shortcoming of this method is the
selection of a random sample which would be representative for the entire country
but not for individual regions, where the sample errors may be quite large
(Kwiatkowski 2007: 21-26). What also has to be borne in mind is that comparing the
scale of unemployment by using different methods may not always prove
dependable.
In the literature, one can come across a number of classifications and types of
unemployment. The three primary types of unemployment are as follows: frictional,
structural and cyclical. This division is important because of the fact that there are
different methods for limiting unemployment depending on which phenomenon we
are dealing with in a given situation. However, considering the topic of the paper,
this issue will not be discussed here.
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An important discovery, from the point of view of this work, are the findings
produced by the studies carried out by A.W. Philips, namely a negative relationship
found based on statistical analyses between the rate of rises in nominal wages and
the rate of unemployment. Discovered in the 1950s during empirical studies, this
relationship (the Philips curve), was later on also validated theoretically. Excess of
demand over supply on the labour market determines the growth rate of nominal
wages. The higher the excess, the faster should nominal wages grow. At the same
time, increased work demand should lead to reduced unemployment, if such exists.
On the other hand, excessive supply on the labour market brings about a decline in
nominal wages, and an increase in excessive supply also leads to an increase in
unemployment. This reasoning implies that there is a negative association between
the growth rate of minimal wages and the rate of unemployment. Another important
finding produced by those studies was that there was a positive level of
unemployment even in a situation where there was a balance between supply and
demand on the labour market. This finding was later used by American economists
M. Friedman and E.S. Phelps, who devised the theory of natural unemployment rate.
The concept of the Phillips curve became popular thanks to other economists (P.A.
Samuelson and R.M. Solow) who, while determining the functional relationship
between the growth rate of nominal wages and the rate of increase of prices,
modified the Phillips curve, showing it as a negative relationship between the rate of
unemployment and the rate of price increase, that is, inflation. What made this
concept so popular was the fact that the conclusions drawn from it could be easily
translated into the guidelines drawn up for government policy aimed at reducing
inflation or unemployment, owing to their interchangeability. In the 1960s and
1970s the usefulness of the Phillips curve was questioned. It was verified negatively
by the economic reality of many developed countries which saw inflation clearly on
the rise at that time. The expansion of demand increased the growth rate of prices,
yet if failed to reduce the rate of unemployment. This development undermined the
theory of interchangeability of these two phenomena. A new modification of the
Phillips curve was proposed by M. Friedman and E.S. Phelps, the scholars already
cited in the paper. According to their theory, the level of unemployment always
tends to approximate natural level of unemployment (unemployment at equilibrium)
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in the long run, with deviations from this state being only temporary. The increase in
prices brought about by expanded demand also increases nominal wages, but real
wages usually fall in this case. As employees (as well as employers) are above all
interested in real and not nominal wages, even if they succumb to money illusion
and increase labour supply, thus reducing the unemployment rate (in this situation,
employers will willingly hire new workers for a lower real wage), this situation can
only be temporary. Realizing that they were wrong about their inflation
expectations, workers will adjust to the real inflation demanding the relevant pay
rise. This, in turn, will reduce the level of employment to the baseline situation and
will increase unemployment. Thus, the government policy will not lead to
sustainable reduction of unemployment, but merely to inflation growth. It is,
therefore, as Friedman and Phelps believe, ineffective. The relationship between the
unemployment rate and inflation is negative only in the short term, which is due to
workers’ mistaken inflation expectations (money illusion). For the unemployment to
be reduced in a sustainable way one should continuously „surprise” the public by
accelerating the inflation processes unexpectedly. It is, however, impossible in the
long run, for it would lead a country to experiencing a socio-economic crisis. This is
why no interchangeability exists in the long run between the level of the
unemployment rate and inflation. According to the concept devised by Friedman and
Phelps, the long-run Phillips curve is a vertical straight line. The level of
unemployment, which can never be entirely eliminated, equals the natural rate of
unemployment and is not dependent on the inflation level. This does not, yet, mean
that the government has no effective instruments while combating the long-term
unemployment linked to natural rate of unemployment. In order to reduce the level
of natural rate of unemployment, which in some measure could be identified as
frictional and structural unemployment, one has to improve the functioning of the
labour market, increase its transparency by facilitating obtaining the information on
job offers and on people searching for work, develop training programmes for the
unemployed, increase labour mobility, etc. (Kwiatkowski 2007: 140-147).
Today’s empirical studies and theory concerned with identifying the
relationships between inflation and the rate of unemployment are clear in their
assertion that in the long run there is no interchangeability between these two
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phenomena, and so there is no dilemma of having to choose „the lesser evil”.
Monetary policy over a long-term is thus neutral, while increased money supply has
no lasting impact on the unemployment rate, merely raising inflation. This has been
confirmed by the US economy, where the rate of unemployment, from the mid1960s to the 1990s, was stable (about 6%) while inflation ranged between 1,6% and
9,0%, depending on the relevant year. A similar situation was observed in the 1970s
in Canada, in majority of Western European countries and in plenty of countries of
the Pacific Basin. Analyzing a longer period of time, one can notice that higher
inflation does not bring about lower unemployment; nor does lower inflation
engender a higher rate of unemployment (Solow et al. 2002: 41-45). This shows that
in the long run there is no relationship between the rate of rise of nominal wages and
the unemployment rate, as described by Phillips.
In addition to Friedman and Phelps’s theory of natural rate of unemployment, in
which the Phillips curve is modified, other concepts emerged later on rejecting
entirely the findings of Phillips’s work. Some researchers, adopting the hypothesis
of the population’s rational inflation expectations (not succumbing to money
illusion), found that the Phillips curve was vertical also in the short term, and
therefore no negative relationship existed between the unemployment level and
inflation, be it even temporary. This approach negates completely the meaning of the
original Phillips curve and the findings stemming from it regarding the policy aimed
at reducing unemployment (Kwiatkowski 2007: 146). In their majority, economists
reject the original Phillips curve considering it to be a long-term vertical straight
line, while some economists recognize the temporary „interchangeability” between
the rate of unemployment and inflation in the short run, depending on the methods,
the research scope and its assumptions, with some others rejecting the negative
relationship between those measures entirely, even over a short period.4
In the 1980s one more theory of equilibrium unemployment was advanced
which ought to be mentioned here given its considerable popularity and plenty of
4

The assumption that the population will not succumb to money illusion seems far-fetched
and contrary to reality. Moreover, the basic problem encountered when examining the
Phillips curve in the short run is the fact that it is not a function relationship. Economic
phenomena and processes such as inflation and the unemployment rate are often
interdependent, while in the case of a function one variable must be independent.
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advocates, also today. A group of British economists, while referring to the theory of
natural rate of unemployment, created a new theory of non-accelerating inflation
rate of unemployment (NAIRU). Its creators, not unlike their predecessors, see the
relationship between inflation and unemployment. A relatively low level of
unemployment implies inflation growth, which is due to greater bargaining power
enjoyed by trade unions and workers in wage negotiations and the difficulties faced
by employers in finding people willing and available to work. This is directly
reflected in increased wage pressure and ultimately in the intensification of
inflationary processes. In the situation of a sufficiently high unemployment the wage
pressure decreases, workers are forced to accept lower wages, which leads to the
weakening of inflation dynamics. The conclusion stemming from this kind of
reasoning is that there must be a level of unemployment in the economy which
stabilizes the dynamics of inflationary processes. This level is called NAIRU. It is of
considerable significance for the government macroeconomic policy given that by
influencing the level of real unemployment one can slow down or accelerate the
inflation rate. The unemployment that rises over the NAIrU level (e.g. by limiting
the overall demand) will bring about the lowering of wage pressure, reduction of the
inflationary process dynamics, or it can even lead to the fall of the overall level of
prices. The crucial element of this theory from the point of view of this paper is the
assumption that at a given time every economy has a specific level of real wages
which is consistent with its economic capacities. If workers are successful in
negotiating wages which are higher than this level, then it will cause an acceleration
of the inflation rate; if, on the other hand, wages are lower than the economic
capacity of the economy, then it will bring about slowing down the inflationary
process dynamics. The inflation stabilization will occur when the wages proposed
equal the level of wages determined by the economic realities at the time concerned,
and the then present level of unemployment is precisely the NAIRU (nonaccelerating inflation employment). Naturally, the level of wages corresponding to
the economic capacities of the economy concerned may change over time, being
primary dependent on work productivity. Nor is the level of NAIRU constant over
time (just like the level of natural rate of unemployment), yet its determinants will
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not be discussed here since they are not closely related to the topic of the paper
(Kwiatkowski 2007: 147-154).
An interesting theory, whose underlying basis was formed by the research
conducted in many countries of Europe, Asia and North America, was presented in
the mid-1990s by Blanchflower and Oswald.5 Analysing the microeconomic data on
unemployment and the levels of pay, with those data being produced based on the
surveys carried out in numerous countries over a dozen or so years (in the 1970s and
the 1980s), they wrote a paper which was very critical of the neoclassical approach
towards the labour market. The results produced by their calculations found
regularities which would hold whatever the timeframe of the study, country or
region analysed. The regularity found between the unemployment rate and the level
of local wages the scholars called a wage curve. The findings elicited by the
empirical research and calculations left no doubts. In all the countries examined (e.g.
USA, the UK, former Federal Republic of Germany, Canada, Austria, Japan, Indie,
South Korea, Norway, Sweden, the Switzerland, the Netherlands, Italy, Ireland) a
statistically significant relationship was discovered between wages and
unemployment. This relationship proved to be negative, while the elasticity of the
unemployment rate in relation to wages being at approximately -0,66 across all the
countries. The association thus discovered was contrary to the earlier theories on the
labour market. Previously (in the 1970s and 1980s) the majority of economists,
based on the logical analysis transformed into an economic theory, recognized the
positive correlation between unemployment and the level of pay across a region or

5

More on this topic see Blanchflower (1994). The research conducted by the authors was
based on microeconomic data describing regional (in geographical terms) labour markets and
specific industries. Thus, all the findings stemming from their book also pertain to markets.
The data came from the surveys conducted in a similar way across all the countries, while
the methodology applied in the calculations was uniform in all the cases so as to be able to
compare the results.
6
A few years later, Blanchflower conducted studies on a wage curve in Central and Eastern
European countries, among others in. Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, the
Czech Republic, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Ukraine. The findings confirmed the existence of a wage curve also in those countries. The
elasticity of the unemployment rate in relation to wages in the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe ranged between -0,1 and -0,3, which suggests that it proved bigger than in
the countries described in the previous research. See more in Blanchflower (2001).
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in a particular industry. This relationship was explained by the fact that only being
able to land a well-paid job can keep local unemployment high, because with lower
wages people will move somewhere else, and unemployment will fall. Hence the
higher the pay in a region or an industry, the higher the unemployment rate and vice
versa. The studies by Blanchflower and Oswald, as well as those conducted by other
economists7 refuted this theory. Analyzing a huge volume of data, they provided
evidence that over a specific period high local unemployment (or across an industry)
was linked to low earnings, while a low rate of unemployment occurs together with
high wages. In a situation where there is high unemployment in a region or industry
employers do not have to motivate employees by offering high wages as labour
supply exceeds labour demand, even with relatively low wages. In addition,
employees do not call for pay rise because they are afraid of losing their job. This is
a case in which employees and the unemployed simply do not enjoy a strong
bargaining position. Of course, exactly the opposite happens when there is low local
unemployment. The research findings show a negatively sloped wage curve. One
should emphasise that although the wage curve resembles the Phillips curve, it has a
completely different meaning. The Phillips curve is usually estimated based on
macroeconomic data (the wage curve on micro data) and is referred to the
adjustment process unfolding between inflation and unemployment, which, in its
very assumption, implies a lack of labour market equilibrium. In long-run
equilibrium, according to most concepts, the Phillips curve becomes a vertical
straight line. The proposal put forward by Blanchflower and Oswald alters the
neoclassical way of thinking about the labour market. According to their theory, a
downward-sloping „wage curve”, and thus unemployment as well, is present when
the labour market is in equilibrium, with the Phillips curve roughly resembling a
kind of an aggregate „wage curve”. Evidence showing a negative correlation of the
unemployment rate with the level of pay is hard to reconcile with the classical
theory on competitive labour market, where high unemployment suggests a lack of

For example Buettner (1999); Holmlund (1991) – strong evidence that there is a negative
relationship between the unemployment rate and local pay; higher unemployment reduces
the level of real wages.
7
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equilibrium and it is linked to excessively high real wages (Blanchflower, Oswald
1994: 359-368).
From the point of view of the primary aim of this paper, defining the effect
which the level of unemployment has on wages in economy is of major interest. In
modern theories of economics one can come across numerous links, both direct and
indirect, between these two phenomena. In the first place, an increase in the
unemployment rate raises competition on the part of labour supply raising fears
among workers about losing their jobs. This directly reduces the pressure on pay
rise. A falling rate of unemployment will obviously be a factor compelling workers
to demand higher wages given the employer’s difficulties in finding good
employees. What should also be mentioned is that the experiences of developed
countries clearly suggest that the reaction of wages towards falling unemployment is
considerably stronger than wage sensitivity to an increase in unemployment. This
means that an increase in wage pressure in the situation of a reduced rate of
unemployment is much higher than its decrease when unemployment grows by the
same value. It should be stressed that this kind of reasoning is in line with the labour
market theory. With the assumption of elastic nominal wages, unemployment which
is above its natural rate implies a tendency for real wages to fall, for in this situation
there will always be workers willing to work for lower wages than the market rate.
This will prompt employers to increase their labour force. On the real labour market
a certain rigidity in nominal wages naturally exists, as well as limitations to the
mobility of workers and the lack of information transparency, which all inhibit
adjusting labour demand to labour supply (Kwiatkowski 2007: 149-152).
Concluding this section of the paper, criticism will be presented as regards some
parts of the theory of classical labour market. According to it, high unemployment
tends to be related to excessively high real wages. Through the reduction of this
wage rate, which should be effected by the market mechanism, labour demand and
supply will become equal (demand will grow and excessive supply will decrease).
This may take long time given the existence of market imperfections such as
downward rigidity of nominal wages, trade union activity, etc. All those
„imperfections” outlined in the economic theory are predominantly on the side of
labour supply, that is, workers who are not easily convinced to have their wages
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reduced. Seeing the labour market in this way, one might forget that labour is a very
specific good of which supply is not solely dependent on price. For a vast majority
of people, work, as the main (and sometimes only) source of income, does not
follow the classical economic laws because its some supply (ensuring survival) must
be delivered to the market. A single worker who has no influence on the price at
which he sells his labour is not sovereign when deciding what amount of labour to
sell at the set price, nor, all the more, when deciding whether or not to give up
selling this good on the market because the price is too low in relation to the costs of
livelihood he has to incur. Expanding the analysis by taking into account this
paramount assumption, one may conclude that unemployment need not be at all
tantamount to an excessive real market wage. If the majority of workers are not
satisfied with their earnings, and, if only they could afford it, they would not work,
nor would they seek a job which pays the current wage rate because they value their
labour more than that, this would mean that the high registered unemployment may
in fact be considerably lower. One could conceive of a situation in which, despite
the actually registered high unemployment, the current real wages are so low that if
people could generate their income in a different way, then instead of
unemployment, it would turn out that we would be facing labour oversupply! This
sort of unemployment, where plenty of the unemployed declare their availability to
and search actively for work, and as they are not sovereign in their decision on the
labour supply volume, they simply cannot forego selling their labour and have to
accept the current market price paid for it, could be referred to as forced and nonmarketable (paradoxically within the meaning of the neoclassical economic theory).
This kind of reasoning leads to the conclusion that high unemployment need not
arise from too high real wages, but from the fact that the labour market is specific to
the extent that it cannot be analysed based on the rules governing markets with other
goods, and therefore the neoclassical approach and its way of thinking about the
labour market have to be abandoned. The imperfections of this market have the
effect that the market mechanism itself does not work there and an external
regulation is required. To illustrate this point, one might imagine a situation in
which manufacturers of ordinary good, e.g. TV sets, are forced under penalty of
death to manufacture and deliver a certain minimum level of supply to the market,
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irrespective of the market price of this good. With small demand and low price, it
may turn out that they are selling below the costs, while there is excess of supply
over demand on the market anyway! Does that mean that the real price of the
product is too high and should be reduced? In the situation just described the market
itself is not functioning properly since employers, taking advantage of their stronger
position, may maintain low real wages over a long time, below the equilibrium that
would have formed on the market if employees and the unemployed were sovereign
in their decisions on the labour supply volume. Moreover, taking advantage of the
high „forced unemployment”, employers can increase their labour force without
raising wages because on a real and by definition imperfect labour market their
wage rate is above the equilibrium point, which ensures that there is excess of
supply over demand. On the real market, the wage curve is shifted downward to the
right hand side, while the equilibrium price („the market clearing wage”) is located
lower than would have been the case for a labour market where all the employed and
the unemployed could freely decide about their labour supply. The situation
described may occur in a number of countries (e.g. in Poland) given that real wages
grow slower than the costs of living, prices of consumption goods despite the
continuous GDP growth. Adam Smith’s laws, such as for instance „the market’s
invisible hand”, do not work on this kind of the market, or at least, if they do, it is
not to the extent assumed by today’s neoclassical economics. Benefiting from their
strong position, employers in addition refrain from raising wages accordingly even
with increased labour productivity. In the situation when the labour market is
monopolized on the employer’s side, or when there is price collusion (formal or
informal; as regards the price of work) between businesses, in particular between
large corporations employing vast numbers of workers, thus exerting influence on
how wages develop in a given industry, the unemployed available to work are
greatly disadvantaged being forced to accept low wages imposed in advance. All
this leads to a situation in which benefits obtained from one’s labour may be
unevenly distributed going mainly to a small group of company owners in the form
of their high wages and the company’s profits. This comes obviously as a loss to
workers who are paid below the real value of their labour with the market
mechanism itself unable to ever remedy this situation. If an external interference
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distributed the benefits arising from work fairly among all the employed, one could
increase the real wages of most workers without increasing business costs and
without staff reduction8.
To some extent, Karl Marx’s analyses are coincident with the above theory. He
claimed that in a capitalist system the reward for labour carried out by a
considerable majority of workers would be at the level ensuring an exchange only
for essential consumption goods. In other words, regardless of the country’s
economic development, workers’ wages will stay low enough to ensure their
subsistence at the level of a biological or social minimum. According to Marx, this
wage amount is sufficient to sustain high labour supply. Of course, the real value of
labour performed by those low-paid employees is substantially higher than their
wages. The surplus thus created is taken over by the employer, although, as Marx
believes, it belongs to the worker. Marx’s theory emerged on the basis of Ricardo’s
observations and theory, a nineteenth century economist who formulated the „iron
law of wages”. Ricardo, not unlike Marx, maintained that wages, whatever the
situation in the free market economy, would be at a level ensuring minimum
subsistence. In Ricardo’s view, this is the level at which the labour market aims in
equilibrium (Milkovich, Newman 1990: 38-39). Since the mid nineteenth century
workers’ wages increased considerably and one began to search for new theories.
This is how the theory on marginal labour productivity and the already mentioned
neoclassical model of competitive labour market came into being. For markets of
certain variants of work, the premises of those theories hold true and they appear to
be more useful than the critical judgment offered by Marx or Ricardo, for they are
better at explaining and predicting how wages will develop in economy. However,
as demonstrated before, the neoclassical approach to labour market does not seem to
work in many other cases, in particular as regards the wages of young unskilled and
discriminated workers, or those whose labour market position is weak for whatever
other reasons. For a huge number of workers in today’s economies, the theories of
Marx and Ricardo may be more suited as they are more accurate in predicting the
level of equilibrium and wages to develop on the labour market. This is due largely
8

The theory of forced unemployment outlined here and the criticism of certain parts of the
neoclassical labour market theory reflect the author’s own considerations and views.
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to the fact that those people are the least sovereign in determining the amount of
labour supply which they deliver to the market, with employers ruthlessly taking
advantage of their weak position. For wages ensuring merely a bare subsistence
minimum, in contemporary economies of developed countries there is still a vast
amount of labour supply.

3. Examining the effect of the level of unemployment on that of wages in
enterprise sector in Poland in 2000-2014
Defining the term „wage and salary” is very important because of how it is used
in this paper. Considering that the main source of data, namely the Statistical Central
Office (GUS) publications, the term „wage and salary” should be understood as
defined in the Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Poland. This results from the
fact that all information on wages and salaries used in this paper will refer precisely
to this definition. Wages and salaries will thus encompass cash payments and
benefits in kind or their equivalents payable to workers for work performed. The
main component of wages and salaries, listed by GUS and the subject of the analysis
outlined further on in the paper, is the so called „personal wage and salary”.
A personal wage and salary encompasses, inter alia, the following items: basic
wage, bonuses, awards and allowances (e.g. for length of service, for work of
arduous nature), payment of overtime, remuneration for time not worked (e.g. paid
holidays, sick leave), certain portion of benefits in kind and compensation (GUS
2006: 263). The GUS data used in this paper refer only to persons employed in an
employment relationship.
In the empirical study, the unemployment phenomenon will be represented by
the variable unemployment rate calculated and defined according to the way it is
done in the national statistics (GUS). The data are presented in monthly terms. The
rate of unemployment is the most commonly employed indicator and appears to be
best reflecting the character of this phenomenon, which is why it was used in the
paper. The high variability of the unemployment rate over the period examined is
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advantageous in terms of the objective of the paper, for it makes it easier to capture
the potential effect of the phenomenon on the overall level of wages in Poland.
3.1. Data used in the study
The study pertaining to the entire country was conducted based on monthly data
and covered the years 2000-2014, which allowed for eliciting a sufficient number of
observations. The data used in the paper come from the publication of the Central
Statistical Office and are available publicly (www.stat.gov.pl/gus). Owing to a large
number of the source data used in this work, they could not be demonstrated here.
3.2. Methodology of the empirical studies
In the literature one can encounter a variety of methods for determining the
effect of individual factors on the overall level of wages nation-wide. For solving the
research problem Pearson linear correlation coefficient (R) was employed. This
method was selected given that it enjoys a strong support of the economic theory.
The majority of mechanisms to be observed of the wage development are linear in
their nature. The advantage offered by this method is also the simplicity and
universality of its application. In addition, the number of observations in the period
at issue and the character of the phenomena analyzed allow for using the correlation
coefficient, whereas some other methods could not have been used because of their
restrictive limitations, rendering it impossible to draw meaningful conclusions from
the studies. Pearson linear correlation coefficient naturally has, as any other method,
its deficiencies. They were, however, kept to a minimum or were entirely eliminated
thanks to the measures outlined below.
In the calculations, dynamics ratios were used calculated in relation to the
analogous period (month) of the previous year (ratio indicating the change rate of
the variable concerned). Likewise, the dynamics ratio of the change of wages was
calculated in relation to the analogous period of the previous year (in both cases, the
analogous period of the previous year = 100%). This measure is aimed at
eliminating potential seasonal fluctuations, as is the case, for instance, with respect
to the wages paid every year in December (they are substantially higher than in other
months). Applying the above mentioned ratio allows for confining the effect such
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seasonality has on the value of a correlation coefficient. In addition, it also reduces
the trend effect. Next, the increments (the first differences) between the ratios from
the subsequent periods were calculated. This enables one to eliminate the trend
which, in spite of the measures outlined above, is clearly visible in certain situations
if „raw” ratios are used. Having applied the first differences, the effect of the trend
was minimized, which significantly reduced the risk of apparent correlation.
The next step was to discover the value of correlation coefficients between the
variables with a lag and to test their significance. Thus, Pearson linear correlation
coefficients with the „backed” variable (shifted to the left) demonstrated that the
effect of the wage change on the variable change rate was appropriately lagged.
Moreover, R coefficients with the variable shifted to the right („accelerated”)
testified to the adequately lagged effect of the variable change rate on the change in
the amount of wages. This allows for determining whether it is the variable having
an impact on the overall level of wages, or whether it is perhaps that the change in
the wage amount influences the specific variable. In order to make sure which
variable was a response variable, a few shifts of time series were used (by 1, 2, 3, 6,
9 and 12 months, both to the left and right). The significance of the correlation
coefficients calculated was tested using likelihoods of errors (p). In the paper, the
threshold value for correlation significance was generally adopted at p = 0,05. In
addition, coefficients of determination were calculated, which allowed for defining
the extent within which the change in the level of wages could be explained by the
change of the variable concerned.
3.3. The study results
For measuring the nation-wide correlations between the change dynamics of the
rate of unemployment and that of average wages (nominal and real wages) in the
enterprise sector, monthly data from 2000-20149 were used. This means that the

9

1) The correlations referring to the overall level of wages for the whole country are
calculated between the change dynamics of the values of individual variables in relation to
the analogous period of the previous year. The „R” sign denotes the correlation coefficient,
„R2” the coefficient of determination, while „p” the significance level, that is, the likelihood
of accidental correlation error. The „+” sign denotes the shift to the right (acceleration) by a
specific number (given in brackets) of time series periods of data describing the volatility of
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figures (in brackets) given in Tables 1 and 2 denote the shift, by a specific number
of months, of time series of the data showing the change dynamics regarding the
unemployment rate.
Table 1. Correlation between the unemployment rate and average nominal
wages in the enterprise sector in 2000-2014
NOMINAL WAGE (0)
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-1)

R = -0.1047; p = 0.164

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-2)

R = -0.0792; p = 0.295

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-3)

R = -0.0746; p = 0.325

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-6)

R = -0.0146; p = 0.849

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-9)

R = -0.0195; p = 0.801

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-12)

R = 0.0304; p = 0.696

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+1)

R = -0.1721; p = 0.022; R2= 0.03

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+2)

R = 0.0438; p = 0.563

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+3)

R = -0.0659; p = 0.385

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+6)

R = -0.0712; p = 0.352

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+9)

R = -0.0312; p = 0.687

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+12)

R = 0.0311; p = 0.690

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (0)

R =-0.0080; p = 0.916

Source: Self-reported data based on GUS data.

The results included in Tables 1 and 2 show that there is a clear, although weak,
linear correlation between variables. The change in the rate of unemployment
impacted negatively the change dynamics of average wages paid in the enterprise
sector during the period studied. This effect was lagged by one month and stronger
a specific wage determinant in relation to the time series of the data describing the volatility
of average wages themselves. In other words, the „+” sign indicates the lagged (by the
number of periods given in brackets) influence of a specific variable on the change dynamics
of wages. Analogously, the „-” sign denotes a shift to the left (lag) of time series of data
describing the volatility of a specific determinant, meaning that it indicates the lagged (by
the number given in brackets) influence of the change dynamics of wages on the change of a
specific variable.
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for real wages (also the likelihood of error was considerably lower for real wages).
The coefficient of determination was at 0.04; thus, only 4% of the change dynamics
of average real wages was explained by the rate of change of the unemployment
rate. It was not possible to find any significant linear correlation which would
suggest that the change in average wages would have an effect on the rate of
unemployment in Poland over the years analysed.
Table 2. Correlation between the unemployment rate and average real wages in
the enterprise sector in 2000-2014
REAL WAGE
(0)
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (0)

R = -0,0347; p = 0.646

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-1)

R = -0.0832; p = 0.271

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-2)

R = -0.0515; p = 0.497

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-3)

R = -0.0468; p = 0.538

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-6)

R = -0.0145; p = 0.850

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-9)

R = -0.0584; p = 0.451

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (-12)

R = 0.0624; p = 0.424

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+1)

R = -0.2002; p = 0.007; R2= 0.04

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+2)

R = 0.0504; p = 0.505

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+3)

R = -0.0751; p = 0.322

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+6)

R = -0.0404; p = 0.597

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+9)

R = 0.0070 p = 0.928

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE (+12)

R = 0.0437; p = 0.575

Source: Self-reported data based on GUS data.

One should further mention that a strong negative correlation between the
change dynamics of wages (nominal and real) and that of unemployment was
elicited when no differencing and no shifts were applied (R = -0.6493, p = 0.000 –
for real wages). These findings demonstrate a strong trend effect, which may lead to
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false conclusions brought about by apparent correlation. Following the application
of the first differences, the trend effect was minimized, which can be gleaned from
Tables 1 and 2, where there is no linear correlation between the variables with no
shifts, and after differencing. This measure improves the reliability of the study
results, especially given that they are supported by the economic theory..

4. Conclusion
The analysis of correlation coefficients conducted in this paper demonstrated
clearly that the rate of unemployment was a determinant of the overall level of
wages in the enterprise sector over the period examined. The nation-wide study
showed a negative effect of the rate of unemployment on the change dynamics and
level of average (nominal and real) wages in the enterprise sector. This effect was
lagged by one month suggesting that the higher the rate of unemployment in the
country, the lower average wages in the sector were to be expected. The analysis
results are consistent with the theory and findings produced by other empirical
studies presented in the paper.
Based on the results from the survey on Hungarian family business profile at the
turn of 2017/18 one can conclude that large majority (around 91%) of these firms
are small-sized and medium-sized (only less than 8%) and large-sized (bit more than
1 %) to a less fewer extent.
Microenterprises can certainly develop into small businesses – involvement of
more family members from the next generation by the founder and his/her spouse
into the operative work means the key for this process. This is clearly the best
outcome both from the perspective of the family and the company.
They are less able however for the next shift: hiring external, non-family
professionals into the top management . It would be especially crucial for small
businesses in the process of becoming a medium-sized business.
The developmental pattern of their governance practices refers to their
increasing level of professionalization: the governance mechanisms of the business
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and ownership become more separated from each other and also from the family.
The relationship between the firm and the family turns into a more regulated form.
On the other hand, the fact that HR-related topics are relatively less significant
reflects back the fractual nature of their professionalization. Their Family Councils
may fulfill the persistent function of bridging family and company, but are less able
to satisfy their other important, long-term function regarding the planning of the
maintenance of family control over the company.
My study is subject to more limitations. Firstly, as a general note, the original
research was exploratory in nature, the results only deliver a bird’s view of the field.
The more focused the analysis was, the more grained the picture I got from the data
became. The results are representative for the whole population only at the case of
the first questionnaire. With the second questionnaire, I was rather able to explore
tendencies based on which I am able to conduct more targeted research in the future.
Secondly, the analysis is based on the scholarship of the field, which is not countryspecific - detailed analysis of the local, Hungarian institutional factors and legal
context was not included (with the exception of the entrepreneurial family history).
The empirical results can be assessed and compared with other research results, but
one should always keep in mind this important limitation of the research.
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Jarosław ODACHOWSKI
1. Introduction
During the financial perspective 2014-2020, numerous projects are being
implemented which are co-financed from EU funds (more on the issue of EU funds,
see: Bajko et al. 2008; Begg 1996; Błasiak-Nowak, Rajczewska 2013; BurnatMikosz et al. 2007; Cieślak et al. 2008; Czempas, Smykała 2012; Dzierżanowski
2011; Gwizda et al. 2014; Jaśkiewicz 2014; Jóźwik et al. 2012; Karwatowicz,
Odachowski 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Krzykowski 2012; Odachowski 2010, 2012b;
Odachowski, Karwatowicz 2009, 2011; Pawlicki 2014; Poździk, Lejcyk 2009;
Tkaczyński et al. 2008, 2011; Tkaczyński, Świstak 2013). The projects are
concerned with the most diverse areas of economic, social and cultural life. Their
implementation by beneficiaries requires that they are compliant with EU law,
domestic law, relevant guidelines, programming documents (see more in
Odachowski 2012c), and ultimately with the content of an agreement on cofinancing a project (decision on co-financing the project, other act).
It is in this context that the issue of public aid should be considered (see more on
this legal form in: Ballarino, Bellodi 2010: 343cff; Barcz et al. 2006; Benacchio
2016: 399cff; Cavallari 2016: 273cff; Dudzik 2002; Herdegen 2006; Kuś et al. 2010;
Lasok 1998; Marquardt 2007; Mik 2000; Nykiel-Mateo 2009; Postuła, Werner
2006; Santa Maria 2008: 606cff; Sobczak et al. 2002; Tesauro 2012: 812cff; Wróbel
et al. 2008; Skowron 2007). On the grounds that some EU projects are subject to the
mentioned regime1, the issue of compliance with all binding regulations in this
respect is vital. In particular, the obligation of the national legislator is to establish
corresponding legal regulations which, together with the rules of the EU law2 will
create the normative fundaments for providing beneficiaries legally and effectively
with benefits which have public aid (de minimis) attributes. It is in thus delineated
context that one should examine the legal form of investment aid.
Under the financial perspective in place, critical importance should first and
foremost be attributed to all provisions of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union as regards public aid, the Guidelines on public aid for the period
1
2

Also referring to de minimis aid.
Including the soft law scope.
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2014-2020, Regulation 651/2014 and the Regulation of the Minister of
Infrastructure and Development on granting regional investment aid under the
regional operational programs for the years 2014-2020. The aim of this paper is to
examine individual content elements of which the entirety of the legal construction
of regional investment aid is composed.

2. Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
The main legal act that regulates public aid is the Treaty of 25 March 1957 on
the Functioning of the European Union (hereafter „TFEU”)3. According to Article
107 (1), „Save as otherwise provided in the Treaties, any aid granted by a Member
State or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts or threatens
to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain
goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between Member States, be incompatible
with the internal market”.
The provision cited lays down the definition of public aid which applies to all
Member States of the European Union4. Moreover, the article imposes a general ban
on granting public aid while taking into account exemptions permitted within this
scope. Thus, the issue of regional investment aid should – firstly – be accounted for
at the level of the definition of this concept (including its individual components),
and on the other hand, to see in this aid the exemption, provided for by the EU
legislator, from the ban on granting state aid to individual entities.
The sources sanctioning the legal possibility of awarding beneficiaries various
benefits – recognized as regional investment aid – can be found largely in the
subsequent provisions of Article 107 of TFEU. In the light of paragraph 3 (a), the
following aid may be considered to be compatible with the internal market: “aid to
promote the economic development of areas where the standard of living is
abnormally low or where there is serious underemployment, and of the regions
referred to in Article 349, in view of their structural, economic and social situation”.
3
4

OJ EU 2016, no. 200, p. 137.
More broadly: in the context of the European Economic Area (EEA).
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Moreover, paragraph 3 (c) allows for “aid to facilitate the development of certain
economic activities or of certain economic areas, where such aid does not adversely
affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common interest”.
In the view of the European Court of Justice, using such words as „abnormally”
and „serious” in Article 107(3)(a) demonstrates that the exemption „concerns only
areas where the economic situation is extremely unfavourable in relation to the
Community as a whole” (Judgment of the Court of 14 October 1987 in Case 248/84
Germany v Commission, ECR p. 4036, point 19; Judgment of 14 January 1997 in
Case C-169/96 Spain v Commission ECR I-148, point 15, and Judgment of 7 March
2002 in Case C-310/99 Italy v Commission ECR p. I-2289, point 77 [as cited in the
Guidelines – see below]; C-114/00 Kingdom of Spain v Commission of the
European Communities – Judgment of the Court of Justice of 19 September 2002).
According to the Commission, the conditions laid down in the provision discussed
„are met for NUTS II regions5, where the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita
is at 75% of the EU average or less”6.
Moreover, in the case of the exemption laid down in Article 107(3) (c) the Court
permits the development of certain areas without being restricted by the economic
conditions laid down in Article 107 (3) (a), „where such aid does not adversely
affect trading conditions to an extent contrary to the common interest”. This
provision gives the Commission power „to authorize aid intended to further the
economic development of areas of a Member State which are disadvantaged in
relation to the national average” (Judgment of 14 October 1987 in Case 248/84
Germany v Commission REC p. 4036, point 19 [as cited in the Guidelines]; C114/00, Kingdom of Spain v Commission of European Communities – Judgment of
the Court of Justice of 19 September 2002). In addition, „Article 87 (3) (c) EC
[Article 107 (3) (c) TFEU – J.O.] should be interpreted in the context of objectives
of economic and social cohesion to which Article 2 EC7 is dedicated and which are
implemented in particular through Article 158 EC et seq. The fulfilment of the
single market and protection of competition are not just ends in themselves but they
5

It pertains to voivodships.
See the Guidelines.
7
The Treaty of 25 March 1957 establishing the European Community (later renamed
TFEU).
6
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aim at attaining the fundamental objectives of the Treaty” (T-254/00, Hôtel Cipriani
SpA and Others v the Commission of European Communities – Judgment of the
General Court (the former Court of First Instance) of 28 November 2008). Both
cases of legal state aid – points a) and c) – are referred to as regional aid8.
The EU case-law – with regard to comparing the above regulations – states that:
The difference in wording between Article 87(3)(a) EC and Article 87(3)(c) EC
[Article 107(3)(a) TFEU and Article 107(3)(c) TFEU – J.O.] cannot lead to the
conclusion that the Commission should take no account of the Community interest
when applying Article 87(3)(a) [Article 107(3)(a) – J.O.], and that it must confine
itself to verifying the specifically regional impact of the measures involved, without
assessing their impact on the relevant market or markets in the Community [EU –
J.O.] as a whole. In such cases the Commission is bound to not only to verify that
the measures are such as to contribute effectively to the economic development of
the regions concerned, but also to evaluate the impact of the aid on trade between
Member States. (C-114/00, Kingdom of Spain v the Commission of European
Communities – Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of First Instance)
of 15 September 1998).
In its comments to the Treaty provisions discussed, the case-law additionally
states that they introduce „two derogations from free competition in favor of
regional aid based on the aim of Community [the EU – J.O.] solidarity. In exercising
its discretion, the Commission has to ensure that the aims of free competition and
Community [the EU – J.O.] solidarity are reconciled, while complying with the
principle of proportionality” (T-126/96, Breda Fucine Meridionali SpA (BFM) and
Ente Partecipazioni e Finanziamento Industria Manifatturiera (EFIM) v the
Commission of European Communities – Judgment of the General Court (the former
Court of First Instance) of 15 September 1998). “The regional derogations provided
for in Article 87(3)(a) and (c) EC [Article 107 (3) (a) and (c) come under

8

The areas qualified as eligible for regional aid pursuant to Article 107 (3) (a) of the Treaty,
commonly referred to as „a” areas, are usually those which are the most disadvantaged in the
EU in terms of economic development. The areas qualifying as eligible for regional aid
pursuant to Article 107 (3) (c) of the Treaty, commonly referred to as “c” areas are also
disadvantaged, but to a lesser degree. See the Guidelines.
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Community [the EU – J.O.] competition policy and are limited to the need to avoid
any undue distortion which would be contrary to the common interest” (T-254/00,
Hôtel Cipriani SpA and Others v the Commission of European Communities –
Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of First Instance) of 28 November
2008).
The case-law also stresses that „there is sufficient contribution to the objective
of regional development” (T-304/08, Smurfit Kappa Group plc v the Commission of
European Communities – Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of First
Instance) of 10 July 2012). Moreover, what is further emphasized is the aspect of
“direct and lasting effect on regional development (T-357/02 RENV, Freistaat
Sachsen (Germany) v the Commission of European Communities – Judgment of the
General Court (the former Court of First Instance) of 14 July 2011). In terms of
assessing the regional aid compatibility, apart from the positive effects for the
development of a region, the Commission „also has to take into account the
consequences this aid may have on the economic situation of certain sectors” (C75/05 P, Federal Republic of Germany and Others v Kronofrance SA – Judgment of
the Court of Justice of 11 September 2008; see also point 6 of the Resolution of 20
October 1971 of the representatives of the governments of the Member States,
meeting within the Council on the overall regional aid schemes (OJ C 111, p. 1);
points 10-12 of the Commission Communication on regional aid schemes (OJ 1079,
C 31, p. 9), as well as point I, 6, the first and third indent of the Commission
Communication on the application of the Article [87 (3) (a) and (c) EC] in relation
to regional aid (OJ 1988 C 212, p. 2)). What is, however, noted is that „relying on
the regional development policy or social cohesion policy is in itself insufficient for
the measure adopted under this policy to be considered justified” (here – in the
context of tax regulations: C-6/12, Proceedings brought by P Oy. – Judgment of the
Court of Justice of 18 July 2013; likewise, Judgment of 6 September 2006, in Case
C-88/03 Portugal v Commission ECR p. I-7115, point 82).
The issue of regional investment aid should be considered as regards the Treaty
definition of public aid. At the same it is necessary to account for the legal regime
pertaining to state aid laid down by TFEU. Although this aid is as a rule prohibited,
the EU legislator permits numerous exemptions. This, in turn, means that the Treaty
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provisions have to be developed by issuing other normative acts (including also soft
law regulations) which will render legitimate the delivery of benefits falling within
state aid. Using exclusively the form of individual aid – which involves making
notification of aid to the European Commission – fails to be effective, for it is time
consuming (lengthy procedure) and refers only to a specific project. In this sense,
normative acts – under the EU subsidy law, referred to as aid programs or public aid
schemes – allow for providing various entities with benefits efficiently, provided the
conditions set forth in those acts are met.
The development of the Treaty provisions should lead to defining precisely the
individual content elements of which public aid is comprised (perceived as the
conditions mentioned), including: the aim of aid, entities that may receive aid, the
list of eligible expenditures, the forms of aid, or maximum aid intensity9.
The content of such regulations has a twofold nature. On the one hand, the
fulfilment of the conditions set should ensure that state aid is granted legally. On the
other hand, failing to fulfil even one of the requirements (not to mention failing to
fulfil most of them or in their entirety) renders a legal benefit under a given aid
scheme impossible (which in itself does not yet mean that granting aid under another
aid scheme10 or within the framework of individual aid is prohibited).
Treating regional investment aid as an exemption from the overall ban on
providing benefits which meet the conditions placed in Article 107(1) compels one
to see in this aid – as in the case of all exemptions – the problem of a specific
compromise between advantages derived from it and negative effects arising from
granting the aid. The latter one refers to the impact of aid on competition and trade
between Member States. Moreover, the advantages were specified under the
arrangements included in paragraph 3. Thus, there should be no doubt that defining
the advantages was entrusted to the EU legislator.
However, the legal construction of regional aid cannot be considered in relation
to any positive effects attributable to the benefits which are subject to Article 107 (1)
TFEU. The specificity of this construction can only be inscribed in the provisions of
paragraph 3(a) and (c) on supporting regions which particularly need aid provided
9

Aid intensity: the ratio of public aid value to costs eligible for aid.
After having met all the conditions included in it.

10
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through public resources. It is also in those cases that – according to the legislator’s
vision – advantages are supposed to outweigh negative effects.

3. Regional aid guidelines for 2014-2020 (specifying the conditions for regional
aid to be considered as compatible with the internal market, and specifying the
criteria for defining areas which meet the conditions referred to in Article 107
(3) (a) and (c) TFEU)
In the context of regional aid, an important role is played by „regional aid
guidelines for 2014-2020” (hereafter: the Guidelines)11. The author of the Guidelines
is the European Commission. They belong to the soft law category, that is, acts and
documents of various types, which, although not binding formally, tend in practice
to become the source of binding regulations. On the one hand, they have bearing on
the content of – binding – normative acts, such as EU regulations or national
regulations implementing legal acts. On the other hand, in granting individual aid,
the EC follows, in its decisions, not only the formally binding sources of law, but
also soft law. This clearly leads to the conclusion that there is a practice in place
under which the beneficiary of EU funds should, while seeking public aid, meet all
the relevant rules and conditions – including also those arising from guidelines,
communications etc.12
11

OJ EU C of 23 July 2013, no. 209, p. 1.
The EU case-law emphasizes that in the application of Article 107 (3) TFEU, the
Commission enjoys a wide discretion which involves making complex economic and social
assessments in the light of the EU context. For the purpose of exercising the above
supervision, the Commission may establish guidance for itself – using such acts as
communications and guidelines – provided that this guidance is not contrary to the
provisions of the Treaty. In this respect, the Commission, by adopting such standards for
using state aid resources and by making public the fact that it will apply them henceforward
in cases provided for in this guidance, sets limits to its discretion and may not depart from
those standards without exposing itself, in the relevant case, to the threat of sanctions for
violating the general principles of law, such as equal treatment or the principle of protection
of legitimate expectations. Thus, in the specific field of state aid, the Commission is bound
by the guidelines and communications which it issues, inasmuch as they do not depart from
the provisions of the Treaty and are accepted by Member States. See: T-319/11, ABN Amro
Group NV v European Commission – Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of
12
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Firstly, the Guidelines define the aim, object and nature of regional aid. In them,
it is stated that, „The primary objective of regional aid is to reduce the development
gap between the different regions in the European Union. Through its equity or
cohesion objective, regional aid may contribute to the achievement of the Europe
202 strategy delivering an inclusive and sustainable growth”.
What is also rightly emphasized is that „geographic specificity distinguishes
regional aid from other forms of horizontal aid. It is a particular characteristic of
regional aid that it is intended to influence the choice made by investors where to
locate investment projects”. It would, however, be erroneous to confine the positive
effects of the EU benefits solely to a given region (regions). The Guidelines note
that „When regional aid off-sets the additional costs stemming from the regional
handicaps and supports additional investment in assisted areas without attracting it
away from other assisted areas, it contributes not only to the development of the
region, but also to cohesion and ultimately benefits the whole Union”.
In their content, the Guidelines correspond first and foremost to the TFEU
provisions. In addressing the issues of regional aid, they are part of the exemptions
from the ban on State aid which are permitted by the EU legislator. Thus, the
content of the Guidelines is to define and specify the conditions to be fulfilled in
order to grant legal benefits to beneficiaries. The source of these conditions are the
provisions laid down in Article 107 (3) (a) and (c).
The rules set forth in the Guidelines should be seen as the result of comparing
the positive effects of public aid with the negative ones in terms of the impact of aid
on competition and trade between Member States of the European Union. It should
be pointed out that the Guidelines place the former in the context of not only
First Instance), ZOTSiS [Reports of Cases before the Court of Justice and the Court of First
Instance] 2014/4/186 – Judgment of 8 April 8 2014; T-267/08, Région Nord-Pas-de-Calais
and Communauté d’agglomération du Douaisis v European Commission – Judgment of the
General Court (the former Court of First Instance), ZOTSiS 2011/5-6A/II-1999-2068 –
Judgment of 12 May 2012; T-253/12, Hammar Nordic Plugg AB v European Commission –
Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of First Instance), ZOTSiS 2015/10/II-811
– Judgment of 28 October 2015; T-115/09, Electrolux AB and Whirlpool Europe BV v
European Commission – Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of First Instance),
ZOTSiS 2012/2/II-76 – Judgment of 14 February 2012; C-464/09 P, Holland Malt BV v.
European Commission – Judgment of the Court of Justice, ZOTSiS 2010/12A/I-1244312470 – Judgment of 2 December 2010.
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improved economic and social situation of the assisted regions, but also of the entire
economic area covered by the EU structure (the internal market).
The Guidelines thus play two key roles. The Commission specifies in them „the
conditions under which regional aid may be considered to be compatible with the
internal market and establishes the criteria for identifying the areas that fulfill the
conditions of Article 107 (3) (a) and (c) of the Treaty”.
Another issue affecting the legal form of regional aid is an incentive effect. The
Guidelines highlight that „regional aid can support effectively the economic
development of regions only when it is granted with a view to encourage further
investments or economic activities across those areas”. It is further stated that
Regional aid can only be found compatible with the internal market if it has an
incentive effect. An incentive effect is present when the aid changes the behaviour of
an undertaking in a way it engages in additional activity contributing to the
development of an area which it would not have engaged in without the aid or would
only have engaged in such activity in a restricted or different manner or in another
location. The aid must not subsidise the costs of an activity that an undertaking
would have incurred in any event and must not compensate for the normal business
risk of an economic activity.
Hence, „if the aid does not change the behaviour of the beneficiary by
stimulating (additional) investment in the area concerned, it can be considered that
the same investment would take place in the region even without the aid. Such aid
lacks incentive effect to achieve the regional objective and cannot be approved as
compatible with the internal market”.
In the case-law, it is further stated that „the Commission is entitled to refuse
aid on the grounds that the aid does not encourage undertakings which are its
beneficiaries to behave in a way which contributes to one of the objectives set in
Article 107(3) TFEU. The aid that improves the financial situation of the
undertaking benefitting from it yet is not necessary for the objectives provided for in
Article 107(3) TFEU to be attained may not be declared as compatible with the
internal market” (C-630/11 P, HGA srl and Others v European Commission –
Judgment of the Court of Justice of 13 June 2013; also see T-304/08, Smurfit Kappa
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Group plc v European Commission – Judgment of the General Court (the former
Court of First Instance) of 10 July 2012), as well as that:
The requirement for aid to precede the commencement of the subsidized project
allows for ensuring that the undertaking concerned will expressly show its
willingness to use a particular aid scheme before beginning the implementation of
the said project. This, in turn, allows for avoiding ex post applications for projects
whose implementation began irrespective of the aid scheme. In the light of these
considerations, the mere pointing out that the application for aid was made before
the implementation of the investment project provides a simple, accurate and
relevant criterion for the Commission to be able to presume that there is an
incentive effect. (T-394/08, State aid in favour of the hotel industry. The right of the
intervener to raise arguments different from the party supported in the judicial
proceedings before the Court (First Instance). Application for annulment. Stating
reasons for the European Commission’s decision on State aid – Regione autonoma
della Sardegna (Italy) and Others v European Commission – Judgment of the
General Court (the former Court of First Instance) of 20 September 2011).
One can further mention that „the essential character of the aid for the
development of disadvantaged regions may be deduced from the application for aid
submitted before the implementation of the investment project, as well as on the
basis of other assessment criteria” (C-630/11 P, HGA srl and Others v European
Commission – Judgment of the Court of Justice of 13 June 2013).
The legal form under discussion shapes significantly the way how the role and
importance of state aid granted to support individual regions is perceived. It cannot
be examined solely as the sum of positive and negative effects compared with one
another. Even if the former outweighs the latter – formally justifying the possibility
of delivering a legal benefit – is not sufficient. In the soft law context and the EU
case-law, what is further specified is the question of the positive effects being
appropriately presented. The incentive effect does not change the objective of the
aid to be granted – the objective is to improve the situation, in its broad sense, of a
given region. The effect, however, is concerned with the manner of attaining the
objective mentioned, the essential feature of the benefit, the specificity of
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obligations to be fulfilled by the beneficiaries of the aid measures, as well as the
cooperation between the beneficiaries and entities delivering aid.
According to the effect analyzed, the objective of the benefit is to be attained
with the participation of both categories of entities. While the engagement of the
entity providing support (here, through granting a specific amount of funds) does not
raise any doubts in itself, the effect of incentive, on the other hand, places the
structure of the beneficiaries’ behaviours entirely differently. Their obligation
should not merely involve making their own financial contribution – which is
specific for the Union programs, where co-financing from the EU does not amount
to 100% of the value of the project concerned (for programs covered by State aid,
this percentage is accordingly smaller). Nor can the beneficiary confine himself
exclusively to a „normal” use of the funds granted for the project implementation –
it is about his active participation which entails, e.g. raising investments.
Thus, the role of subsidies is to stimulate this activity – these measures become
a sort of an impulse and catalyst. As such, one can assume that the purpose of
delivering EU benefits will not only be – viewed from a short-term perspective – to
grant beneficiaries resources enabling them to act, but it is also – in the long-run – to
ensure that they will be able to function in their field independently (with no need of
further support). With respect to the latter perspective, it should be necessary not
only to verify that there has been a significant change as regards the existence of the
entity (raising investments, extending the entity’s activity, and the likes), but also to
ensure the situation where the entity subsidized will be able to conduct its activity
with no need of further support. Thus, the aid granted is assumed to be used
effectively – through activating the beneficiary – as well as economically, since no
need shall arise to grant yet further aid.
An incentive effect – without changing the objective of the development of a
region – changes the proportion of behaviours between the entities. It transforms the
situation in which there exists an active entity (granting aid) and passive (the
beneficiary of the EU measures) into a state in which both entities display (each in
its own way) activity. Both categories of entities become really engaged in the
development of the region.
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What needs to be stressed is the relationship between granting aid and the
beneficiary’s increased activity (as demonstrated). Increased activity is considered
here to be the consequence of the aid granted; this, in turn, should stimulate the
beneficiary’s activities. A lack of this relationship could be manifested if the
beneficiary appeared to be capable of raising his activity independently within the
framework of the project implemented. In this case – taking into account the nature
of an incentive effect – it is not possible to grant aid. In the situation discussed, it is
not only about the aspect of spending those aid measures sparingly (which means
reducing public aid to minimum), but also about the premise of the objective –
which is to encourage beneficiaries to greater activity, and not merely to subsidize
them.
The formal fulfilment of this premise is to submit an application for granting a
subsidy before starting the project implementation. The contrary would mean that
the beneficiary is capable of realizing his plans independently and efficiently –
which constitutes a legal obstacle to granting a legal benefit. The moment of
submitting the application becomes thus a legal construct in which the theoretical
approach to the objective, the nature and role of the beneficiary in the context of
State aid is combined with the practical way of verifying quickly and efficiently
whether there is an incentive effect.
Granting regional aid may, however, involve negative effects. In the Guidelines,
the Commission speaks about limiting „the effects of regional aid on trade and
competition to the minimum necessary”. It is further elaborated by stating that at the
same time it is to „ensure a level playing field between Member States, in particular
by preventing subsidy races that may occur when they try to attract or retain
business in disadvantaged areas of the Union”. This is why the Commission notes
that „regional aid can only play an effective role if it is used sparingly and
proportionately and is concentrated on the most disadvantaged regions of the
European Union”. Thus, a reference is made to the general objectives with respect to
admissibility of public aid (taking into account Article 107 TFEU), which involve
the trade-off between the positive effects of benefits from the Union funds and the
negative impact on competition and trade („the advantages of the aid in terms of the
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development of a less-favoured region must outweigh the resulting distortions of
competition”13).
An important role in the context of the legal structure of regional aid is played
by regional aid maps (here for the period from 1 July 2014 to 31 December 2020).
According to the definition included in the Guidelines, regional aid maps mean „the
list of areas designated by a Member State in accordance with the conditions laid
down in these guidelines and approved by the Commission”.
The role of the Guidelines is for the European Commission to establish criteria
to identify areas fulfilling the conditions laid down in Article 107(3)(a) and (c) of
the Treaty. The areas which fulfill these conditions and which a Member State
wishes to designate as „a” or „c” areas must be identified on a regional aid map.
What is more, these maps must also specify the maximum aid intensities applicable
in these areas. They must be notified to the Commission which the Commission
approves to a further extent14. Next, the EC analyzes every regional aid map on the
basis of the Guidelines and adopts a decision approving the map for the Member
State concerned. All maps are published in the Official Journal of the European
Union becoming an integral part of the Guidelines.
It is worth noting that the legal form of the regional maps on the one hand
combines the theoretical construction of the juxtaposition between the positive and
negative effects of granting aid with a practical way – based on mathematical values
– of setting the maximum intensity of State aid (see, e.g. T-304/08, Smurfit Kappa
Group plc v European Commission – Judgment of the General Court (the former
Court of First Instance) of 10 July 2012).
The Guidelines meanwhile formulate two other important conditions. Firstly,
they state that „to ensure that the investment makes a real and sustained contribution
to the development of the area concerned, the investment must be maintained in the
„To assess whether a notified aid measure can be considered compatible with the internal
market, the Commission generally analyses whether the design of the aid measure ensures
that the positive impact of the aid towards an objective of common interest exceeds its
potential negative effects on trade and competition”. See also T-304/08, Smurfit Kappa
Group plc v European Commission – Judgment of the General Court (the former Court of
First Instance) of 10 July 2012.
14
Every notification should include information set forth in the form included in Annex III
of the Guidelines: „Regional aid map information form”.
13
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area concerned for at least five years, or three years for SMEs, after its completion”
(see also T-304/08, Smurfit Kappa Group plc v European Commission – Judgment
of the General Court (the former Court of First Instance) of 10 July 2012).
Next, it is also emphasised that „to ensure that the investment is viable, the
Member State must ensure that the beneficiary provides a financial contribution of at
least 25 % of the eligible costs, through its own resources or by external financing,
in a form that is exempted of any public financial support”.

4. Commission Regulation (EU) No 651/2014 on declaring certain categories of
aid as compatible with the internal market

The legal form of regional aid is also the subject of the Commission Regulation
(EU) No 651/2014 of 17 June 2014 declaring certain types of aid as compatible with
the internal market in application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty15 (in
connection with Article 108(4) TFEU). The regulation came in force on 1 July 2014
and will be applicable until 31 December 2020.
The text of the regulation (recital 5), sets forth that „The general conditions for
the application of this Regulation should be defined on the basis of a set of common
principles that ensure the aid serves a purpose of common interest, has a clear
incentive effect, is appropriate and proportionate, is granted in full transparency and
subject to a control mechanism and regular evaluation, and does not adversely affect
trading conditions to an extent that is contrary to the common interest”. Recital 31,
on the other hand, states that „By addressing the handicaps of disadvantaged
regions, regional aid promotes the economic, social and territorial cohesion of
Member States and the Union as a whole. Regional aid is designed to assist the
development of the most disadvantaged areas by supporting investment and job
creation in a sustainable context”.
It is worth highlighting the content of Annex 1 „Definition of SME”. Article 1
defines the term „enterprise” for the purpose of the regulation. According to it, „an
15

OJ EU L 2017.156.1.
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enterprise is considered to be any entity engaged in an economic activity,
irrespective of its legal form. This includes, in particular, self-employed persons and
family businesses engaged in craft or other activities, and partnerships or
associations regularly engaged in an economic activity”.
The case-law rightly points out that the term, „in its broad sense, should be
understood as covering all categories of entities engaged in an economic activity,
whatever their organizational and legal form and the form of financing involved”
(III SA/Wa 1410/06 – Judgment of the Voivodship Administrative Court of
Warsaw)16. It ought to be added that „an economic activity should be understood as
providing goods and services on the market and whether or not it is for profit is of
no relevance” (III SA/Wa 1410/06 Judgment of the Voivodship Administrative
Court of Warsaw).
The provisions of the Regulation – while referring to the Guidelines – include
regulations on an incentive effect. Recital 18 states:
In order that the aid is necessary and acts as an incentive to further
development activities or projects, this Regulation should not apply to aid for
activities in which the beneficiary would in any case engage even in the absence of
the aid. Aid should be exempted from notification under this Regulation if the work
on the aided project or activity starts after the beneficiary has submitted a written
application for the aid. Moreover, pursuant to Article 6(1), This regulation shall
apply only to aid which has an incentive effect.
Paragraph 2 indicates that „Aid shall be considered to have an incentive effect if
the beneficiary has submitted a written application for the aid to the Member State
concerned before work on the project or activity starts”17.
Moreover, in recital 22, the normative act at issue here holds:
With a view to ensuring that aid is proportionate and limited to the amount
necessary, maximum aid amounts should, whenever possible, be defined in terms of
16

In the light of Article 2 point 16 of the Act of 30 April 2004 on the procedural issues
concerning public aid (OJ 2016, item 1948) „beneficiary of aid” is to be understood as an
entity engaged in economic activity, including entities engaged in agriculture or fishery,
irrespective of the organizational-legal form and the form of financing, which received
public aid. See also Chudobski, Werner (2009).
17
Paragraph 2 specifies content-based elements of the application for aid – among other
things, description of the project, including the commencement and completion date.
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aid intensities in relation to a set of eligible costs. Where the maximum aid intensity
cannot be set, because eligible costs cannot be identified or in order to provide
simpler instruments for small amounts, maximum aid amounts defined in nominal
terms should be set out in order to ensure proportionality of aid measures. The aid
intensity and the maximum aid amounts should be fixed, in the light of the
Commission’s experience, at a level that minimizes distortions of competition in the
aided sector while appropriately addressing the market failure or cohesion issue.
For regional investment aid, the aid intensity should comply with the allowable aid
intensities under the regional aid maps.
While calculating aid intensity only eligible costs should be taken into account.

5. Regulation of the Minister for Infrastructure and Development (awarding
regional investment aid under regional operational programs)
A legal act forming a direct basis for awarding beneficiaries union funds, having
attributes of state aid, is the Regulation of the Minister for Infrastructure and
Development of 3 September 2015 on granting regional investment aid under
regional operational programs for 2014-202018. There is no doubt that in the
hierarchy of the sources of law national legislation carries smaller legal weight than
TFEU or Regulation 651/2014. In the case of the relationship with the first of the
legal acts cited, it has to be stated clearly that the fact itself of applicability of the
national act comes as a consequence of the possibility – included in the provisions of
Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty – to grant public aid in exceptional situations.
One of the ways to legalize aid are aid programs of which the regulation in question
is part. Secondly, the relationship between Regulation 651/2014 and the national
legislation is related to the fact in the light of which the latter was issued based (in
its formal/content sense19) on the Union regulation. At the same time, one cannot fail

18

OJ 2018.53.
In the formal sense – the existence of Regulation 651/2014 is a precondition for issuing the
national regulation; in the material sense – the national regulation develops the provisions of
the Union regulation.
19
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to recognize that it is necessary for the national legislative texts in the field of
subsidy law to be compliant with the content of soft law.
Finally, what also needs to be stressed is that the underlying basis for issuing the
regulation discussed was Article 27(4) (see more on Article 27 in Odachowski 2016)
of the Act of 11 July 2014 on the principles of the implementation of the cohesion
policy programs financed under financial perspective 2014-202020 (formal legal
basis)21.
It pertains exclusively to regional operational programs since their legal
construction – where the territorial aspect is present in that activities are confined to
the voivodship area concerned – corresponds to the specificity of regional aid (this is
why this kind of aid is not present in national operational programs).
The regulation refers to entrepreneurs in the context of the aforementioned
Article 1, Annex 1 of Regulation 651/2014, which, for the purpose of the issues
surrounding Union funds, defines the term „enterprise” (§ 3 (5)).
Provision § 6 (1) contains two significant content elements: „Aid is intended to
support economic and social development of the voivodship covered by the regional
operational program for 2014-2020 and it is granted for an initial investment”.
Firstly, it indicates the objective to be pursued by the legal form of regional
investment aid. Here the reference is mainly made to the provisions of Article 107
(3) (a) and (c) TFEU, which are concerned with the question of raising the potential
of disadvantaged regions. What should also be mentioned are the provisions
discussed above of the Guidelines and Regulation 651/2014 as they, too, contain
regulations referring to the objective of regional aid. In this sense, the
implementation regulation follows the above provisions. Moreover, there could be
no doubt that benefits, associated with the type of aid discussed, should be granted
20

OJ 2017.2433.
The regulation at issue also refers – in terms of thematic objectives within which regional
investment aid is granted – to Article 9 points 1,2 and 4-11 of Regulation (EU) No
1303/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 December 2013 laying down
the common rules on the European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund,
the Cohesion Fund, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and setting forth the general provisions on the
European Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the Cohesion Fund, and
the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and repealing Regulation of the Council (EC) No
1083/2006 (OJ L.2017.335.1).
21
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in the context of the voivodship covered by the regional operational program
concerned (e.g. Lower Silesian Voivodship and Regional Operation Program for
Lower Silesian Voivodship for 2014-2020).
Secondly, strengthening the potential of the region concerned should not involve
carrying out any activities, but solely an initial investment.22 The content of § 3 (3)
makes a reference to the provision of Article 2 (49) of Regulation 651/21423.
Provision § 6(4) of the national aid scheme states that „The condition for
granting aid is for the entrepreneur to commit to maintaining initial investment in
accordance with Article 14(5) of Regulation No 651/2014”24. The obligation of
maintaining the investment within the recipient region is laid down not only in both
regulations but also in the Guidelines25.
Other conditions for granting legal public aid is laid down in § 7 of Regulation
of the Minister of Infrastructure and Development. Paragraph 1 refers to
transparency of public aid. Point 1 states that „aid is granted pursuant to Article 5(1)
of Regulation No 651/2014”. Making a reference to the provision of a normative
Union act shows that this act „applies only to aid for which it is possible to calculate
precisely the gross grant equivalent ex ante without a need precisely the gross grant
equivalent of the aid ex ante without the need to undertake a risk assessment
§ 6 (2): „In the Mazowieckie Voivodship, a major entrepreneur may be granted aid solely
for initial investment constituting an initial investment for a new economic activity within
the meaning of Article 2(5) of Regulation No 651/2014”. Paragraph 3: „No aid may be
granted for an investment leading only to recreating manufacturing capacity”.
23
Article 2(49) „initial investment” means:
(a) an investment in tangible and intangible assets related to the setting-up of a new
establishment, extension of the capacity of an existing establishment, diversification of the
output of an establishment into products not previously produced in the establishment or a
fundamental change in the overall production process of an existing establishment; or
(b) an acquisition of assets belonging to an establishment that has closed or would have
closed had it not been purchased, and is bought by an investor unrelated to the seller and
excludes sole acquisition of the shares of an undertaking.
24
Article 14(5) „The investment shall be maintained in the recipient area for at least five
years or at least three years in the case of SMEs, after completion of the investment. This
shall not prevent the replacement of plant or equipment that has become outdated or broken
within this period, provided that the economic activity is retained in the area concerned for
the relevant minimum period”.
25
Ditto.
22
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(„transparent aid”)”. Moreover, § 7 (1) (2) of the Regulation of the Minister for
Infrastructure and Development mentions that what is meant here are the forms
indicated in Article 5 (2) (a) of Regulation 651/2014. Thus, they refer only to „aid in
the form of a grant and interest rate subsidy”26.
There is no doubt that public aid may be granted solely to cover eligible costs in
the Union project concerned. The content of § 7 (2) provides for that „Aid is granted
for covering eligible costs, referred to in Article 14 (4) of Regulation No 651/2014,
if the conditions laid down in Article 14 (6-9) of Regulation No 651/2014 are met”.
An important requirement, affecting the aspect of legality of public aid granted
(here: in the form of regional investment aid) is the maximum intensity of aid. To
this extent, the content of § 8 (1) of the national Regulation refers to „the provisions
issued based on Article 10 (2) of the Act of 30 April 2004 on the procedural issues
concerning public aid (OJ 2007, No 59 item 404, as amended)”. So far as this aspect
is concerned, the reference is to Ordinance of the Council of Ministers of 30 June
2014 on regional aid maps for 2014-202027.
The release of aid (§ 11 of Regulation of the Minister for Infrastructure and
Development) involves not only the submission of application by the beneficiary,
but also the fulfilment of requirements pertaining to incentive effect. In this respect,
§ 11 makes a reference to Article 6 (2), the first sentence of Regulation 651/2014.
Satisfying the request by the national authority awarding aid leads to concluding a
contract or to issuing a decision on co-financing the project (§ 12 (4)). The content
of § 10 provides for a case (Article 4 (1) (a) of Regulation 651/2014) when aid
constitutes individual aid subject to notification to the European Commission which
may be granted after being approved by the Commission. It is worth noting that the
Regulation will expire on 31 December 2020.

26

Recital 17: For the purpose of transparency, equal treatment and effective monitoring, this
Regulation should apply only to aid in respect of which it is possible to calculate precisely
the gross grant equivalent ex ante without the need to undertake a risk assessment
(„transparent aid”). For certain specific aid instruments, such as loans, guarantees, tax
measures, risk finance measures and, in particular, repayable advances, this Regulation
should define the conditions under which they can be considered transparent.
27
OJ 2014, item 878.
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6. Concluding remarks
The issue of regional investment aid should be considered as regards the Treaty
definition of public aid. At the same time, it is necessary to account for the legal
regime pertaining to state aid laid down by TFEU. Although this aid is, as a rule,
prohibited, the EU legislator permits numerous exemptions. This, in turn, means that
the Treaty provisions have to be developed by issuing other normative acts
(including also soft law regulations) which will render the delivery of benefits
falling within state aid legitimate. Using exclusively the form of individual aid –
which involves making notification of aid to the European Commission – fails to be
effective, for it is time consuming (lengthy procedure) and refers only to a specific
project. In this sense, normative acts – under the EU subsidy law, referred to as aid
programs or public aid schemes – allow for providing various entities with benefits
efficiently, provided the conditions set forth in those acts are met.
Nor could there be any doubt that the legal form of regional investment aid
should be considered in the context of having to ensure that beneficiaries will
implement projects in accordance with the EU regulations, national legislation,
relevant guidelines, programming documents, as well as the content of an agreement
for project-co-financing (decision on project co-financing, other act).
From a formal point of view, the obligation mentioned refers to various
legal acts. One can distinguish here the source of EU primary law (TFEU) as well as
the secondary law (Regulation 651/2014); attention should be paid to the Union
legislation (both of the sources mentioned) and national normative acts (Regulation
of the Minister for Infrastructure and Development). Finally, one should also note
the existence of formally binding regulations, as well as soft law provisions.
The material point of view comprises the need to fulfil all the conditions
under which legal benefits referring to regional aid may be granted and received.
The obligation of the institutions participating in the system of management and
control, as well as that of beneficiaries, is to pay attention to such issues as the
objective of the benefit, personal scope (beneficiaries), eligible expenditure list,
forms of aid, maximum aid intensity, and finally, an incentive effect.
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1. Introduction
Responding to stakeholders’ expectations, it is ever more common and on a
wider scale that today’s firms implement diversified measures of corporate social
responsibility. Those measures also address employees, who are classified as
primary stakeholders (Bartkowiak 2011: 32-33). It should, however, be emphasized
that meeting the expectations of stakeholder groups is not proportional.
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Entrepreneurs focus mainly on customers as this is what leads to increased
satisfaction and positive reviews of the firm (Luo, Bhattacharya 2006). Considering
the strategic role played by employees, corporate social responsibility should, in the
first place, be concerned with satisfying the needs and expectations of this group of
stakeholders. The level of employees’ effectiveness, their work commitment and the
extent to which they identify with organization, as well as their loyalty are largely
dependent on how they are treated, in other words, how human capital is being
managed in organization. Moreover, the responsibility for employees has a positive
impact on the organization’s efficient functioning and on its performance. The aim
of the paper is to discuss the importance of human capital for contemporary
organizations, to present the responsibility for employees in the light of the
provisions of ISO 26000 standard and to conduct an analysis of labor practices of
firms in Poland over the period of 2013-2015.

2. The importance of human capital for contemporary organizations
One can come across a number of definitions of human capital in the literature.
Human capital refers to all specific characteristics and properties embodied by
members of an organization (including knowledge, skills, abilities, health,
motivation, etc.) which have a specific value representing the source of future
income for both the employee – the owner of human capital, and the organization
using this capital (Król, Ludwiczyński 2006: 96-98). L. Edvinsson and M.S. Malone
define human capital as “combined knowledge, skill, innovativeness and ability of
the company’s individual employees to meet the task at hand.” (Edvinsson, Malone
2001: 17). Moreover, J. Samul notes that while defining human capital the elements
which are mentioned most frequently are those which make up human capital. In
definitions of the structures of human capital, the aspect to appear most often is that
of education, competence, attitudes and personal characteristics (Samul 2013: 201).
Numerous authors stress the key role of human capital for today’s organizations.
According to E. Skrzypek, people represent a substantial strategic resource of every
firm. This resource is the source for value creation and competitive advantage; in
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other words, business success should be mainly associated with human capital
(Skrzypek 2009: 208-209). J. Dzieńdziora and M. Smolarek emphasize that what is
crucial nowadays for shaping the firm’s competitiveness is the development of
human potential which is taken into consideration while drawing up and
implementing the firm’s strategy (Dzieńdziora, Smolarek 2010: 82). M. Juchnowicz
suggests that human capital is becoming the primary creator of value, as well as the
factor determining the firm’s competitive position (Juchnowicz 2007: 15). In a
contemporary enterprise, people should be seen as the most valuable assets while
their constant development ought to be ensured by the organization. While other
assets tend to be depreciated over time, human assets are capable of multiplying
rapidly their value through the process of learning (Rosińska 2007: 11-20). People,
both as individuals or teams, are the basic elements of organizations – people
constitute their content and form. For an organization, “to be or not to be” question
lies in the hands of its members because it is the people who create, change and even
annihilate their organizations (Godlewska 2008: 71). The characteristics which make
human capital stand out compared to other types of capital in organization, is its
qualitative character developed slowly by the individual himself or herself and by
the organization, with this character being difficult to record and measure. It cannot
be used as an object of trade, it has to be unique, difficult to copy by competition,
and, above all, it cannot be passed to another owner (Pocztowski 2007: 41). It is
therefore critical for the organization to understand the essence and importance of
staff selection at the very beginning of its operations, and to remember that
management is a continuous process involving constant development and
improvement (Dzieńdziora, Smolarek 2010: 82).
However, the managerial staff in an organization has to be aware that in today’s
organizations people are employed in various capacities, under different working
time and on the basis of diversified types of contracts. This is why the firm’s activity
in this respect should be focused on responsible treatment of all the categories of
employees working in contemporary organizations, with a possible classification of
those categories being as follows:


regular employees – full-time workers employed permanently in a firm; the
organization bears all the costs related to those employees;
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partnership talent – employees being part of a partnership or joint ventures
who are taken into account in related balance sheet;



borrowed talent – employees who are part of the value chain or ecosystem
who, however, are not considered in the firm’s balance sheet, e.g.
contractors sent by external firms to perform supportive roles;



independent talent – freelancers hired for specific projects or on a temporary
basis;



open source talent – individuals who perform services for firms free of
charge, acting independently or in a community – e.g. people who answer
questions about the firm’s products on its Internet sites under open source
help functions (Deloitte 2013).

3. Responsibility for employees in the light of provisions of PN-ISO 26000: 2012
standard
The organization’s responsibility for employees has been comprehensively
addressed in ISO 26000 standard, which is an international standard comprising
guidelines on social responsibility, that is, the responsibility of an organization for
the impact, exerted by its decisions and actions, on society and the environment with
this responsibility being ensured by transparent and ethical behavior which:


fosters sustainable development, including that of society’s health and
welfare;



takes into account stakeholders’ expectations (individuals or groups who
take interest in the organization’s decisions or actions);



is compliant with applicable law and consistent with the international
standards of behavior;
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is incorporated into the organization’s operations and is practiced in its
relationships referring to the organization’s actions taken within its sphere
of influence. ISO 26000 standard provides no requirements and as such it is
not to be certified, being intended for use on a voluntary basis by all
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organizations, whatever their ownership form, size, type and location (PKN
2010: 2).
The following seven core subjects of social responsibility have been
distinguished in ISO 26000 standard:


organizational governance,



human rights,



labor practices,



the environment,



fair operating practices,



consumer issues,

 local community involvement and development (ISO 26000).
The guidelines addressing organizations and referring to labor practices included
in ISO 26000 have been formulated according to five subjects: employment and
employment relationships, conditions of work and social protection, social dialogue,
occupational health and safety, human development and training in the workplace.
Selected guidelines for organizations are presented in Table 1.
The guidelines for organizations on employment and employment relationships
pertain predominantly to respecting the provisions of labor law, to having no
discrimination at workplace, as well as to treating employees and subcontractors
ethically. The guidelines formulated in the field of Conditions of work and social
protection focus on organizations to ensure working conditions that are compliant
with law regulations, decent wages, working hours and rest, as well as equal
payment for the same work and paying workers for overtime. With respect to the
Social dialogue issue, the guidelines provided for in ISO 26000 refer first and
foremost to respecting workers’ right to establish organizations or to join already
existing labor organizations, and to the organization’s cooperation with social
dialogue institutions. Another issue that ISO 26000 standard does not neglect are the
guidelines on occupational health and safety. Recommendations within this area
comprise such issues as the OSH risk analysis and control, devising and
implementing OSH policy, providing the required safety equipment, ensuring that
all employees receive OSH training – regardless of the form and working hours of
their employment. What is important, the guidelines laid down in ISO 26000 also
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include those referring to employees’ development which propose that the
organization creates opportunities for development and promotion without
discrimination, and if necessary, to ensure support for discharged workers in finding
a new job, as well as creates social programs promoting health and welfare.
Table 1. Guidelines for organizations on labor practices
Labor
practices issues
Issue 1
Employment
and
employment
relationships

Issue 2
Conditions of
work and
social
protection

Issue 3 Social
dialogue
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Guidelines for organizations
The organization is recommended:
not to eschew the obligations which the law requires from employer,
to ensure equal opportunities for all workers, allowing for no
discrimination,
to eliminate any arbitrary or discriminatory practices of discharging
workers , to protect personal data and privacy of employees,
not to benefit from unfair, exploitation or abuse-based labor practices
used by the organization’s partners, suppliers or subcontractors,
including those providing remote work.
The organization is recommended:
to ensure that working conditions are compliant with national law and
are consistent with applicable international labor standards,
to ensure decent conditions of work with respect to wages, working
hours, weekly rest, holidays, health and safety issues, maternity
protection and the possibility of combining work with family duties,
to enable employees to follow their national or religious customs and
tradition
to ensure equal payment for work of the same value,
to respect the employees’ right to work normal or agreed on hours, laid
down by the law, regulations or collective agreements,
to pay for overtime in accordance with the law, regulations or collective
agreements.
The organization is recommended:
to recognize the importance of social dialogue institution for the
organization, including that at an international level,
to always respect workers’ right to establish their own labor
organizations or to join them with a view to promoting their own
interests or collective arrangements,
not to impede workers from founding their own labor organizations or
joining them,
not to prompt governments to constrain the rights to freedom of
association recognized on an international scale,
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Table 1. Cont. …
Labor
practices issues

Guidelines for organizations

The organization is recommended:
to draw up, implement and maintain health and safety policy based on
the principle that strict health and safety standards and the organization
functioning are mutually supportive and strengthening areas,
to analyze and control OHS risk present in the organization’s
operations,
to notify workforce about being required to always observe safety
Issue 4
practices and to ensure that employees act in accordance with the
Occupational
relevant procedures,
health and
to provide safety equipment necessary, including personal protective
safety
equipment,
to ensure the same OSH protection for employees working part-time
and on a temporary basis, as well as subcontractors,
to seek to eliminate psychosocial risks in the workplace which
contribute or lead to stress and illnesses,
to provide the entire staff with adequate training in terms of all
important issues.
The organization is recommended:
to ensure that all workers have access, at every stage of their career, to
Issue 5 Human the development of skills, to training and practice, and have the
opportunity to be promoted in conditions free of discrimination,
development
and training in if necessary, to provide workers who have been discharged with
the workplace assistance in looking for support, new job, training and career guidance
and counseling services,
to create joint programs promoting health and welfare with the
participation of representatives of workforce and management staff
Source: self-reported data based on PKN (2012: 46-53).

The ISO 26000 guidance on work addresses in a comprehensive way the
employment issues and the organization’s responsibility for its workers. As such, the
responsibility for workers is to incorporate the ISO 26000 guidelines on labor
practices into the organization’s management process.
Human capital bears substantially on the organization’s competitive advantage
(see Figure 1). This is why one should emphasize the positive impact of the ISO
26000 provisions on the development of human capital in the organization, and
thereby on its competitive position. As already mentioned, incorporating the ISO
26000 guidelines into the organization’s management process demonstrates a
holistic responsibility for employees. Employees who are treated by their employer
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in a responsible way are loyal, committed to work and take actions fostering their
development. The organization thus gains competitive advantage through an
important factor, which is high-value human capital.
Figure 1. ISO 26000 guidance and business competitive advantage

Source: self-reported data.

4. Analysis of labor practices of businesses in Poland over the period of 20132015
The analysis of Responsible business in Poland. Good practices reports from the
years 2013-2015 (FOB 2013, 2014, 2015) allowed for gaining insight into the scale
of labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland. It is worth noting that the
report Responsible business in Poland. Good practices is the most important
publication of the Responsible Business Forum in which its authors seek to
demonstrate in a comprehensive way significant events and activities within
corporate social responsibility in Poland over the past year, as well as companies’
good practices. The presentation of good practices unfolds according to their
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breakdown into the seven core subjects of corporate social responsibility as
distinguished in ISO 26000.
Throughout the years 2013-2015, the number of labor practices implemented by
businesses in Poland nearly doubled – it grew from 67 in 2013 to 113 practices in
2015 (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland over the period
of 2013-2015

Source: self-reported data based on FOB (2013, 2014, 2015).

Table 2. The areas of labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland in
2013
Area of labor practice
Frequency of observed labor practices
Employer-supported employee volunteering
15
Employees’ health
13
Training and development
9
Safety in the workplace
7
Dialogue with employees
5
Recruitment and adaptation
5
Parent-friendly company
4
Integration of employees
3
Worker participation
3
Work-life balance
2
Support for employees
1
Countering
workplace
bullying
and
0
harassment
Source: self-reported data based on FOB (2013).
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Table 3. The areas of labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland in
2014
Area of labor practice
Frequency of observed labor practices
Safety in the workplace
14
Training and development
14
Employer-supported employee volunteering
13
Parent-friendly company
10
Employees’ health
8
Support for employees
7
Integration of employees
6
Worker participation
5
Dialogue with employees
3
Countering
workplace
bullying
and
2
harassment
Recruitment and adaptation
1
Work-life balance
1
Source: self-reported data based on FOB (2014).

Table 4. The areas of labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland in
2015
Area of labor practice
Frequency of observed labor practices
Training and development
23
Employees’ health
23
Safety in the workplace
22
Employer-supported employee volunteering
12
Integration of employees
8
Worker participation
6
Countering workplace bullying and
6
harassment
Parent-friendly company
4
Support for employees
4
Recruitment and adaptation
3
Work-life balance
2
Dialogue with employees
0
Source: self-reported data based on FOB (2015).

A detailed analysis of the areas within which labor practices were carried out by
businesses in Poland finds that in 2013 the activities that were most frequently
implemented were concerned with employer-supported employee volunteering (15
practices), employees’ health (13 practices) and training and development (9
practices) (see Table 2).
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In the year 2014 meanwhile the most frequently carried out practices were those
involved in safety in the workplace (14 practices), training and development (14
practices) and employer-supported employee volunteering (13 practices) (see Table
3).
In 2015 organizations in Poland most frequently performed activities referring
to training and development (23 practices), employees’ health (23 practices) and
workplace safety (22 practices) (see Table 4).
The above data show that training and development of employees make up one
of the prioritized CSR areas of businesses in Poland. Over the course of the three
years analyzed, the greatest dynamics as to the number of labor practices
implemented could be observed in the following areas:


safety in the workplace (from 7 practices in 2013, to 14 practices in 2014 up
to 22 practices in 2015),



training and development (from 9 practices in 2013, 14 practices in 2014, up
to 23 practices in 2015),



employees’ health (from 13 practices in 2013, 8 practices in 2014, up to 23
practices in 2015).
The findings elicited through the analysis of the reports Responsible business in
Poland. Good practices over the period of 2013-2015 clearly show that the
implementation of labor practices represents the key area for social responsibility in
Poland. As observed, no less than 25% of practices contained in the report
Responsible business in Poland. Good practices for the year 2015 accounted for
labor practices. The highest number of practices included in the report (41%) refers
to social engagement and local community development.

5. Conclusions
In accordance with its aim, the paper showed the importance of human capital
for contemporary organizations, presented the ISO 26000 guidance on labor
practices and defined the impact of those guidelines on business competitiveness, as
well as analyzed labor practices implemented by businesses in Poland. Corporate
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social responsibility can be of external dimension (activity addressing first and
foremost clients or a local community) and internal (addressing chiefly employees),
with the latter providing the focus of this paper. As the analysis findings showed,
entrepreneurs in Poland ever more frequently and within an ever greater scope took
actions manifesting their responsibility for employees, thus recognizing the key role
played by human capital in building competitive advantage of an organization.
Maintaining the current trend of incorporating the ISO 26000 guidelines into the
management process and carrying out responsible labor practices by businesses in
Poland will contribute to workers’ improved situation on the labor market and to
increased competitiveness of companies in national and global markets. Moreover,
employers who treat their employees in a responsible way build the image of a good
employer in public awareness. From the point of view of the organization itself,
taking responsible actions to the benefit of internal stakeholders, such as employees,
fosters increased loyalty and motivation among workers and reduces their turnover
and absenteeism.
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